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1
Introduction

Study of the turbulent phenomena in the atmosphere is fundamental for optimizing
the layout of wind farms, understanding pollutant dispersion, creating better climate
models or for wind energy forecasts.�e turbulent phenomena relevant for all these
applications are limited to the lowest levels of the atmosphere called the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL). Stull (����) [�] defines the ABL as, ‘the part of the troposphere that
is directly influenced by the presence of the Earth’s surface, and responds to the forcings within
a timescale of about an hour or less.’
ABLs are generally thermally stratified. Figure �.� shows the diurnal variation

of ABL over land and di�ferent layers composing it. �e main components of the
boundary layer structure are the surface layer, mixed layer, the residual layer, and the sta-
ble boundary layer.�e surface layer forms the bottom ��% of the ABL and in this layer
the turbulent fluxes and stresses vary by less than ��% of their magnitude. In the
layer above the surface layer called the mixed layer the turbulence is usually driven
by convection. Convection can be due to the heat transfer from the ground to air or
radiative cooling from the top of cloud layers. When there is heating at the ground,
there are thermals rising up in the mixed layer. In convectively mixed situation the
boundary layer grows by entraining or turbulent mixing of the less turbulent air from
abovewith the turbulent air in the lower layers. However a stably stratified layer called
the entrainment zone limits the growth of the boundary layer. If this layer is strong
enough it is called as capping inversion, above the inversion the potential temperature
increases with height. If the heat flux at the surface is negligible and the boundary

�
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Figure �.�: Atmospheric boundary layer on land consists of three major layers: a
turbulent mixed layer, a less turbulent residual layer, and a nocturnal stable boundary
layer with sporadic turbulence. Figure recreated, based on Fig. �.� of Stull (����) [�].

layer is capped by an inversion, it is called a conventionally neutral boundary layer
(CNBL). Previous attempts to completely predict the velocity profile in the CNBL have
not been completely successful. It is one of the goals of this thesis to derive an analyt-
ical model which completely predicts the CNBL velocity profile in the outer-layer.

Around sunset, when the heat transfer at the ground stops, the thermals cease
to form. �is causes the turbulence to decay in the what was formerly, the mixed
layer.�is forms the so-called residual layer which is the residue or the remnant of the
mixed layer. During the night, the residual layer due to its contact with the colder
ground surface transforms into a stable boundary layer. In such situations, the wind
in the residual layer decouples from the surface friction andmay accelerate to super-
geostrophic wind speeds, a phenomenon called the low-level jet (LLJ). LLJs are highly
energetic and form at heights ��-���mof above the Earth’s surface [�].
Wind turbines operate in the lowest layers of the ABL and are highly a�fected by

the turbulent processes in the ABL. In the recent years there has been a growing
interest in wind farms as a sustainable energy source. Wind energy now amounts
for nearly ��% of the total electricity in Europe�. For achieving carbon neutrality, to
reach the targeted carbon emission reduction by ����, wind energy based electricity
production is indispensable. �erefore, there is a renewed and growing focus on
installing taller wind turbines andmore o�fshore wind farms.�e tallest wind turbine

�www.windeurope.org/newsroom/press-releases/wind-is-not-growing-fast-
enough-for-eu-economy-to-go-climate-neutral

www.windeurope.org/newsroom/press-releases/wind-is-not-growing-fast-enough-for-eu-economy-to-go-climate-neutral
www.windeurope.org/newsroom/press-releases/wind-is-not-growing-fast-enough-for-eu-economy-to-go-climate-neutral
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till date, GE Haliade-X has a tip-height of ���m�. Figure �.� shows the change in the
wind turbine heights over time and the present day technology with very tall turbines.
�e figure clearly shows that thewind turbine technology has progressed in the recent
years and large wind turbines with higher capacities are being installed.

Small wind turbines mostly operate in the surface layer, however taller wind tur-
bines generally have tip heights of ���-���mabove the ground. It isworthmentioning
here that typical stable boundary layer heights are ��-���m [�].�erefore, taller wind
turbines operate in regions of the atmosphere in which the interactions between the
ABL and the turbines are hitherto unexplored. For example, in the presence of an LLJ
the ABL is non-turbulent above and turbulent below the LLJ.�e interaction between
such stable boundary layers (SBLs) and wind farms has not been explored in detail
till now. For designing better wind turbines and wind farms the knowledge of such
interactions is essential. It is the goal of the present thesis to carry out fundamen-
tal research into the physics governing the interaction between LLJs and large wind
farms.

�.� A guide through the thesis

Large eddy simulations (LES) [�,�] has been instrumental in the study of atmospheric
turbulence. In LES, large scale flow features in an ABL is resolved and the small
scale turbulence is parameterized using a sub-grid scale (SGS) model. In addition to
simulating ABLs, by adopting appropriate modelling strategies LES can be used to
study the interaction between large wind farms and ABLs [�].�is thesis contains two
main parts. In part I the focus is mainly on code validation and simulating CNBLs
to derive an analytical wind velocity profile. In part II, LES is applied to study the
interaction between SBLs and wind farms. A brief introduction to each part of the
thesis is given below. Detailed introduction to each topic will be provided in the
respective chapters.

�.�.� Part I: Large eddy simulations of stratified ABLs

In chapter �, a thermal module capable of simulating thermally stratified ABLs is
implemented and validated in an existing, in-house LES code. Furthermore, by
implementing di�ferent SGSmodels in the code, their performance is assessed under
di�ferent thermal stratification.
In chapter �, the code is used to study the general characteristics of a CNBL. By
�www.ge.com/renewableenergy/wind-energy/offshore-wind/haliade-x-offshore-

turbine

www.ge.com/renewableenergy/wind-energy/offshore-wind/haliade-x-offshore-turbine
www.ge.com/renewableenergy/wind-energy/offshore-wind/haliade-x-offshore-turbine
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Figure �.�: Changing wind turbine height over time. Figure adapted from www.
windeurope.org/about-wind/campaigns/politico/.

performing a suite of LES, the results are used to derive model constants for the
geostrophic drag law and to study the variation of boundary layer statistics with
latitude, which will further our understanding of CNBLs.

In chapter �, based on the insights obtained from the LES in the previous chapter,
an analytical equation for the wind profile is derived for the CNBL.�is analytical
equationwill be useful in developing better turbulence parameterization for Reynolds
averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models and analytical modeling of wind farms.

�.�.� Part II: Interaction between SBLs andwind farms

In chapter �, the interaction between a stable, nocturnal ABL and a large wind farm
is studied. Flow visualisation and energy budget analysis are performed to unravel
diverse phenomena influencing the power production of a wind farm in a SBL.
When turbines interact with LLJs they operate in a region of lower atmospheric

turbulence and high thermal stability, which will influence the stability of the root
and tip vortices of wind turbines. �erefore, in chapter �, the e�fect of LLJs on the
wake evolution, vortex structures, and external aerodynamic blade loading of a wind

www.windeurope.org/about-wind/campaigns/politico/
www.windeurope.org/about-wind/campaigns/politico/
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turbine is presented.
Building on the insights obtained from the previous study, the impact of negative

shear region and reduced turbulence of the LLJ on wind farm power production is
presented in chapter �. With ever increasing turbine heights, this study is particularly
relevant for a thorough understanding of the LLJ - wind farm interaction.

Coriolis forces in the atmosphere due to the rotation of the Earth create an Ekman
spiral and add veer to the wind. In chapter � study the e�fect of Coriolis force on the
wind farm wake.�is is of importance to wind farm cluster wakes as more andmore
wind farms are being built in the wake of others.

In chapters�–�, theABL isdrivenby constantmeanpressuregradient, however the
ABL is seldom static.�erefore, it is important to incorporate the dynamic changes in
forcing. In chapter �, a simple technique to incorporate dynamic wind angle changes
in LES presented.�is will be particularly useful in incorporatingmeso-scale forcings
in micro-scale LES.
Finally, in the last chapter, conclusions, outlook based on the insights obtained

from LES, and possible directions for future studies are presented.





Part I

Large eddy simulations of stratified
atmospheric boundary layers
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2
Large eddy simulations of stratified

atmospheric boundary layers�

�e development and assessment of sub-grid scale (SGS) models for large eddy simulations of
atmospheric boundary layers is an active research area. In this study, we compare the perfor-
mance of the classical Smagorinsky model, the Lagrangian-averaged scale-dependent (LASD)
model, and the anisotropic minimum dissipation (AMD) model. �e LASD model has been
widely used in the literature for �� years, while the AMD model was recently developed. Both
the AMD and the LASD model allow three-dimensional variation of SGS coe�ficients and are
therefore suitable to model heterogeneous flows over complex terrain or a wind farm. We per-
formaone-to-one comparisonof theseSGSmodels forneutral, stable, andunstableatmospheric
boundary layers. Wefind that the LASDand the AMDmodels capture the logarithmic velocity
profile and the turbulence energy spectra better than the Smagorinskymodel.�e performance
analysis of themodels reveals that the computational overheadof theAMDmodeland theLASD
model compared to the Smagorinsky model are approximately ��% and ��% respectively. �e
LASDmodel has a higher computational andmemory overhead because of the global filtering
operations andLagrangian tracking procedure, which can result in bottleneckswhen themodel
is used in extensive simulations.�ese bottlenecks are absent in the AMDmodel, whichmakes
it an attractive SGSmodel for large scale simulations of turbulent boundary layers.

�Published as: SrinidhiN.Gadde, Anja Stieren, andRichard J. A.M.Stevens, Large-EddySimulations
of Stratified Atmospheric Boundary Layers: Comparison of Di�ferent Sub-grid Models, Boundary-Layer Meteo-
rol. pp�–�� (����), doi: ��.����/s�����-���-�����-�.

�
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�.� Introduction

Large eddy simulations (LES) have been instrumental in the study of turbulence in
atmospheric boundary layers (ABLs) [�–�]. In LES, large-scale eddies are resolved
and the e�fect of the sub-grid scale (SGS) eddies are parametrized.�e most widely
used SGS parametrization is the Smagorinsky approximation, in which the model
coe�ficients are derived from theoretical arguments and empirical formulations [�].
A significant disadvantage of the Smagorinsky model is that the SGS stresses are
assumed to be universal, isotropic, and scale-invariant, which makes the model un-
suitable for anisotropic flows such as ABL flows. To overcome the limitations of the
Smagorinsky model, ad-hoc wall damping functions, backscatter [�], and buoyancy
corrections [��] have been proposed to account for the e�fects of wind shear and buoy-
ancy.

Significant progress in SGSmodelling was achieved with the introduction of the
Germano identity [��].�e Germano identity relates stresses at di�ferent scales and
facilitates the calculation of the Smagorinsky coe�ficients without ad-hoc formula-
tions.�is approach assumes scale-similarity, i.e., that the model coe�ficients do not
vary with scale. However, scale-dependency is important in wall-bounded flows in
which the grid-scale approaches the local integral scale, such that the SGS stresses
contribute significantly to the total stress. Scale-dependent models allow for more
accurate modelling of SGS stresses and therefore can capture the flow physics in
wall-bounded flows better than the Smagorinsky model [��].

One class of scale-dependent models overcomes the limitation of scale similar-
ity by calculating the model coe�ficients at di�ferent scales [��]. �is calculation is
performed by using two so-called test filters. When calculating SGS constants with
this method numerical instabilities can arise [��]. To prevent this the model coef-
ficients are averaged spatially [��] or in a Lagrangian way over fluid path-lines [��].
Planar averaging limits the coe�ficients to change only with height, while Lagrangian
averaging allows for a three-dimensional variation of the SGS coe�ficients. For het-
erogeneous flows, such as flows over complex terrains or in extended wind farms, the
three-dimensional variation of the model coe�ficient is necessary to model the flow
physics accurately. It has been shown that the Lagrangian-averaged scale-dependent
model (LASD) [��] is a more suitable choice for such heterogeneous flows than SGS
models that rely on planar averaging of the model coe�ficients.
A new class of SGS models that does not involve any additional filtering oper-

ations has recently been developed. In this approach, the minimum dissipation
to balance the turbulence production at scales smaller than the grid-scale is deter-
mined. �ese so-called minimum-dissipation models were initially developed for
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isotropic turbulence by Verstappen (����) [��]. Further developments by Rozema et
al. (����) [��] extended the approach to anisotropic turbulence.�is model is known
as the anisotropic minimum dissipation (AMD) model. Recently, Abkar and Moin
(����) [��] incorporated buoyancy e�fects in the AMD model. �e AMD model has
been used successfully to model turbulent channel flows [��], neutral ABL flows with
passive scalars [��], and thermally stratified ABLs [��].�e basic concept of the AMD
model can be outlined as follows: �e eddy viscosity in the minimum dissipation
model is calculated by limiting the SGS eddies produced by the non-linear advective
terms in the Navier–Stokes equation from becoming dynamically significant.�is ar-
gument does not involve any specific assumptions about the energy transfer between
di�ferent scales, the energy spectrum, turbulent energy cascades, or phenomenologi-
cal arguments [��].�e dynamically significant part of themotion is confined to large
eddies by damping the velocity gradient with an eddy viscosity.�e eddy viscosity
is calculated such that the energy transferred from the large eddies to the SGS is
dissipated at a rate that ensures that the production of SGS eddies by the non-linear
terms in the Navier–Stokes equations becomes dynamically irrelevant.
To understand the performance of the di�ferent SGS models it is necessary to

test them under di�ferent conditions.�erefore, we compare the performance of the
standard Smagorinskymodel [�], the LASDmodel [��,��,��], and the AMDmodel [��]
for di�ferent atmospheric conditions. We analyze the first- and second-order turbu-
lence statistics and the surface similarity for a neutral, stable, and unstable ABL.�is
providesmore insight into the performance of two distinct classes of scale-dependent
models (i.e., the LASD and the AMDmodel) for di�ferent atmospheric conditions.

�e primary consideration in evaluating the performance of a SGSmodel is how
accurately the model can capture the relevant flow physics. However, practical con-
siderations can also play a role in the selection of an appropriate SGS model. �e
Smagorinsky model is by far the easiest to implement, but the limited accuracy of
the Smagorinsky model is a significant drawback [��]. Scale-dependent models can
capture the flow physics more accurately than the Smagorinsky model. While the
LASDmodel [��] has been used widely in the literature [�,��–��], the AMDmodel has
only beendeveloped relatively recently [��–��]. While the LASDmodel has been shown
to provide accurate predictions [��], it has some practical drawbacks. It is challenging
to implement, due to the required filtering operations and Lagrangian averaging
procedure that is employed. Due to the additional filtering operations, the LASD
model generates a computational overhead, and the numerical implementation of the
Lagrangian averaging involves numerous interpolation operations, which requires
MPI communication betweenmultiple processors. Besides, the LASDmodel has an
additional memory overhead due to the requirement to store the time-histories of
di�ferent quantities.�ese are all essential considerations for simulations performed
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onmodern supercomputers.�e AMDmodel, on the other hand, has low computa-
tional complexity and is straightforward to implement.�erefore, it is particularly
interesting to see how the AMDmodel performs compared to the LASDmodel to as-
sess whether it is a good alternative for the LASDmodel when considering large-scale
simulations of ABLs.

�e remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In section �.� the govern-
ing equations, numerical method, and the three SGSmodels used in this study are
introduced. In section �.� the performance of the di�ferent models is analyzed for
neutral, stably, and unstably stratified boundary layers. We close with the conclusions
in section �.�.

�.� Large eddy simulations

In LES, turbulentmotions larger than the grid scale are resolved and the SGSmotions
are parametrized. In a thermally stratified ABL, the Boussinesq approximation to
model buoyancy leads to the following governing equations:

@ieui = 0, (�.�)

@teui + @j (euieuj ) = �@i ep� @j ⌧ij + g�(e✓ �
D
e✓
E
)�i3 + f"ij3 (euj �Gj), (�.�)

@t
e✓ + euj@j e✓ = �@j qj , (�.�)

where the tilde represents spatial filtering, h i represents planar averaging, eui and e✓
are the filtered velocity and potential temperature, respectively, ep is the kinematic
pressure, g is the acceleration due to gravity, � = 1/✓0 is the buoyancy parameter
with respect to the reference potential temperature ✓0 , �ij is the Kronecker delta, f
is the Coriolis parameter,Gj = (Ug, Vg) is the geostrophic wind speed, and "ijk is
the alternating unit tensor. ⌧ij = guiuj � euieuj is the traceless part of the SGS stress
tensor, and qj =guj ✓ � euj e✓ is the SGS heat flux vector.

Wall-resolved LES are limited to moderate Reynolds numbers due to the very high
computational expense [��]. Consequently, simulations of high Reynolds number
ABL flows rely heavily on wall and SGS modelling. As it is impossible to resolve all
the flow scales, an accurate representation of the SGS properties is crucial in these
simulations [��]. It is common practice in LES to parametrize SGS stresses and fluxes
using an eddy viscosity and an eddy di�fusivity.�us, the traceless part of the SGS
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stress and heat flux are modelled as:

⌧ij �
1

3
⌧kk = �2⌫T eSij = �2(Cs,��)

2|eS|eSij , (�.�)

qj = � ⌫T

Prsgs
@j
e✓ = �(Ds,��)

2|eS|@j e✓, (�.�)

where eSij = 1
2 (@j eui + @ieuj ) represents the filtered strain rate tensor, ⌫T is the

eddy viscosity, and Prsgs is the SGS Prandtl number. Equations �.� and �.� are gen-
erally known as the Smagorinsky model (����). In any SGSmodel, ⌫T and Prsgs are
not known a priori.�ey are modelled by the mixing length approximation, which
includes the strain rates calculated using the grid scale velocities, where the eddy vis-
cosity is modelled as ⌫T = (Cs,��)2|eS|with the Smagorinsky coe�ficientCs,� at the

grid scale�, and |S| =
q
2eSij

eSij is the strain-rate magnitude.�e eddy di�fusivity
is modelled as ⌫T /Prsgs = (Ds,��)2|eS|, whereDs,� is the Smagorinsky coe�ficient
for the SGS heat flux. We emphasise that for the LASD and the AMDmodel, both
Cs,� andDs,� are dynamically calculated. However, for the Smagorinsky modelCs,�

and Prsgs are chosen constants, and it is worth mentioning that the results obtained
using the Smagorinsky model are sensitive to the choice of these constants [��].

�.�.� SmagorinskyModel

For LES of ABLs, the Smagorinsky coe�ficient Cs,� is determined using empirical
formulations, field observations, and turbulence theory. Assuming the existence of
an inertial range spectrum, Lilly (����) [�] calculated that the Smagorinsky constant
should be around 0.17 for homogeneous isotropic turbulence. To further account for
the inhomogeneity of the flow, Moin and Kim (����) [��] used ad-hoc wall damping
functions in simulations of channel flows.�is wall damping function was further
modified byMason and�omson (����) [�] using phenomenological arguments to
account for the scale-dependence of the SGS coe�ficients as:

1

(Cs,��)n
=

1

(Cs0,��)n
+

1

[(z + zo)]n
, (�.�)

where  = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant,Cs0,� is the mixing length away from the
surface, n = 2 is the damping exponent, z is the distance from the surface, and zo
is the roughness height. In addition to Cs,�, the value of the SGS Prandtl number
Prsgs has to be specified when thermal stratification is included. Several stability
corrections have been proposed to account for the e�fect of thermal stability. �e
value of Prsgs ranges from �.�� for free convection, to �.� for neutral conditions, up to
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�.� for the critical Richardson number [��]. In our simulations we useCs0,� = 0.17
andPrsgs = 0.5when using the Smagorinsky model.�e values were chosen by trial
and error such that the results closely match the results of the dynamic models. We
note here that [��] used Cs0,� = 0.17 in the simulation of similar pressure-driven
neutral ABLs. In addition, the wall damping function proposed by [�] is applied, with
a damping exponent n = 2.

�.�.� Lagrangian-Averaged Scale-dependentModel

A significant drawback of the Smagorinsky model is that the model coe�ficients have
to be specified a priori. Besides, the use of an ad-hoc wall damping function requires
tuning of the constants on a case by case basis. Dynamic models overcome this
limitation by computing the model coe�ficients based on the local flow properties [��].
In a dynamic model, the model coe�ficients are calculated by relating stresses at two
di�ferent scales by using theGermano identity.�e filtering at twodi�ferent filter sizes
is knownas testfiltering.�e stresses at these twodi�ferent scales are equatedbyusing
the Smagorinsky approximation.�e error due to the Smagorinsky approximation
is thenminimized by averaging it over a plane [��], by dynamic localization [��], or
averaging over fluid path-lines [��]. Inherent to the derivation of these models is the
assumption of scale-invariance. However, this assumption is inappropriate when the
flow is anisotropic. In the LASDmodel, to break the scale invariance, a second test
filter is used, and the process of error minimization is carried out over fluid path-
lines [��]. A similar process is employed for the calculations of the SGS heat flux. We
refer to Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��] and Stoll and Porté-Agel (����, ����) [��,��] for a
detailed derivation of the LASDmodel for neutral and thermally stratified conditions,
respectively.
If two test-filters of size 2� and 4� are used to relate stresses at two di�ferent

scales, the scale-dependence parameter for the stresses � and the heat flux �✓ are
given by:

� =
C

2
s,4�

C
2
s,2�

and �✓ =
D

2
s,4�

D
2
s,2�

, (�.�)

whereC2
s,2� andC

2
s,4� are the calculated SGS coe�ficients at the filter sizes 2� and

4�, respectively. Assuming that � and �✓ are scale-invariant over the test-filter scale,
i.e., � = C

2
s,4�/C

2
s,2� = C

2
s,2�/C

2
s,� and �✓ = D

2
s,4�/D

2
s,2� = D

2
s,2�/D

2
s,� results

in the model coe�ficients at grid scale�:

C
2
s,� =

C
2
s,2�

max(�, 0.125)
and D

2
s,� =

D
2
s,2�

max(�✓, 0.125)
. (�.�)
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Technically, � and �✓ can vary between 0 and1. However, when � approaches zero
theC2

s,� values become vary large, which causes numerical instabilities. Following
Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��] and Stoll and Porté-Agel (����) [��] we clip the � and �✓
values to �.��� to ensure numerical stability. �is procedure does not impact the
final statistics. It is worth mentioning here that the only tuning parameter used in
this model is the Lagrangian averaging time scale, for which di�ferent choices are
available [��]. �e time scale is chosen following Bou-Zeid et al. (����), i.e., T =

1.5�(LijMij/MijMij)�1/8, where Lij = euieuj � eui euj, andMij = 2�2[|eS|eSij �
4�|eS| eSij ]. We note that the Lagrangian time scale used in the LASDmodel works
very well for most cases [��].

�.�.� Anisotropicminimumdissipationmodel

In a minimum dissipation model, the main requirement is that the energy of the
sub-filter scales in a filter box⌦b does not increase.�e upper bound for this energy
is obtained from the Poincaré inequality, which is given by:

@t

Z

⌦b

1

2
ũ
0
iũ

0
idx  Ci@t

Z

⌦b

1

2
(@iũj)(@j ũi)dx (�.�)

whereCi is the modified Poincaré constant that controls the energy in the filter box.
We refer to Abkar andMoin (����) [��] for a detailed description of the model.

In the model, the eddy-viscosity and eddy-di�fusivity are given by:

⌫T =
�(@̂keui)(@̂keuj)eSij + �i3�(@̂keui)@̂k

⇣
✓̃ �

D
✓̃

E⌘

(@leum)(@leum)
, (�.��)

and

⌫✓ =
�(@̂keui)(@̂k✓̃)@̂i✓̃

(@l✓̃)(@l✓̃)
, (�.��)

respectively, where @̂i =
p
Ci�i@i (for i = �, �, �) is the scaled gradient operator.�e

model constants are obtained based on the argument that in a filter box the energy of
theSGSeddies doesnot increasewith time. Essentially, in thefilter box, theminimum
dissipation required to balance the production of scales smaller than the grid scale is
used to calculate the SGS coe�ficients [��, ��, ��].
�e value of the modified Poincaré constant depends on the used discretization

method. It has been shown thatCi = 1/12 gives good results when a spectralmethod
is used [��,��]. Rozemaet al. (����) [��] found that for decaying turbulence simulations
Ci = 0.3 provides good results when a second-order central finite di�ference method
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is used. For a fourth-ordermethodCi = 0.212workswell. Abkar andMoin (����) [��]
found thatCi = 1/3works well for LES of thermally stratified boundary layers. We
note here that Abkar and Moin (����) [��] used a code similar to ours, i.e., pseudo-
spectral in the horizontal direction and second-order central di�ference in the vertical
direction. Following them, we use Ci = 1/12 along the horizontal direction and
Ci = 1/3 in the vertical direction throughout this study.

�.�.� Numericalmethod

We use a pseudo-spectral method and periodic boundary conditions in the horizontal
directions anda second-order central di�ference scheme in the vertical direction. Time
integration is performed using a second-order accurate Adams–Bashforth scheme.
�e aliasing errors resulting from the non-linear terms are prevented by using the
3/2 anti-aliasing rule [��]. Viscous terms are neglected as we consider very high
Reynolds number flows.�is code is based on work by Albertson and Parlange [��].
�e computational domain is uniformly discretized with nx, ny, and nz points, with
grid sizes of �x = Lx/nx, �y = Ly/ny, and �z = Lz/nz in the streamwise,
spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively. Lx,Ly andLz are the dimensions of
the computational domain in the streamwise, spanwise, and wall-normal direction.
�e computational planes are staggered in the vertical direction with the first vertical
velocity plane at the ground.�e first grid point for the streamwise and spanwise
velocities and the potential temperature is located at�z/2 above the ground. Free-slip
boundary conditions with zero vertical velocity are used at the top boundary.

�e instantaneous shear stress and buoyancy flux at the surface, which form the
boundary condition, are modelled with the Monin–Obukhov similarity theory [�, ��]
using the resolved velocities and temperature at the first grid point, i.e.:

⌧xz|w = �u
2
⇤ cos(↵) = �

 


p
eu2 + ev2

ln(0.5�z/zo)�  M

!2

cos(↵), (�.��)

⌧yz|w = �u
2
⇤ sin(↵) = �

 


p
eu2 + ev2

ln(0.5�z/zo)�  M

!2

sin(↵), (�.��)

and

q⇤ =
u⇤(✓s � ✓̃)

ln(0.5�z/zos)�  H

, (�.��)
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where ⌧xz|w, ⌧yz|w, and q⇤ are the instantaneous shear stress and buoyancy flux at the
surface, respectively. Friction velocity is represented by u⇤, and zo is the roughness
length for momentum. Filtered velocities at the first grid level in the streamwise and
spanwise directions are represented by eu and ev respectively and ↵ = tan�1 (ṽ/ũ).
Vertical grid size is denoted by �z, ✓s is the potential temperature at the surface,
and zos is the thermal surface roughness. Stability corrections for momentum and
temperature are denoted by M and H , respectively. In classical works, the thermal
surface roughness is set to zos = zo/10 [��]. However, to facilitate easier comparison,
we follow the reference cases Sullivan et al. (����) [��] and Beare et al. (����) [��],
which use zos = zo, in the present study. For the convective boundary layer we follow
Brutsaert (����) [��] and set the stability corrections as follows:

 M = 2ln

1

2
(1 + ⇣)

�
+ ln


1

2
(1 + ⇣

2)

�
� 2tan�1 [⇣] + ⇡/2, (�.��)

 H = 2ln

1

2
(1 + ⇣

2)

�
, (�.��)

where ⇣ = (1 � 16z/L)1/4 and L = �(u⇤3✓0)/(gq⇤) is the Obukhov length. For
the stable boundary layer we use the stability correction suggested by Beare et al.
(����) [��]:

 M = �4.8z/L, (�.��)
 H = �7.8z/L. (�.��)

In addition to the surface stresses, the vertical gradients of the velocity at z1 = �z/2
are required for the calculation of SGS stress.�ey are given by the similarity formula:

✓
@ũ

@z

◆

�z/2

=
u⇤ cos(↵)

�z/2
, (�.��)

✓
@ṽ

@z

◆

�z/2

=
u⇤ sin(↵)

�z/2
. (�.��)

It is worth mentioning here that the surface similarity relations (Eqs. �.��, �.��,
and �.��) are defined for the mean stresses and fluxes. However, [�] used this mean
relation to calculate the ‘instantaneous’ stresses, which now is an established practice
in the literature. However, this procedure also contributes to the logarithmic layer
mismatch [��, ��]. To reduce the e�fect, Albertson (����) [�] proposed calculating the
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mean gradients with the similarity theory and the fluctuations with finite di�ferences.
�is technique has been used in our code. Furthermore, for the neutral boundary
layer cases, the correction proposed by Porté-Agel et al. [��] is used to further reduce
the e�fect of the log-layer mismatch.
To simplify the notation, the tilde representing the spatial filtering of the LES

quantities is omitted herea�ter only in this chapter.

�.� Results andDiscussion

�ree canonical boundary layers with neutral, stable, and unstable temperature strati-
fication are studied here. First, amean pressure-driven neutral boundary layer is used
to assess the performance of di�ferent models in truly neutral conditions. Second, we
consider the Global Earth andWater Experiment (GEWEX) ABL Study (GABLS�1),
which is a moderately stable stratified boundary layer [��]. Finally, an unstable con-
vective boundary layer with moderate capping inversion is considered [��].

�.�.� Neutral boundary layer

We performed simulations of a neutral ABL over a rough homogeneous surface using
the Smagorinsky, LASD, and AMDmodels.�e Coriolis forces are neglected for this
case, and the boundary layer is driven by an imposed pressure gradient 1/⇢(rp) =
�u

2
⇤/H, whereH is the domain height.�e domain lengthL and widthW are both

set to 2⇡H. �e domain is discretized with a grid of spacing �x = �y = 2⇡�z,
where �x, �y, and �z represent streamwise, spanwise, and vertical grid spacing,
respectively. �e computational domain is ����m in height and the vertical grid
spacing is �x,�y = 43.630m, �z = 6.944m. �e roughness used to model the
surface stresses is set to zo/H = 10�4.�e simulations are run until the flow has
reached a statistically stationary state.�e set-up considered here is the same as in
Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��].

�e planar-averaged streamwise velocity obtained from the simulations using the
di�ferent SGS models is presented in Fig. �.�a. �is velocity profile is expected to
follow the logarithmic law hui (z) = u⇤/ ln (z/zo) in the surface layer, i.e., up to
z/H ⇡ 0.1 � 0.2.�e figure shows that the streamwise velocity profiles obtained
from the AMD and the LASDmodels agree excellently with the logarithmic law in the
surface layer. However, in agreement with previous studies [��, ��, ��], the velocity
profile obtained from the simulation with the Smagorinsky model shows a mismatch
with the logarithmic profile.

�e resolved andmodelled SGS stresses obtained from the simulations with dif-
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Figure �.�: Planar-averaged vertical profiles for simulations of the neutral boundary
layer. (a) Mean velocity profile on a semi-logarithmic plot. (b) Resolved (markers),
SGS (lines), and total shear stress (black line) in the xz direction.�e solid black line
represents the total stress. (c) Vertical velocity variance and (d) non-dimensional
velocity gradient �M . Results from Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��] obtained with the LASI
and the PASDmodels are also plotted for comparison

ferent SGSmodels are presented in Fig. �.�b.�e figure shows that the ratio of the
resolved to modelled stresses increases with the distance from the surface. For the
AMD and the Smagorinsky models, the resolved stresses increase smoothly with
increasing height [��]. However, in agreement with Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��], we
find that the transition between the resolved and modelled stresses is very sharp
in the LASDmodel. In all cases, the sum of the resolved and the modelled stresses
follows the expected linear stress profile, which occurs at a steady state in the absence
of Coriolis forces.

Figure �.�c shows the planar-averaged vertical velocity variance calculated asD
w02
E

=
⇣D

w2
E
+ h⌧ zzi

⌘
� hwi hwi. Further away from the surface the verti-
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Figure �.�: Normalized streamwise wavenumber spectra of the streamwise velocity
at di�ferent heights using (a) the Smagorinsky model, (b) the LASDmodel, and (c) the
AMDmodel

cal velocity variance predicted by the LASD and the AMDmodel is nearly the same.
However, in the surface layer (z/H . 0.1 � 0.2) there is a considerable di�ference
in the variances obtained using the three models. �e non-dimensional velocity
gradient �M (z) = (z/u⇤) @hui/@z is presented in Fig. �.�d. Results from the
Lagrangian-averaged scale-independent model (LASI) and planar-averaged scale-
dependent model (PASD) from Bou-Zeid et al. (����) [��] are also included in the
figure for better perspective. Higher �M values near the surface are caused by the
log-layer mismatch [��] and the use of finite di�ferences to calculate gradients. Close
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to the surface, �M values predicted by the LASD and the AMD models are closer
to the theoretical value of � than the ones predicted by the Smagorinsky, LASI, and
PASDmodels.�is shows that the simulations with the AMD and the LASDmodel
capture the logarithmic law in the surface layer (z/H . 0.1 � 0.2) better than the
Smagorinsky model. Furthermore, near the surface the values of �M obtained from
both the LASD and the AMDmodel are nearly equal, indicating a similar performance
of the models.
To obtain further insight into the dissipation characteristics of the SGSmodels,

we present the streamwise wavenumber spectra of the streamwise velocity for various
heights above the surface in Fig. �.�. �e spectra is defined as

R1
0 E11(1)d1 =

u0u0/2, whereE11(1) represents the spectral energy associated with wavenumber
1 and u0 represents streamwise velocity fluctuations. In the inertial subrange (for
1z > 1, where 1 is the streamwise wavenumber and z is the distance from the
surface) the turbulence is una�fected by the flow configuration, dissipation, or viscos-
ity.�e flow in the inertial subrange is nearly isotropic and the spectrum generally
follows the Kolmogorov�5/3 scaling [��]. Figure �.� shows that close to the surface
the spectra obtained using the Smagorinskymodel decay faster than �5/3, while the
LASD and AMDmodels accurately capture the Kolmogorov scaling.�is indicates
that the Smagorinsky model is too dissipative close to the surface. In the production
range (1z < 1) the turbulence is a�fected by the flow configuration [��, ��]. For a
neutral ABL the production is expected to follow a �1 scaling [��]. Figure �.� shows
that the LASD and AMDmodel capture the �1 scaling in the production range better
than the Smagorinsky model. �at the LASD and AMDmodel predict the spectra
more accurately than the Smagorinsky model indicates that these scale-dependent
models have better dissipation characteristics due to which the flow physics can be
captured more accurately. A detailed comparison between the AMD and LASDmodel
reveals that the LASDmodel captures the expected �5/3 and �1 in the production
and inertial subrange slightly better than the AMDmodel.

�.�.� Stably stratified boundary layer

In this section,we study theGABLS-� inversion capped boundary layerwith a constant
cooling rate at the surface.�e potential temperature is initialized with the two layer
temperature profile given by Beare et al. (����) [��]:

✓(z) =

(
265 K, 0 < z  100m
265 K+ (z � 100)⇥ 0.01 [Km�1], z > 100m.

(�.��)

�e initial velocity is set to the geostrophic wind speed of 8m s�1 everywhere except
at the surface. Turbulence is triggered by adding random perturbations. A random
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Figure �.�: Planar-averaged vertical profiles for the stable boundary layer simulations.
(a) Streamwise and spanwise velocities, (b) potential temperature, (c) streamwise and
spanwise momentum fluxes, and (d) the vertical heat flux

noise term of magnitude �% the geostrophic wind speed is added to velocities below
50m, and for the temperature a noise term with an amplitude of 0.1 K is added.�e
reference temperature ✓0 is set to 263.5 K.�e Coriolis parameter f = 1.39⇥ 10�4

s�1, which corresponds to latitude 73oN and the surface cooling rate is set to 0.25
K hour�1. �e simulations are performed in a computational domain of 400m⇥
400m⇥ 400m, which is discretized on an isotropic grid with a spacing of 2.08m.
Gravity waves are damped out by a Rayleigh damping layer with a strength of �.����
s�1 in the top 100m of the computational domain [��].�e simulations were run for
9 h to ensure that quasi-equilibrium is reached.�e statistics are gathered over the
final hour.�is is approximately equal to ��� large eddy turnover times T = zi/w⇤,
where the velocity scale isw⇤ = (gq⇤zi/✓0)1/3 and zi is the boundary-layer height.
As theoretical results and experimental data are very limited, we also compare

our results against the high-resolution results from Sullivan et al. (����) [��] and
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Figure �.�: Planar-averaged vertical profiles for the stable boundary layer simulations.
(a) Normalized momentum flux, (b) horizontal velocity variance, (c) locally scaled
momentum di�fusivity and (d) locally scaled heat di�fusivity.�e experimental data
by [��] are given for comparison

Table �.�: Details of the stable boundary layer simulations.�e columns from le�t to
right give the case name, the isotropic grid resolution�, the friction velocity u⇤, the
boundary-layer height zi, the surface heat flux q⇤, and the momentum flux ⌧

Simulation � [m] u⇤ [m s�1] zi [m] q⇤ [K ·m s�1] ⌧ [m2 s�2]
Smagorinsky model 2.08 �.��� ��� �11.26⇥ 10�3 �.���

AMDmodel 2.08 �.��� ��� �10.24⇥ 10�3 �.���
LASDmodel 2.08 �.��� ��� �10.25⇥ 10�3 �.���

Beare et al. (����) [��] 1.00 �.��� ��� �9.55⇥ 10�3 �.���
Sullivan et al. (����) [��] 0.39 0.255 - �9.63⇥ 10�3 0.065
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Beare et al. (����) [��]. Even though these high-resolution simulations provide a
useful reference, it is worth noting that these results still depend on the surface and
SGSmodelling. In Table �.�we compare various integral boundary layer properties
obtained from our simulations with these high-resolution simulation results. We
calculated the boundary-layer height zi by determining the height where the mean
stress falls below 5% of its surface value [��]. We note that Sullivan et al. (����) [��]
used a di�ferent method to determine the boundary-layer height.�erefore, to avoid
confusion, any comparison to the boundary-layer height from their study is le�t out.

Beare et al. (����) [��] report that the time averaged buoyancy flux g✓�1
0 hw✓i

ranges from�3.5⇥ 10�3 to�5.5⇥ 10�3m2 s�3, which agrees well with the value
of �3.8 ⇥ 10�3 m2 s�3 that we find in our simulation with the LASD and AMD
model. In addition, Beare et al. (����) [��] report that the meanmomentum fluxesq⌦

u0w0
↵2

+
⌦
v0w0

↵2 range from 0.06 to 0.08m2 s�2, which corresponds to a friction
velocity of 0.24� 0.28m s�1.�e meanmomentum flux in our simulations varies
between 0.064 � 0.069 m2 s�2, which corresponds to a friction velocity range of
0.252 � 0.265m s�1. Hence, these values lie well within the range reported in the
LES intercomparison study by Beare et al. (����) [��]. A comparison of our simula-
tion results with the high-resolution data presented by Beare et al. (����) [��] and
Sullivan et al. (����) [��] shows that the AMD and LASDmodel providemore accurate
predictions for the friction velocity, meanmomentum fluxes, boundary-layer height,
and the surface heat than the Smagorinsky model.

�e surface-normal streamwise and spanwise velocity profiles are presented in
Fig. �.�a and reveal the pronounced super-geostrophic jet that is characteristic for
the GABLS-� case [��].�e figure shows that the LASD and the AMDmodel results
agree better with the high-resolution results of Sullivan et al. (����) [��] than the
Smagorinsky model results. Figure �.�b shows that the LASD and the AMDmodel
results for the vertical temperature profile are closer to the high-resolution results
by Sullivan et al. (����) [��] than the corresponding Smagorinsky model results.
�e planar-averaged vertical momentum and heat flux are presented in Fig. �.�c, d.
In agreement with the integral properties presented in Table �.�, we find that the
results obtained using the AMD and LASDmodel agree excellently. In contrast, the
momentum and buoyancy fluxes due to which the velocity and temperature profiles
are not accurately captured with the Smagorinsky model.

In Fig. �.�a we compare the meanmomentum flux obtained from the simulations
with the theoretical model proposed by Nieuwstadt (����) [��].�is model states that
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the normalized vertical momentum profile is given by:

⌧

⌧0
=

✓
1� z

zi

◆3/2

, (�.��)

where the subscript 0 denotes the surface values and ⌧ =
q⌦

u0w0
↵2

+
⌦
v0w0

↵2.�e
fluxes are calculated by adding the resolved fluxes (

⌦
u0w0

↵
and

⌦
v0w0

↵
) to the SGS

fluxes (h⌧xzi and h⌧yzi). Nieuwstadt (����) [��] defined the boundary-layer height
as the height where the turbulence is nearly zero.�erefore, only for this plot, the
boundary-layer height is defined as the height where the turbulence is 1% of the
surface values. Figure �.�a shows that the meanmomentum flux profiles obtained
using all three SGSmodels agrees well with the theoretical prediction.
Figure �.�b shows that the horizontal velocity variance

⇣D
u02
E
+
D
v02
E⌘

with
D
u02
E

=
⇣D

u2
E
+ h⌧xxi � hui hui

⌘
and

D
v02
E

=
⇣D

v2
E
+ h⌧yyi � hvi hvi

⌘
ob-

tained using the three SGSmodels is similar. Wenote that the kinetic energy obtained
using the LASDmodel shows a sharp peak at the first grid point above the surface. We
believe this peak is related to the sharp transition between the resolved andmodelled
stresses in the LASD (see Fig. �.�b).

To assess the e�fectiveness of the di�ferent models in capturing the surface-layer
similarity profiles we plot the locally scaled momentum,

�KM =
1

⇤

vuut
⌧

⇣
@hui
@z

⌘2
+
⇣
@hvi
@z

⌘2 , (�.��)

and the locally scaled heat di�fusivity,

�KH =
1

⇤⌧1/2
�
⌦
w0✓0

↵

@h✓i
@z

, (�.��)

where⇤ = �⌧3/2/
�
g
⌦
w0✓0

↵�
is the local Obukhov length (in Fig. �.�c, d). Results

obtained from two di�ferent models by Beare et al. (����) [��], i.e., the IMUK (Uni-
versity of Hannover) and NCAR (National Center for Atmospheric Research) are also
included in the figures to provide a better perspective.�e crosses in the Fig. �.�c, d
represent the mean values, and the shaded areas show the standard deviation from
the observations of the stable boundary layer by Nieuwstadt (����) [��]. According to
the local-scaling hypothesis of Nieuwstadt (����) [��], the quantities �KM and �KH

can be expressed as a function of z/⇤. We find that �KM and �KH reach a nearly
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constant value for large z/⇤, which is known as the z-less stratification regime. Beare
et al. (����) [��] report that the GABLS-� boundary layer falls within the range of
values (shaded region in Fig. �.�c, d) observed in [��] observations. Our results are
consistent with the findings by Beare et al. (����) [��].�e overlap of the results in
the shaded region shows that the results fall within the limits of the observation at
high z/⇤, i.e. the z-less stratification limit. Our results are similar to the IMUK and
NCAR results reported in the LES intercomparison of Beare et al. (����) [��]. Overall,
the results show that the LASD and the AMDmodels have similar performance, while
the Smagorinsky model results are significantly di�ferent.

�.�.� Unstably stratified boundary layer

FollowingMoeng and Sullivan (����) [��], we performed simulations of an inversion
capped convective boundary layer in a computational domain of 5 km⇥ � km⇥ 2
km on a 4803 grid. �e boundary layer is driven by a constant geostrophic wind
of 10m s�1 and the Coriolis parameter f = 10�4 s�1. �e surface roughness for
momentum and heat are set to 0.16m.�e surface was heated at the bottom with
a constant surface buoyancy flux of q⇤ = 0.24 K·m s�1. �e reference potential
temperature is set to ✓ref = 301.78 K.�e initial velocities are set to the geostrophic
wind speed with randomly seeded uniform perturbations in the region 0 < z  937
m to spin up turbulence.�e potential temperature is initialized with a three-layered
structure:

✓(z) =

8
><

>:

300 K, 0 < z  937m
300 K+ 8

126(z � 937) Km�1
, 937m < z  1063m

308 K+ (z � 1063)⇥ 0.003 Km�1
, z > 1063m.

�e simulation reaches a quasi-stationary state in �� large eddy turnover times T =
zi/w⇤, where the convective velocity scale isw⇤ = (gq⇤zi/✓ref)

1/3 and the boundary-
layer height zi is defined as the height at which the buoyancy flux is minimum [��].
�e presented statistics are obtained from the time interval of 13T to 18T .

Table �.� gives a summary of the simulation results, which are in good agreement
with the results reported by Moeng and Sullivan (����) [��] and Abkar and Moin
(����) [��]. As these studies only provide results obtained on coarser grids, we also
performed a high-resolution reference simulation on a 9603 grid using the LASD
model. It is worth noting that the integral boundary layer properties obtained by
this high-resolution simulation can still depend on the surface and SGSmodelling.
Nevertheless, it provides a useful reference to judge the performance of the di�ferent
SGS models. �e results in Table �.� show that the AMD model predicts a lower
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Figure �.�: Planar-averaged vertical profiles for the unstable boundary layer. (a) Mean

velocity magnitude umag =
q
hui2 + hvi2, (b) potential temperature, (c) vertical

heat flux, and (d) variance of the potential temperature h✓02i/✓2⇤, where ✓⇤ = q⇤/w⇤
compared to the observational data from the AMTEX experiment by Lenschow et al.
(����) [��] and the high-resolution reference simulation

friction velocity, surface Obukhov length, and boundary-layer height than the LASD
and the Smagorinsky model. Furthermore, the results obtained with di�ferent SGS
models agree reasonably well with our high-resolution results and the studies of
Moeng and Sullivan (����) [��] and Abkar andMoin (����) [��].�e results show that
all the models predict values within an acceptable range and only minor variation
is visible in the values of di�ferent quantities. Overall, all models perform well in
predicting the friction velocity and boundary layer height.

Figure �.�a shows the variation of the planar-averaged horizontal windmagnitude

umag =
q

hui2 + hvi2 normalized by the geostrophic wind velocity. In agreement
with the lower friction velocity, the AMDmodel predicts a stronger velocity in the
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Table �.�: Details of the unstably stratified boundary layer simulations.�e columns
from le�t to right give the case name, the grid spacing in streamwise, spanwise, and
vertical direction (�x ⇥�y ⇥�z), the friction velocity u⇤, the Obukhov lengthL, and
the boundary-layer height zi.�e high-resolution simulation using the LASDmodel,
which is used as the reference, is performed on a grid with 9603 nodes instead of a
4803 grid

Simulation �x ⇥ �y ⇥ �z [m] u⇤ [m s�1] L [m] zi [m]

Smagorinsky model 10.41⇥ 10.41⇥ 4.16 �.��� -��.�� ����
AMDmodel 10.41⇥ 10.41⇥ 4.16 �.��� -��.�� ����
LASDmodel 10.41⇥ 10.41⇥ 4.16 �.��� -��.�� ����

High-resolution (LASD) 5.20⇥ 5.20⇥ 2.08 �.��� -��.�� ����
Moeng & Sullivan (����) [��] 52.08⇥ 52.08⇥ 20.833 �.��� -��.�� ����

Abkar &Moin [��] 52.08⇥ 52.08⇥ 20.833 �.��� -��.�� ����

boundary layer than the LASD or Smagorinsky model. Figure �.�b shows that the
variation of the potential temperature

⌦
✓
↵
/✓0 with height predicted using the LASD

and AMDmodel agrees excellently. Due to the intense turbulent mixing the velocity
and temperature are almost constant in the mixed layer (0.1< z/zi < 0.9), which is
a characteristic feature of convective boundary layers [��]. Overall, the AMDmodel is
as e�fective as the LASDmodel in predicting the velocity and temperature profiles.
Figure �.�c compares the vertical profiles of the horizontally averaged vertical

heat flux
⌦
w0✓0

↵
. We observe that the heat flux decreases linearly over the boundary-

layer height and reaches a minimum at the inversion layer height.�e depth of the
entrainment zone is defined as the region where

⌦
w0✓0

↵
is negative.�e Smagorinsky

and the LASDmodel results show a wider entrainment region than the AMD results.
�is means that there is more turbulent mixing at the inversion height when the
Smagorinsky and LASDmodel are used. In an unstable boundary layer the profile of
the temperature fluctuations is expected to show a sharp maximum at the inversion
height, where the entrainment flux becomes negative [��].

Figure �.�d compares the temperature variance as a function of height obtained
with the di�ferent models against the Air Mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX)
observational data by Lenschow et al. (����) [��]. �e profiles show a sharp peak
in the temperature variance at the inversion layer height.�e origin of this peak is
described by Sullivan et al. (����) [��], and a sharper peak corresponds to a smaller
vertical extent of the entrainment zone. �e AMD and LASD model results agree
excellently and show a sharper peak than the Smagorinsky model results.�e figure
shows that the temperature variance obtained from the high-resolution reference
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Figure �.�: Planar-averaged vertical profiles of the (a) horizontal and the (b) vertical
velocity variance for the unstable boundary layer simulations compared to the AMTEX
observational data by Lenschow et al. (����) [��] and the high-resolution reference
simulation.�e planar-averaged vertical profiles for the (c) non-dimensional velocity
gradient �M , and (d) non-dimensional temperature gradient �H

simulation has an even sharper peak.�is means that, for a given grid resolution,
the Smagorinsky model strongly underestimates the temperature variance at the
inversion layerwhen compared to the results of the LASDandAMDmodels.�erefore,
we conclude that the LASD and the AMDmodel provide better predictions than the
Smagorinsky model.

�e vertical profiles of thehorizontal velocity varianceobtainedusing the threeSGS
models are compared in Fig. �.�a. Although the results are nearly the same near the
surface, there is a significant di�ference around the capping inversion z/zi ⇡ 1.�is
di�ference is a consequence of the di�ferent depth of the entrainment zone, which we
discussed above. Furthermore, the AMDmodel agrees betterwith the high-resolution
reference data than the LASD and the Smagorinsky model results. Figure �.�b shows
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that temperature profiles obtained using the LASD and AMD agree better with the
high-resolution reference data than the corresponding Smagorinsky model results.

To assess the e�fectiveness of the model in capturing the surface-layer similarity
profiles, we plot the non-dimensional shear,

�M =

✓
z

u⇤

◆
@u

@z
, (�.��)

and the non-dimensional temperature gradient,

�H =

✓
z

✓⇤

◆
@✓

@z
, (�.��)

where ✓⇤ = q⇤/u⇤. �e vertical profiles of �M and �H are compared with the em-
pirical formulations proposed by Brutsaert (����) [��] in Fig. �.�c, d. �e empir-
cal similarity profiles, which are applicable close to the surface (�z/L < 1.5) are
�M = (1�16⇣)�1/4 and�H = (1�16⇣)�1/2. Figure �.�c shows that both the LASD
and the AMDmodel results are relatively similar when compared to the Smagorinsky
model results.�e deviation in the results from the empirical formulation is expected.
�is is similar to the deviation of the �M values from the theoretical value of � in
the case of the neutral boundary layer, observed in Fig. �.�d. Furthermore, we also
observe the log-layer mismatch in the plots of non-dimensional shear. Figure �.�d
shows that the results from the di�ferent models agree equally well with the similarity
profile.�is is consistent with the observation of a similar temperature profile for all
models (see Fig. �.�b). For both quantities, �M and�H , we observeminor di�ferences
between the results obtained with the LASD and the AMDmodels.

�.� Conclusions

In summary, we compared the performance of the Smagorinsky, the AMD [��–��],
and the LASDmodel [��,��,��] for neutral, stable, and unstable conditions. For neu-
tral conditions, we find that the LASD and the AMDmodels capture the logarithmic
velocity profile and the streamwise wavenumber spectra of the streamwise veloc-
ity more accurately than the Smagorinsky model. For the stably stratified GABLS-�
boundary layer, we compared the results obtained using the di�ferent models with
the higher resolution results of Sullivan et al. (����) [��] and Beare et al. (����) [��]. A
comparison with these high-resolution results reveals that, on a relatively coarse grid,
the LASDand theAMDmodel provide better predictions than the Smagorinskymodel.
Also for the unstably stratified boundary layer we find that the AMD and the LASD
model results obtainedon a relatively coarse grid agree betterwith thehigh-resolution
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reference than the corresponding Smagorinsky model result. Furthermore, in tur-
bulent quantities such as the horizontal and vertical velocity variances, temperature
variances, non-dimensional shear, and temperature gradients, the results obtained
with the LASD and the AMD models are nearly the same, while the Smagorinsky
model model results are significantly di�ferent.

From all the above, we conclude that, on a given grid resolution, the LASD and the
AMDmodel capture the flow physics better than the Smagorinsky model. While the
LASDmodel [��] has been successfully used for about �� years [�,��,��,��,��] the
AMDmodel was only developed recently [��–��]. Here we show, using a one-to-one
comparison, that the LASD and AMDmodel provide similar results for neutral, stable,
and unstable test cases. Both the AMD and LASDmodel provide three-dimensional
variation of the SGS coe�ficients, which is essential when considering heterogeneous
flows, such as flows over complex terrains or in extended wind farms. An inspection
of the streamwise wavenumber spectra of the streamwise velocity suggests that the
LASDmodel predicts the velocity spectra in the inertial and production range slightly
better than the AMDmodel.
Our results suggest that the AMD model is nearly as good as the LASD model

in simulations of horizontally homogeneous atmospheric boundary layers. In sim-
ulations of neutral boundary layers, the AMD model provides similar dissipation
characteristics as the LASDmodel, which is established by a similar turbulence spec-
trum.�e performance analysis of di�ferent sub-gridmodels on three grid sizes 2403,
4803, and 9603 reveals that the computational overhead of the AMDmodel compared
to the Smagorinsky model is 11.3% (2403), 9.8% (4803), 11.3% (9603), while the cor-
responding numbers for the LASD model are 29.5% (2403), 33.8% (4803), 34.5%
(9603), respectively.�e numbers show that the computational overhead of the LASD
model is higher than the AMDmodel and increases slowly with grid size due to in-
creasedMPI communication related to the interpolations in the Lagrangianmodel
calculations. Furthermore, we emphasise that the Lagrangian averaging in the LASD
model requires the storage of time histories of various terms in the model, which re-
quires at least � additional three-dimensional arrays and numerous two-dimensional
temporary arrays.

As indicated in the introduction, we emphasize that the AMDmodel has several
practical advantages and ismore straightforward to implement than the LASDmodel.
�e reason is that the AMDmodel does not require filter operations or Lagrangian
tracking of fluid parcels, which are required in the LASDmodel.�e computational
andmemory overheads are essential considerations for simulations performed on
modern supercomputers.�erefore, we conclude that the AMDmodel is an attrac-
tive alternative to the LASD model when considering large-scale LES of turbulent
boundary layers. We have shown here that the results obtained with the AMDmodel
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are almost as good as the LASDmodel results. However, AMDmodel results depend
on the modified Poincaré constant, which requires tuning in complex flow scenarios
such as flow over cubes (urban boundary layer) or wind farms, while the LASDmodel
is tuning free. In the future, it would be beneficial to study the performance of these
models in the aforementioned complex flow scenarios.



�3
Geostrophic drag law for conventionally
neutral atmospheric boundary layers:

revisited�

�e geostrophic drag law (GDL), which predicts the geostrophic drag coe�ficient and
the cross-isobaric angle, is relevant for meteorological applications such as wind
energy. For conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers (CNBLs) capped by
an inversion, the GDL coe�ficientsA andB are a�fected by the inversion strength and
latitude, expressible via the ratio of the Brunt-Väisälä frequency (N ) to the Coriolis
parameter (f ). We present large eddy simulations (LES) covering a wider range of
N/|f | than considered previously, and show that A andB obtained from carefully
performed LES collapse to a single curve when plotted againstN/|f |.�is verifies
the GDL for CNBLs over an extended range of N/|f | within LES. Additionally, in
agreement with atmospheric observations, we show that usingA = 1.9 andB = 4.4
accurately predicts the geostrophic drag coe�ficient in the limit of weak inversion
strength or high latitude (N/|f | . 300). However, due to the strong dependence of
B onN/|f |, corresponding predictions for the cross-isobaric angle are less accurate.
As we find significant deviations between the LES results and the original parameter-
ization of the GDL for CNBLs, we update the correspondingmodel coe�ficients.

�Published as: Luoqin Liu, Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, Geostrophic drag
law for conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers revisited, Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc., (����), doi:
��.����/qj.����.
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�.� Introduction

�e atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the lowest part of the atmosphere, which
plays a key role in weather phenomena and human activities. In simplified studies
of the ABL, the atmospheric background stratification is neglected, and the ABL is
assumed to be neutrally stratified. In such a truly neutral atmospheric boundary layer
(TNBL) the geostrophic drag coe�ficient u⇤/G and the cross-isobaric angle ↵0 can be
determined using the classic geostrophic drag law [��–��],

A = ln

✓
u⇤

|f |z0

◆
� G

u⇤
cos↵0, B = ⌥G

u⇤
sin↵0, (�.�)

whereA andB are dimensionless model coe�ficients, which are presumably uni-
versal constants,  = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, u⇤ is the friction velocity,G
is the geostrophic wind speed, z0 is the roughness length, and f = 2⌦ sin� is the
Coriolis parameter. Here,⌦ = 0.729⇥ 10�4 rad/s is the rotation rate of the Earth
and � is the latitude. On the right-hand side of the second equality in Eq. �.� the
minus-sign is used for the Northern Hemisphere and the plus-sign for the Southern
Hemisphere.

�e TNBL height h can be estimated by the following relation [��, ��]:

h = CR

u⇤
|f | , (�.�)

whereCR is an empirical dimensionless constant, which depends upon the definition
of the ABL height. In this work, we use one of the commonly accepted definitions for
h, i.e. the height atwhich the totalmomentumflux reaches �%of the surface value. We
emphasize that other definitions for the ABL height h, which are based on the vertical
wind speed, heat flux, or potential temperature profiles are also commonly used (see
e. g., Refs. [��–��]). Based on this definition and large eddy simulations (LES) data,
Zilitinkevich et al. (����) [��] recommendedCR = 0.6. However, ABLs are seldom
truly neutral as there is at least thermal stratification in the free atmosphere. Such
ABLs are known as conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers (CNBLs, [��]).
�erefore, the e�fect of free-atmosphere stratification must be taken into account to
make the drag law consistent with the meteorological observations and numerical
simulations [��–��].
Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] generalized the classic GDL to the conventionally
neutral and stable ABL regimes.�ey showed that the GDL is still expressed by Eq. �.�,
while the dimensionless functionsA andB are not universal constants but functions
of the internal stability parameter µ = u⇤/(|f |Ls), the external stability parameter
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µN = N/|f |, and the baroclinicity parameter µG = (dG/dz)/N . Here, Ls is the
surface Monin-Obukhov length,N is the Brunt-Väisälä frequency, and dG/dz is the
baroclinic shear. In this paper we focus on the CNBL case with zero heat flux at the
surface and uniform geostrophic wind above the boundary layer such that µ = 0
and µG = 0. As a result, µN , which is named as the Zilitinkevich number by Esau
(����) [��], is the only free parameter. Based on similarity theory, alternative limits
and asymptotic matching, Zilitinkevich and Esau [��] derived the following general
form of the dimensionless coe�ficients:

A = �am+ ln(a0 +m)� ln

✓
|f |h
u⇤

◆
, B =

|f |h
u⇤

(b0 + bm
2), (�.�)

where a and b are dimensionless constants obtained from the similarity theory, a0
and b0 are correction constants to be determined empirically, andm is the compos-
ite stratification parameter (or equivalently, the ratio of the CNBL height and the
generalized turbulence-length scale) originating from the alternative limits.
It should be pointed out that in the original version of the GDL for CNBLs, i.e.

Eq. �.�, Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] assigned di�ferent composite stratification
parameters forA andB, namelymA andmB, each with two additional empirical
constants, i.e. (CfA, CNA) and (CfB, CNB), corresponding to the rotational length
scaleLf = u⇤/|f | and the external static-stability length scaleLN = u⇤/N , respec-
tively. Based on the LES dataset, they determinedCfA = CfB = 1, CNA = 0.09 and
CNB = 0.15. In this paper, we still assumeCfA = CfB = 1 but combineCNA and
CNB into a single coe�ficient, namelyCm = 0.1 (see below).�is treatment is equiv-
alent to assuming the same turbulent length scale in both the x- and y- components
of the GDL for CNBLs and thusmA = mB = m.

Following the derivation of Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��], the composite strat-
ification parameterm can then be written as

m =
⇥
1 + (CmµN )2

⇤1/2 |f |h
u⇤

, (�.�)

whereCm is an empirical constant, and the external stability parameter or Zilitinke-
vich number [��] is

µN = N/|f |, withN =
p
�g/✓0. (�.�)

Here � is the free-atmosphere lapse rate, g the acceleration due to gravity, and ✓0 the
reference potential temperature. Similarly, accounting for the alternative limits, the
CNBL height h can be estimated as [��]:

h =
�
1 + µNC

2
R/C

2
N

��1/2
CR

u⇤
|f | , (�.�)
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whereCR andCN are empirical constants. Note that for the TNBL (µN = 0) Eq. �.�
reduces to Eq. �.�.
Two parameters govern the physics in stratified boundary layers; one parame-

ter that characterizes the size, speed, or scale-separation, and another parameter
describes the degree of stratification. �erefore, the dynamics can be described
by di�ferent parameters such as a flux or gradient Richardson number or a buoy-
ancy Reynolds number [��–��]. However, in this study we use the Rossby number
Ro = G/(z0|f |) and the Zilitinkevich number µN = N/|f | as they were used in the
GDL for CNBLs introduced by Zilitinkevich andEsau (����) [��]. Previous LES studies
on the GDL for CNBLs mainly focused on high latitude cases [��, ��, ��,��]. However,
the applicability of these findings for a broader range of Zilitinkevich numbers is
of fundamental interest and relevant for meteorological applications such as wind
energy [��]. �e A and B value from the GDL are namely used to extrapolate the
wind profile beyond the surface layer to obtain estimates for the available wind re-
sources [��–��].�erefore, it is essential to characterize the integral properties of the
CNBL over a wide range ofµN , i.e. for� from 1 to 10K/km [��,��] and for� from low
to high latitudes.�e goal of the present study is to determine a and b such that the
asymptotic behavior ofA andB for the relative limit µNC

2
R
/C

2
N

� 1 are faithfully
captured over a wider Zilitinkevich number range than considered previously. Our
new simulation campaign shows that there are significant di�ferences between the
original Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] parametrization and the results from LES,
especially at high Zilitinkevich numbers. We will show that this finding does not
depend on the employed sub-grid scale (SGS) model or the used numerical resolution
and propose a new parametrization based on the available LES data.
In this study, we systematically assess the e�fect of the latitude and the free at-

mospheric lapse rate on the integral properties of the CNBL by performing LES. In
Section �.�wediscuss the simulation setup. In Section �.�wedetermine the empirical
constants in theGDL for CNBLs for awide parameter range. Furthermore, we present
a comparison of our LES results with the available atmospheric data and theoretical
predictions. We conclude with a summary of the main findings in Section �.�.

�.� Suite of LES

�e governing equations are detailed in section �.�. We use the recently developed
anisotropic minimum dissipation (AMD) model [��] to perform the simulations. In
the AMDmodel, the eddy viscosity and the eddy di�fusivity are determined such that
the energy of the sub-filter scales of the LES solution does not increase with time [��].
We note that the AMDmodel has been extensively validated, and has been shown to
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give similar predictions as the well known Lagrangian averaged scale dependent SGS
model [��,��]. To confirm that themain findings do not depend on the employed SGS
model we compared the results for the lowest and highest µN with results obtained
using the standard Smagorinsky model [�, ��, ��].

As themain goal of this study is to characterize the integral properties of the CNBL
case and extend the parameter range for which the GDL for CNBLs is validated, we
employ the sameassumptions used in the previous studies [��,��,��]. Wenote that the
f-plane approximation is one of the underlying assumptions of the GDL for CNBLs
[��].�erefore, the f-plane approximation (i.e. without considering the horizontal
component of the rotation of the Earth) was used for all presented simulation.�is
allows us to study an extensive range of latitudes � 2 [5�, 70�], corresponding to
42  µN  1350 with lapse rate � = 1 ⇠ 9 K/km. It should be pointed out
that previous direct numerical simulations at low Reynolds number, Coleman et
al. (����) [��] showed that the f-plane approximation has a significant e�fect on u⇤
and ↵0. To assess the suitability of the f-plane approximation for this study, we
performed simulations with and without this approximation. We find that for high
Reynolds number flows, the e�fect of this approximation is relatively limited, i.e. at a
latitude of 5� the e�fect on u⇤ is less than �%.

Details of the numerical method can be found in section �.�.�. For these cases, no
stability correction functions are needed in the wall model because the surface heat
flux is zero, i.e. the boundary layer is neutrally stratified.

�.�.� Computational setup

�e computational domain size in our simulations is 2⇡ km ⇥ 2⇡ km ⇥ 2 km in
streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively.�e horizontal domain
size is at least six times larger than the boundary layer height to make sure that large
horizontal streamwise flow structures are captured appropriately for all cases [��].
�e positive z-direction is opposite to the gravity vector, the positive x-direction
is aligned with the geostrophic wind direction at the top of the domain, and the
y-direction is defined such that (ex, ey, ez) forms an orthogonal coordinate system.
�e initial potential temperature profile is ✓(z) = ✓0 + �z, where ✓0 = 300 K

is the reference potential temperature and � = 1, 3, 9 K/km is the free-atmosphere
lapse rate.�e initial velocity profile is u = Gex, whereG = 12m/s. Small random
perturbations are added to the initial fields of u and ✓ near the surface (z  100m)
to spin-up turbulence. As was pointed out by Pedersen et al. (����) [��] and Kelly et al.
(����) [��], the used initial profile is not particularly relevant when one is concerned
with the CNBL characteristics in the quasi-equilibrium state.�e roughness length is
z0 = 10�4m, which is a typical value for the sea surface [��]. Statistics are collected
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when the boundary layer has reached a quasi-stationary state. To be specific, data
are collected over the non-dimensional time interval ft 2 [9, 10]. At high latitudes
(e.g., � = 70�), this is equivalent to simulating the flow for approximately 20 physical
hours [��]. However, for very low latitude (e.g., � = 5�), it is equivalent to about nine
days.

�e main simulations are performed using the AMDmodel on a 2883 grid, such
that the resolution is ��.�m in the horizontal directions and �.�m in the vertical
direction. A summary of these simulations is given in Table �.�. To show that the
main findings do not depend on the used SGS model, we performed simulations
for µN = 42 and 1350 using the Smagorinsky model (see Table �.�). In addition,
we performed simulations on di�ferent grid resolutions, i.e. 723, 1443, and 2883,
for the same value of µN (see Table �.�), to confirm that the main findings do not
depend on the employed grid resolution. Figure �.� shows the temporal evolution of
the domain-averaged friction velocity u⇤ and cross-isobaric angle ↵0 for (a) µN = 42
and (b) µN = 1350 obtained on di�ferent resolutions is very similar. Besides, the
figure reveals that the quasi-equilibrium state has been established at ft � 9when
time-averaging is started. In Figure �.�we show the time-averagedwind speed profile
as a function of height for (a) µN = 42 and (b) µN = 1350.�e figure shows that,
regardless of µN and the adopted grid resolution, the simulated velocity profiles
closely follow the theoretical logarithmic curve approximately up to �� m, which
confirms that the log-layer mismatch in our simulations is minimal.�is shows that
our results are in the high-accuracy zone prescribed by Brasseur andWei (����) [��],
which is required to obtain reliable predictions in wall-modeled LES of boundary
layers.�is is confirmed by the results forA andB obtained from the simulations
shown in figure �.�, which reveals a perfect collapse of all simulation results when
plotted versus µN while the e�fect of the grid resolution and the used SGSmodel on
the results is limited.

�.� Results and discussions

�.�.� E�fect of free-atmosphere stratification

Figure �.� shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged (a) wind speed and (b)
potential temperature at � = 70� for di�ferent lapse rates. To minimize the e�fect of
slowly decaying inertial oscillations in the outer layer, the profiles are averaged over
one inertial period�(ft) = 2⇡ [��, ��–��]. A distinct feature of the CNBL is that the
potential temperature is almost uniform below the inversion layer. In agreement with
Abkar and Porteé-Agel (����) [��] we observe that, for the above-described uniform
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Table �.�: �e table summarizes the AMD simulations, which are performed on a
2883 grid. Note that the GDL coe�ficientsA andB obtained from the simulations are
determined using Eq. �.�.

� (K/km) � (deg) µN Ro ↵0 (deg) u⇤ (m/s) h (m) A B

� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ���� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� � ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� � ���� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��
� � ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� ��� �.�E� ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���

initial temperature profile [��], the CNBL depth reduces with increasing lapse rate,
see Figure �.� and Table �.�. However, the prediction of the velocity profile shown
in Figure �.�(a) is non-trivial, but of great fundamental interest and relevant for
engineering applications such as wind energy [��].�erefore, many researchers have
made e�forts along this direction (see [��, ��, ��,��, ��–��]). In particular, Kelly et al.
(����) [��] derived a model that accounts for the e�fect of the Coriolis parameter and
free-atmosphere lapse rate to obtain an analytical expression that captures the wind
speed profiles from LES up to 90% of the boundary layer height with a relative error
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Table �.�:�e table summarizes the results from AMDmodel simulations performed
on di�ferent grids. Note that the GDL coe�ficientsA andB obtained from the simula-
tions are determined using Eq. �.�.

� (K/km) � (deg) µN Grid ↵0 (deg) u⇤ (m/s) h (m) A B

� �� �� 723 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� 1443 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� 2883 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� � ���� 723 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��
� � ���� 1443 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��
� � ���� 2883 ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��

Table �.�:�e table compares the results obtained from simulations performed using
the AMD and the Smagorinsky model. Note that the GDL coe�ficients A and B

obtained from the simulations are determined using Eq. �.�.

� (K/km) � (deg) µN SGSmodel ↵0 (deg) u⇤ (m/s) h (m) A B

� �� �� AMD ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� �� �� Smagorinsky ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� �.���
� � ���� AMD ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��
� � ���� Smagorinsky ��.�� �.���� ��� �.��� ��.��

of less than 5%.
Figure �.� shows the variation of the dimensionless CNBL depth |f |h/u⇤ versus
the Zilitinkevich number µN = N/|f |. We find excellent agreements between the
LES data (open symbols) and the theoretical model predictions (solid line) given by
Eq. �.� with CR = 0.5 and CN = 1.6, confirming that the dimensionless depth
|f |h/u⇤ only depends on the Zilitinkevich number µN . LES data obtained using the
Smagorinsky model on 2883 grids (filled diamonds) and using the AMDmodel on
723 and 1443 grids (filled hexagram) agree well with the high-resolution data, which
indicates that the results do not depend on the grid resolution or the employed SGS
model. �e prediction by using Eq. �.� with CR = 0.6 and CN = 1.36 ± 0.25
as suggested by Zilitinkevich (����) [��], as well as the field measurements taken
from Ref. [��], are shown for comparison. Besides, we note that Ref. [��] obtained
CR = 0.5 and CN = 1.1 ⇠ 2.2 and Ref. [��] concluded CR = 0.5 and CN = 1.5,
both of which are consistent with our results. Figure �.� shows theA andB values
obtained from the simulations as a function of the Zilitinkevich number µN . �e
values of A and B (open symbols) are obtained from the simulation results using
Eq. �.�, see also Table �.�.�e fact that all LES data (open symbols) collapse on a single
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Figure �.�: �e evolution of the domain-averaged friction velocity u⇤ and cross-
isobaric angle ↵0 versus the non-dimensional time ft for (a) µN = 42 and (b)
µN = 1350.�e shaded region denotes the time-averaging window

curve confirms that the GDL for CNBLs is suitable to describe the dynamics in the
entire Zilitinkevich number range under consideration.�e figure also shows the
LES data obtained on a 2883 grid using the Smagorinsky model (filled diamonds)
and using the AMDmodel on 723 and 1443 grids (filled hexagram).�e simulation
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Figure �.�: Vertical profiles of the time-averaged wind speed for (a) µN = 42 and (b)
µN = 1350

results obtained on coarsermeshes orwith the Smagorinskymodel agreewell with the
main high-resolution simulation results obtained using the AMDmodel.�ese tests
confirm that our simulation results capture the integral boundary layer properties
more accurately than previous studies, and for a broader range of latitudes and free-
atmosphere stratification than considered previously. It is worth mentioning that
simulation challenges result from the intrinsically developing nature of the CNBL
case in combination with the wall-modeled LES that needs to be adopted.�erefore,
it is not possible to show the absolute convergence of the simulations results with
increasing grid resolution. We note this is most challenging for high Zilitinkevich
number cases, but as shown in Figure �.� the convergence of the simulation results is
still good in that limit.

However, unfortunately, we find significant di�ferences between the LES results
(open symbols) and the predictions from the GDL for CNBLs, see Eqs. �.�–�.�, using
the Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] parametrization (a = 1.4, a0 = 1.65, b =
10, b0 = �2, Cm = 0.1; see dashed lines).�eir fit was obtained from state-of-the-
art LES data with resolutions up to 643 available at that time, which unfortunately
shows significant scatter.�erefore, we use the data presented in Figure �.� to re-
evaluate the constants used in the GDL parametrization for CNBLs. As remarked
in Section �.�, we have assumed the same composite stratification parameterm for
bothA andB, and therefore one single coe�ficientCm is su�ficient to determine the
value ofm, provided that CR = 0.5 and CN = 1.6 are accurately determined (see
Figure �.�). We determine the values for a and b such that the asymptotic behavior
of A and B in the high Zilitinkevich number limit is well captured. Subsequently,
the correction constants a0 and b0 are set such thatA andB also capture the low µN
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Figure �.�: �e dimensionless coe�ficients (a) A and (b) B versus the Zilitinkevich
number µN = N/|f |. Open symbols: LES data using Eq. �.�. Solid line: theoretical
curve given by the present work using the GDL for CNBLs (Eqs. �.�-�.�) with the
empirical constants given by Eq. �.�. Dashed line: theoretical prediction given by [��].
Filled diamonds: LES data obtained from the Smagorinsky model with a 2883 grid.
Filled hexagram: LES data obtained with the AMDmodel on a 723 and 1443 grid

limit well.�e resulting constants in Eqs. �.� and �.�we find are

a = 0.65, a0 = 1.3, b = 7, b0 = 8, Cm = 0.1. (�.�)

Figure �.� shows that the coe�ficientsA andB (solid line) calculated from the GDL for
CNBLs (Eqs. �.�–�.�) with these updated constants describes the LES results (open
symbols) excellently over the entire Zilitinkevich number range available.
In meteorological applications the GDL is employed to predict the geostrophic drag
coe�ficient u⇤/G and the cross-isobaric angle ↵0. Typical values ofA andB reported
from CNBLmeteorological observations that are used to predict u⇤/G and ↵0 are in
the rangeA = 1.3 ⇠ 1.9 andB = 4.4 ⇠ 4.9 (see, [��, ��, ��, ��,��]). In particular,
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Figure �.�: Vertical profiles of the time-averaged (a) wind speedUmag and (b) potential
temperatur ✓ at the latitude � = 70� averaged over one inertial period�(ft) = 2⇡

Figure �.�:�e dimensionless CNBL height |f |h/u⇤ versus the Zilitinkevich number
µN = N/|f |. Open symbols: LES data. Filled stars: field data taken from Ref. [��];
solid line: theoretical curve given by the presentwork usingEq. �.�withCR = 0.5 and
CN = 1.6; dashed line and shaded region: theoretical prediction given by Ref. [��]
withCR = 0.6 andCN = 1.36± 0.25. Filled diamonds: LES data obtained on a 2883
grid using the Smagorinsky model. Filled hexagram: LES data obtained using the
AMDmodel on a 723 and 1443 grid
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Figure �.�:�e (a) cross-isobaric angle ↵0 and (b) geostrophic drag coe�ficient u⇤/G
versus the Zilitinkevich number µN = N/|f |. Open symbols: LES data; thick lines:
theoretical prediction using Eq. �.�withA andB determined by the GDL for CNBLs
(Eqs. �.�-�.� and �.�); thin lines: theoretical prediction using Eq. �.�withA = 1.9 and
B = 4.4

Hess et al. (����) [��] recommendedA = 1.3 andB = 4.4, Gryning et al. (����) [��]
adoptedA = 1.9 andB = 4.9, and Kelly et al. (����) [��] usedA = 1.8 andB = 4.5.
�erefore, it is insightful to see how our LES results compare to these findings. Fig-
ure �.� compares the (a) cross-isobaric angle ↵0 and (b) geostrophic drag coe�ficient
u⇤/G obtained from the simulations with the model predictions using Eq. �.�with
A = 1.9 andB = 4.4.�e coe�ficientsA andB have been obtained by a fit of Eq. �.�
to the LES data. Indeed this figure confirms that, regardless of Rossby numberRo,
these constants provide a good approximation for geostrophic drag coe�ficient u⇤/G
for µN . 300, which is typical for many atmospheric observations in the limit of
weak inversion strength or high latitude [��,��,��,��,��]. However, due to the strong
dependence of B on µN , the corresponding predictions for the cross-isobaric an-
gle are less accurate.�e figure shows that using the updated parametrization, i.e.
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Figure �.�: Vertical profiles of the time-averaged (a) wind speedUmag and (b) potential
temperature ✓ for � = 1 K/km averaged over one inertial period�(ft) = 2⇡

Eqs. �.�-�.� and �.�, allows one to accurately predict both the geostrophic drag coe�fi-
cient u⇤/G and the cross-isobaric angle ↵0 over the considered parameter range.

We note that Figure �.� shows that the predictions for the geostropic drag coe�fi-
cient u⇤/G, obtained using Eq. �.� and theA andB values obtained using the GDL
for CNBLs (Eqs. �.�-�.� and �.�) has a maximum around µN ⇡ 100 (solid lines). An
intuitive conjecture on the origin of the peak is that it is caused by the�am term in
Eq. �.� becomes dominant over the ln(a0 +m) term. However, this does not seem to
be the case as the peak is still visible when this term is neglected by setting�am ⌘ 0.
Unfortunately, the data obtained from LES are not su�ficiently accurate to confirm or
rule out the existence of this very small peak.

�.�.� E�fect of latitude

Figure �.� shows the vertical profiles of the time-averaged wind speed and potential
temperature for the lapse rate � = 1 K/km. At higher latitude we observe a shallow
CNBL with a very slightly reduced wind speed maximum (Figure �.�a) and a lower
potential temperature below the inversion layer (Figure �.�b). Interestingly, � has
a negligible e�fect on the friction velocity u⇤, while � has a strong influence on u⇤.
�is indicates that the thermal stratification mainly a�fects the shape of the wind
speed profile in the outer region of the CNBL, see figure �.�a. In contrast, the latitude
� significantly a�fects the shape of the wind speed profile throughout the entire
CNBL (Figure �.�a). Figure �.� gives the variation of A and B with the latitude �.
It also provides a direct comparison of atmospheric observations (filled symbols),
simulation data (open symbols), and theoretical predictions (solid and dashed lines).
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Figure �.�:�e dimensionless coe�ficients (a)A and (b)B versus �. Open symbols:
LES data using Eq. �.�. Filled symbols: field data taken fromHess et al. (����) [��];
thick lines: theoretical curves given by the present work using the GDL for CNBLs
(Eqs. �.�-�.�) with the empirical constants given by Eq. �.�; thin lines: theoretical
curves given by Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��]

�e atmospheric data are taken from Tables I, II, and V of Hess et al. (����)a [��] for
the roughness lengths z0 2 [0.05, 0.5]mm since the adopted roughness length in our
simulations is z0 = 0.1mm.�e theoretical curves are given by Eqs. �.�–�.�with the
empirical constants given by Eq. �.� (solid lines) and Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��]
(dashed lines).�e atmospheric field data forA andB show the same trends as the
simulation results and theoretical predictions. We note that the scatter in the field
data is caused by measurement uncertainties.
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�.� Conclusions

We used large eddy simulations (LES) to systematically study the e�fect of the free-
atmospheric stratification and latitude on the integral measures of conventionally
neutral atmospheric boundary layers (CNBLs) for an extensive range of Zilitinkevich
numbers µN 2 [42, 1350]. We find that the CNBL depth h reduces significantly with
increasing inversion strength (i.e. lapse rate �) and latitude �. We find that the di-
mensionless CNBL height |f |h/u⇤ only depends on the Zilitinkevich number µN and
can be predicted well by the empirical formula �.� using the constantsCR = 0.5 and
CN = 1.6. We show that the dimensionless coe�ficientsA andB calculated from the
LES data using Eq. �.� collapse to a single curve when plotted versus µN .�is extends
the range for which the geostrophic drag law (GDL) for CNBLs is verified within LES,
while it shows the ability of LES to accurately capture such boundary layer dynamics.
We find that the original Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] parametrization, obtained
fromLESwith resolutions up to 643, does not properly describe the simulation results.
�erefore, we propose an updated parameterization of the GDL for CNBLs, which
accurately describes the geostrophic drag coe�ficient u⇤/G and the cross-isobaric
angle ↵0 over the extended Zilitinkevich number range considered in this study. We
further show that the combination A = 1.9 and B = 4.4, which is in agreement
with the result from CNBLmeteorological observations [��, ��,��,��,��], provides
a good estimate for the geostrophic drag coe�ficient u⇤/G for µN . 300. However,
due to the strong dependence of B on µN , the corresponding predictions for the
cross-isobaric angle are less accurate.
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4
A universal wind profile for conventionally

neutral atmospheric boundary layers �

Conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers (CNBLs), which are characterized with
zero surface potential temperature flux and capped by an inversion of potential temperature,
are frequently encountered in nature. �erefore, predicting the wind speed profiles of CNBLs
is relevant for weather forecasting, climate modeling, and wind energy applications. However,
previous attempts to predict the velocity profiles in CNBLs have had limited success due to the
complicated interplay between buoyancy, shear, andCoriolis e�fects. Here, we utilize ideas from
the classicalMonin-Obukhov similarity theory in combination with a local scaling hypothesis
to derive ananalytic expression for the stability correction function = �c (z/⇤)1/2, where
c = 4.2 is an empirical constant, z is the height above ground, and⇤ is the local Obukhov
lengthbasedonpotential temperaturefluxat thatheight, forCNBLs. Ananalytic expression for
this flux is also derived using dimensional analysis and a perturbation method approach. We
find that the derived profile agrees excellently with the velocity profile in the entire boundary
layer obtained from high-fidelity large eddy simulations of typical CNBLs.

�: Luoqin Liu, Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, A Universal Wind Profile for Conven-
tionallyNeutralAtmosphericBoundaryLayers, Phys. Rev. Let. (����) , doi:��.����/PhysRevLett.���.������.

��
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�.� Introduction

For well over a century, wall-bounded turbulent flows have been studied extensively
[��]. A focus area is the derivation and characterization of the mean velocity profile.
In ����, Prandtl [��] recognized that the velocity profile in the inertial sub-layer is
approximately logarithmic based on his mixing length hypothesis. In the ����s, von
Kármán [��,��] derived the logarithmic law of the wall analytically using dimensional
analysis. In ����, Coles [��] showed using measurement data that the velocity pro-
file can be describedmore accurately via the sum of the logarithmic law and a wake
function. Since then, the law of the wall has been the pillar of the description of
wall-bounded turbulence [��–��]. Recently, the universality of the law of the wall has
been supported by theoretical and experimental studies [��–��].
�e dynamics in atmospheric boundary layers, where most human activity and

biological processes occur, are muchmore complicated as turbulence is generated by
shear stress and buoyancy [��], while the Coriolis force creates a wind veer [��]. In
����, Monin and Obukhov [��] introduced a stability correction function  to account
for deviations to the logarithmic wind speed profile caused by thermal stratification.
Based on the Buckingham⇧ theorem,Monin andObukhov concluded that is only a
function of the atmospheric stability parameter z/Lw, where z is the vertical height
above the ground andLw is the Obukhov length based on the surface potential tem-
perature flux.�e universality of this well knownMonin-Obukhov similarity theory
(MOST) [��,��,��] has been established in the surface layers of stable and convective
atmospheric boundary layers in many field experiments [��], as well as large eddy
simulations (LES) [��].�erefore, the MOST is nowadays regarded as the starting
point of modernmicro-meteorology [��].

Conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers (CNBLs) are also frequently
observed and are o�ten considered in fundamental studies [��, ��, ��, ��, ��–���].
In contrast to stable and convective atmospheric boundary layers, CNBLs are char-
acterized with zero surface potential temperature flux and capped by an inversion
of potential temperature. However, the classical MOST is not applicable to CNBLs,
because the surface potential temperature flux is zero, due to whichLw is no longer a
relevant scale [��]. Many studies [��, ��, ��, ��,��–��, ��,��, ���] have tried to predict
the velocity profile in CNBLs, but so far with limited success since none of them
have considered the e�fect of potential temperature flux near the capping inversion
layer.�erefore, the logarithmic law of the wall without stability correction is still
commonly used to predict the wind speed profile in CNBLs [��–��, ��, ���]. However,
an analytical description of the velocity profiles in CNBLs is of great fundamental
interest and relevant for meteorological applications [��,��].
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�.� Derivation of the universal wind profile

In this section, we derive the potential temperature flux profile using dimensional
analysis and a perturbationmethod approach. To account for the deviation to the log-
arithmic wind speed profile we use ideas from the MOST in combination with a local
similarity hypothesis.�erefore, we introduce a stability correction function  that
depends only on the local stability parameter z/⇤, where⇤ is the localObukhov length
based on the local potential temperature flux.�e canonical shape of is determined
by asymptotic analysis.�e derived universality profiles for the potential temperature
flux and the wind speed profiles are confirmed by the excellent agreements with the
results of high-fidelity LES.
Based on the dimensional analysis (a derivation can be found in the appendix),

the potential temperature flux can be written as

q�

u⇤g
= �⇧ (Ro,Zi, ⇠) = �Ro

r
Zi

s⇧1(⇠). (�.�)

Here q is the potential temperature flux, u⇤ is the friction velocity, � is the buoyancy
parameter, g is the gravitational acceleration,⇧ and⇧1 are dimensionless functions,
Ro = u⇤/(|f |z0) is the Rossby number with f the Coriolis parameter and z0 the
roughness height, Zi = N/|f | is the Zilitinkevich number [��] with N the free-
atmosphere Brunt–Väisälä frequency, and r and s are the power exponents forRo

andZi, respectively.
�e dimensionless parameter ⇠ = z/h

0, where h0 = h/(1� 0.052/3) and h is the
boundary layer height at which the total momentum flux reaches 5% of the surface
value.�is conventional definition underestimates the actual boundary layer height.
�e functional formofh0 follows fromthe fact that thedimensionless totalmomentum
flux follows a power law with exponent 3/2 [��]. We note that the first equality in
Eq. �.� is unconditionally valid, although the corresponding functional form is hard
to determine analytically.�e second equality is valid under the presumed power-law
dependence of⇧ on the two independent dimensionless parametersRo andZi.�e
values of s and r will be determined later from our high-fidelity LES data.

Weemphasize that otherdefinitions for theboundary layerheight,whicharebased
on, for example, the vertical wind speed or potential temperature profiles are also
commonly used [��–��]. In particular, the boundary layer height ht is defined as the
height at which the potential temperature flux reaches its minimum value. Previous
studies [��, ��, ��, ���, ���] showed that the potential temperature flux in CNBLs
decreases linearly from zero at the surface to a minimum value at z = ht, and then
increases to zero for z � h

0. As explained in the appendix, the ratio ht/h0 ⌘ 1� 2✏
is a function ofZi. However, as we will see later the dependence of ✏ onZi is limited
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over the parameter regime under consideration. Clearly, ✏⌧ 1 represents the half
capping layer thickness normalized by the height h0, where the potential temperature
flux recovers steeply to zero.�erefore, we propose the following ordinary di�ferential
equation to model the potential temperature flux,

� ✏⇧00
1 +⇧0

1 = c⇧, ⇧1(0) = ⇧1(1) = 0. (�.�)

Here c⇧ is the slope of the dimensionless temperature flux�(q�)/(u⇤gZi
s
Ro

r) in
the surface layers, which can be determined from simulation or measurement data.
�e solution of⇧1 reads

⇧1 =

8
><

>:

c⇧

 
⇠ � e

⇠/✏ � 1

e1/✏ � 1

!
, ⇠  1,

0, ⇠ > 1.

(�.�)

Note that Eq. �.� and its solution Eq. �.� is reminiscent of the classical singular
perturbationmethod [���]:�e outer solution (close to the wall) is a linear function of
⇠ and the inner solution (close to the capping inversion layer) is controlled by a small
parameter ✏.
In contrast to the classical MOST [��] where the normalized wind speed gradient is
assumed to be a universal function, we introduce a stability correction function  
to account for the deviation of the logarithmic profile.�erefore we write the wind
speed profile as

Umag

u⇤
= ln

✓
z

z0

◆
�  

⇣
z

⇤

⌘
, (�.�)

where  = 0.4 is the von Kármán constant, Umag is the mean wind speed, and  
is the stability correction function that depends only on the dimensionless stability
parameter z/⇤. According to the local scaling hypothesis [��, ���],⇤ is defined as the
local Obukhov length,

1

⇤
⌘ ��q

u3⇤
. (�.�)

It is worth to point out that the dimensionless slope (z/u⇤)dUmag/dz is usually
regarded as a universal function of the stability parameter z/⇤ in the stable and
convective atmospheric boundary layers [���]. However, under the assumption of
Eq. �.�, this slope is no longer a universal function of z/⇤.

To determine the canonical shape of  , we assume

 = �c 

⇣
z

⇤

⌘
p

, (�.�)
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where p is the power exponent to be determined analytically below, and c is an
empirical constant. Recall that very close to the wall (see Eq. �.�)

⇧1 ! c⇧⇠ = c⇧
z

h0
as

z

h0
! 0. (�.�)

�en, from asymptotic analysis [���], we find that

z

L
=
gz

u2⇤
⇧ ! c⇧gh

0

u2⇤
Zi

s
Ro

r

⇣
z

h0

⌘2
as

z

h0
! 0. (�.�)

Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] showed that in the surface layers of stable, truly
neutral, and conventionally neutral atmospheric boundary layers  = �Cuz/LM .
HereCu is a dimensionless constant andLM is the combined turbulent length scale,
which in CNBLs can be estimated as |f |LM/u⇤ = (1 + C

2
mZi

2)�1/2, whereCm is
an empirical constant (Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��], see also the appendix). To
match with the result of Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] in the surface layer, we
find that p = 1/2. Clearly, the determination of p is independent of the values of c⇧,
c , r, s, and ✏.�us, the wind speed profile is given by

Umag

u⇤
=

8
>><

>>:

ln

✓
z

z0

◆
+ c 

⇣
z

⇤

⌘1/2
, ⇠  ⇠0,

G

u⇤
, ⇠ > ⇠0.

(�.�)

HereG is the geostrophicwind speed, ⇠0 is the highest intersection point of the curves
described by the upper and lower expressions in Eq. �.�, z/⇤ is the dimensionless
stability parameter predicted by the potential temperature fluxmodel (i.e. Eqs. �.�
and �.�), and c is the empirical constant that can be determined from simulation or
measurement data.

�.� Validation

To verify the universality of the wind speed profile for CNBLs, we perform six high-
fidelity LES.�e governing equations and numerical method are detailed in section
�.�. In the simulations, a CNBL over a flat surface with periodic conditions in hori-
zontal directions is considered.�e flow is initialized with uniform geostrophic wind
speed and a linear potential temperature profile with a constant gradient [��, ��]. We
employ the advanced anisotropic minimum dissipationmodel to parameterize the
sub-grid scale shear stress and potential temperature flux [��].�e horizontal domain
size is more than six times larger and the vertical domain size is more than two times
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Table �.�: Summary of all simulated cases, where the Zi and Ro range covers the
values found in typical CNBLs at mid to high latitudes [��,��]

Case no. A B C D E F
Zi ��.� ��.� ��.� ��.� ��.� ���.�
Ro �.�E� �.�E� �.�E� �.�E� �.�E� �.�E�
✏ �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.���� �.����
c⇧ �.�E-� �.�E-� �.�E-� �.�E-� �.�E-� �.�E-�

Figure �.�: Vertical profile of dimensionless mean total momentum flux ⌧/⌧w. Filled
symbols: LES data; solid line: theoretical curve given by ⌧/⌧w = (1� z/h

0)3/2.

higher than the boundary layer height, and the grid resolution is 2883. We ensure
that all simulations have reached the quasi-stationary state and the statistics are
averaged over one inertial period [��]. A summary of all simulated cases is presented
in Table �.�.�e simulated Zilitinkevich number Zi and Rossby numberRo range
covers the values found in typical CNBLs atmid to high latitudes [��,��]. More details
about the computational setup can be found in the appendix.
Figure �.� shows the vertical profile of the dimensionless mean total momentum flux
⌧/⌧w, where ⌧ is the total momentum flux and ⌧w is its surface value. All di�ferent
cases in Table �.� are shown in the figure (filled symbols). Nieuwstadt (����) [��]
analytically determined that the total momentum flux profile in stable atmospheric
boundary layers scales as ⌧/⌧w = (1� z/h)3/2. In Fig. �.�we show that this expres-
sion is still valid for CNBLs when we consider the previously introduced boundary
layer thickness h0 = h/(1� 0.052/3).�e finding that the dimensionless momen-
tum flux profiles obtained from all LES collapse to the theoretical curve (see Fig. �.�)
confirms that h0 is the appropriate boundary layer height scale to consider.
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(a) (b)

Figure �.�: Dimensionless mean potential temperature gradient in the surface layer
versus (a) the Rossby numberRo and (b) the Zilitinkevich number Zi, where q0 =
dq/d⇠.�e values of the slope are (a) r = �0.080 ⇡ �1/12 and (b) s = 1.004 ⇡ 1,
which are determined by a least-squares fitting procedure.

To determine the values of the power indices r and s, we take the vertical derivative
ofEq. �.�, seedetails in section III of the appendix. Figure �.� shows thedimensionless
mean potential temperature gradient ln[�(q0�)/(u⇤g)] versus (a) the Rossby number
lnRo and (b) the Zilitinkevich number lnZi in the surface layer, where q0 = dq/d⇠.
�e slopes of the curve shown in the figure determine the values of the power expo-
nents r and s. In the parameter regime under consideration r = �0.080 ⇡ �1/12
and s = 1.004 ⇡ 1 describe the data very well. We note that the values of c⇧ can also
be determined from the figure and the results are listed in Table �.�. Figure �.� shows
the vertical profile of the dimensionless mean potential temperature flux q/|q|max,
which reduces to almost zero at z/h0 � 1.�e potential temperature flux first de-
creases linearly from zero at the surface to a minimum value at z = ht ⌘ (1� 2✏)h0,
and then increases rapidly to zero in a narrow region (1 � 2✏  z/h

0  1) since
✏⌧ 1.�e value of ✏ is expected to depend only onZi (see the appendix).�e data
in Table �.� show that for the parameter range under consideration the variation of
✏ is limited and therefore we take ✏ = 0.12 to describe the data here. Evidently, all
LES data of the present work (filled symbols) collapse very well to the introduced
theoretical model (solid line), which validates the chosen approach. For comparison,
the prediction based on a turbulence closure given byMauritsen et al. (����) [���], the
direct numerical simulations (DNS) data performed by Jonker et al. (����) [���], and
the LES data taken fromPedersen et al. (����) [��], Allaerts andMeyers (����) [��], and
Berg et al. (����) [���] are also shown in the figure.�e overall agreement between
the theoretical prediction and the data from previous studies [��, ��, ���, ���, ���] is
very good, which confirms the universality of the proposed potential temperature
flux profile.
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Figure �.�: Vertical profile of dimensionlessmeanpotential temperature flux q/|q|max.
Filled circles: LES data of the present work; filled triangles: prediction based on a
turbulence closure given by Mauritsen et al. [���]; filled inverted triangles: DNS data
of Jonker et al. [���]; filled diamonds: LES data of Pedersen et al. [��]; filled squares:
LES data of Allaerts andMeyers [��]; filled stars: LES data of Berg et al. [���]; solid
line: theoretical prediction given by Eq. �.�with ✏ = 0.12.

Figure �.� shows the vertical profile of the dimensionless wind speed for two typi-
cal cases, which covers theZi andRo number range of typical CNBLs at mid to high
latitudes [��,��].�e filled symbols are LES data, the dashed line is the theoretical
prediction given by the logarithmic law, the blue line is the prediction of Zilitinkevich
and Esau (����) [��], the yellow line is the prediction of Gryning et al. (����) [��], the
red line is the prediction of Kelly et al. (����) [��], and the black line is the prediction
given by Eq. �.�with c = 4.2where the potential temperature flux profile ismodeled
by Eq. �.�with c⇧ = 4.7⇥ 10�7 and ✏ = 0.12 (see Table �.�).

�e empirical constant c is determined such that it can predict the wind speed
profiles of all cases in Table �.�with minimum discrepancies.�e figure shows that
the logarithmic law only accurately captures the wind speed in the lower ��% of the
boundary layer, also known as the surface layer (shaded region).�e theory given by
Gryning et al. (����) [��] focuses on capturing the wind speed at the top of the CNBL,
but does not capture the e�fect of the low-level jet. �e theory given by Kelly et al.
(����) [��] is focused on the lower part of the CNBL.�e predictions by Zilitinkevich
and Esau (����) [��] agree well with the LES data in the lower part of the CNBL, but
do not capture the low-level jet, which is represented in our approach. In contrast, the
agreement between the proposed profile (Eq. �.�) and the LES data is nearly perfect in
the entire boundary layer andmuch better than all previous approaches.�is excellent
agreement confirms the universality of our proposed wind profile (Eq. �.�) in the
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(a) (b)

Figure �.�: Vertical profile of mean wind speed for (a) case B and (b) case F. Filled
symbols: LES data; dashed line: prediction given by the logarithmic law; blue line:
prediction given by Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��]; yellow line: prediction given by
Gryning et al. (����) [��]; red line: prediction given by Kelly et al. (����) [��]; black
line: prediction given by Eq. �.�with c = 4.2.

considered parameter range of CNBLs.

�.� Conclusion

We propose a universal velocity profile for CNBL derived using a local similarity hy-
pothesis combined with ideas from the classical Monin-Obukhov similarity theory.
We introduce a stability correction function  to account for the deviation of the
logarithmic law.�e canonical shape of  is  = �c (z/⇤)1/2 which is determined
theoretically, where c = 4.2 is an empirical constant determined from simulation
data, z is the vertical height above the surface, and⇤ is the local Obukhov length. An
analytical expression for the potential temperature flux profile is also derived from
dimensional analysis and perturbation method. �e universality of the proposed
profile (Eq. �.�) has been confirmed by its excellent agreement with high-fidelity LES
results for Ro = [4.5 ⇥ 104, 2.7 ⇥ 107] and Zi 2 [51, 154], where the Zi and Ro

number range cover the range of values observed in typical CNBLs at mid to high
latitudes. Further work is required to assess the applicability of the approach to other
parameter regimes.
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�.A Appendix

�.A.� Computational setup and simulation results

�e computational domain size is 2⇡ km⇥ 2⇡ km⇥ 2 km in streamwise, spanwise,
and vertical directions, respectively. �e horizontal domain size is more than six
times larger than the boundary layer height to ensure that large horizontal stream-
wise flow structures are captured appropriately [��]. �e vertical domain size is
more than two times higher than the boundary layer height. �e simulations are
performed on a 2883 grid.�e initial potential temperature profile is ✓(z) = ✓0+�z,
where ✓0 = g/� = 300 K is the reference potential temperature and � is the free-
atmosphere lapse rate. �e initial velocity profile is u = Gex, whereG = 12m/s
is the geostrophic wind speed. Small random perturbations are added to the initial
fields of u and ✓ near the surface (z  100m) to spin-up turbulence. Statistics are
collected over one inertial period, namely�(ft) = 2⇡, a�ter the boundary layer has
reached a quasi-stationary state [��]. A summary of these simulations is given in
Table �.�.

To confirm that the main findings do not depend on the employed grid resolu-
tion and the domain size, we performed simulations for case E (see Table �.�) using
di�ferent grid resolutions (723, 1443, and 2883) and for di�ferent domain sizes, i.e.
2⇡ km ⇥ 2⇡ km ⇥ 2 km on a 288 ⇥ 288 ⇥ 288 grid and ⇡ km ⇥ ⇡ km ⇥ 2 km on a
144 ⇥ 144 ⇥ 288 grid. Figure �.� shows the temporally and horizontally averaged
vertical profile obtained from these simulations, which confirms that the obtained
velocity profiles do not depend on the employed numerical resolution or domain size.
Figure �.� shows the vertical profiles of mean wind speed and potential temperature
for cases B-E (see Table �.� of the manuscript), which have the same atmospheric
lapse rate, but di�ferent surface roughness lengths.�e figure shows clearly that the
boundary-layer height reduces as the roughness length reduces. Note that a distinct
characteristic of the CNBL, as shown in figure �.�b, is that the potential temperature
is almost uniform below the inversion layer.

�.A.� Derivation of the potential temperature flux

Below we give a detailed explanation of Eq. �.� of the manuscript and the method we
used to determine the values of s and r.

For the boundary layers in quasi-equilibrium state, the mean profile is only a func-
tion of z, which is controlled by the parameters involved in the governing equations
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(a) (b)

Figure �.�: Vertical profiles of the mean dimensionless wind speed for case E with
(a) di�ferent grid resolution on a 2⇡ km ⇥ 2⇡ km ⇥ 2 km domain and (b) di�ferent
computational domain sizes using the same grid spacing (�x,�y,�z).

(a) (b)

Figure �.�: Vertical profiles of themean (a) dimensionlesswind speed and (b) potential
temperature for cases B-E.

and boundary conditions, i.e.,

q = q(z; f,G,�,�, z0). (�.��)

�erefore the general form of the dimensionless potential temperature can be written
as

q�

Gg
= q1

✓
z

z0
;RoG =

G

|f |z0
, Zi =

1

|f |
p
��

◆
. (�.��)

Here and below q1 denotes the functional form of q. Using the geostrophic draw law
for CNBLs [��, ���],
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whereA = A(Zi) andB = B(Zi) are dimensionless coe�ficients, Eq. �.�� can be
written in terms of u⇤ as

q�

u⇤g
= q1

✓
z

z0
;Ro =

u⇤
fz0

, Zi

◆
. (�.��)

In addition, the boundary-layer height for CNBLs can be estimated as [��]

⇣
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whereCR andCN are empirical constants.�us, Eq. �.�� can be written in terms of
h
0 as follows

q�

u⇤g
= q1

⇣
⇠ =

z

h0
;Ro,Zi

⌘
= �⇧(⇠;Ro,Zi). (�.��)

We assume that there is a power law dependence between ⇧ and the two control
parametersRo andZi,

q�

u⇤g
= �⇧(⇠;Ro,Zi) = �Ro

r
Zi

s⇧1(⇠). (�.��)

To determine the values of the power indices r and s in Eq. �.��, we take the derivative
of Eq. �.��, which gives

ln

✓
� q

0
�

u⇤g

◆
= ln c⇧ + r lnRo+ s lnZi, q

0 =
dq
d⇠

. (�.��)

�is indicates thatr ands canbedetermined fromthe slopeof the curve ln [�(q0�)/(u⇤g)]
vs lnRo and ln [�(q0�)/(u⇤g)] vs lnZi, respectively, in the surface layer. Using a
least-squares fitting, we find that (see figure �.�)

r = �0.080 ⇡ �1/12, s = 1.004 ⇡ 1. (�.��)

Note that the value of c⇧ can also be determined from Eq. �.�� once r and s have been
determined.�e corresponding results are shown in Table �.� of the manuscript.

�.A.� �e dependence of ✏ on the control parameterZi

We remark that ✏ in Eq. �.� depends only on the control parameterZi. To prove it,
we recall that the boundary-layer height for CNBLs can also be defined as the height
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at which the potential temperature flux reaches its minimum value. We denote this
height as ht, which can be estimated as [��, ��]
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whereC 0
R
andC 0

N
are empirical constants. Combining equations �.�� and �.�� gives
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Note that the variance of ✏withZi is very small (see Table �.�) and therefore we take
it as a constant in this work.

�.A.� Adopted formulations of the existingwind speedmodels

Here we describe the previous models for the wind speed profiles in CNBLs, i.e.
Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��], Gryning et al. (����) [��], and Kelly et al. (����) [��],
which are shown in figure �.�.

Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] (Z���� in figure �.�)

Zilitinkevich and Esau (����) [��] showed that the wind shear in the surface layers
can be written as

dUmag

dz
=

p
⌧
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whereCu = 2.5 is an empirical constant andLM is the combined turbulent length
scale. In CNBLs,
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whereCm = 0.1 is an empirical constant. Following Gryning et al. (����) [��],
p
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approximated as
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where h is the boundary layer height at which the total momentum flux reaches �% of
its surface value. By substituting Eq. �.�� into Eq. �.��, and a�ter vertical integration
we obtain
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Gryning et al. (����) [��] (G���� in figure �.�)

Gryning et al. (����) [��] showed that the wind shear in the surface layer can be
written as

dUmag

dz
=

p
⌧
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l
, (�.��)

where l is the local length scale that can bemodelled by a combination of the length
scale in the surface layerLSL, in the middle of the boundary layerLMBL, and in the
upper part of the boundary layerLUBL, i.e.

1

l
=

1
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+
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LMBL
+

1
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. (�.��)

In CNBLs,
LSL = z, LUBL = h� z. (�.��)

By substituting Eqs. �.��, �.�� and �.�� into Eq. �.�� and a�ter vertical integration we
obtain

Umag
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�e length scaleLMBL is parameterized, for details see Gryning et al. (����) [��] and
Pedersen et al. (����) [��], such that the wind speed at the top of the boundary layer
conforms to the geostrophic wind speed.

Kelly et al. (����) [��] (K���� in figure �.�)

Kelly et al. (����) [��] proposed the wind speed profile as follows

Umag
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where a = 4.3 and
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, Lf =
u⇤
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Here⇧✓ = �0.0016 andRoh✓
= Lf/h✓ is theRossbynumberbasedon theboundary-

layer height h✓, which is defined by the height at which the gradient of the potential
temperature reaches its maximum value.
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Interaction between low-level jets and wind

farms in a stable atmospheric boundary
layer�

Low-level jets (LLJs) are the wind maxima in the lower regions of the atmosphere with a high
wind energy potential. Here we use large eddy simulations to study the e�fect of LLJ height on
the flow dynamics in a wind farm with 10 ⇥ 4 turbines. We change the LLJ height and at-
mospheric thermal stratification by varying the surface cooling rate. We find that the first row
power production is higher in the presence of a LLJ compared to a neutral reference case without
LLJ. Besides, we show that the first row power production increases with decreasing LLJ height.
Due to thehigher turbulence intensity, thewind turbinewakes recover faster in aneutral bound-
ary layer than in a stably stratified one. However, for strong thermal stratification with a low-
height LLJ, the wake recovery can be faster than for the neutral reference case as energy can be
entrained from the LLJ. Flow visualizations reveal that under stable stratification the growth
of wind farm’s internal boundary layer is restricted and the wind flows around the wind farm.
Wind farms extract energy from LLJs through wake meandering and turbulent entrainment
depending on the LLJ height. Both e�fects are advantageous for wake recovery, which is benefi-
cial for the performance of downwind turbines.�is finding is confirmed by an energy budget
analysis, which reveals a significant increase in the kinetic energy flux in the presence of a LLJ.

�Published as: Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, Interaction between low-level
jets and wind farms in a stable atmospheric boundary layer, Phy. Rev. Fluids �, ������ (����),
doi:��.����/PhysRevFluids.�.������
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�e jet strength reduces as it passes through consecutive turbine rows. For strong stratification,
the combined e�fect of buoyancy destruction and turbulence dissipation is larger than the tur-
bulent entrainment. �erefore, the power production of turbines in the back of the wind farm
is relatively low for strong atmospheric stratifications. We find that the pronounced wind veer
in stably stratified boundary layers creates asymmetry in the available wind resource, which
can only be studied in finite-size wind farm simulations. We emphasize that spanwise-infinite
wind farm simulations may underpredict wind farm performance as the additional beneficial
e�fect of LLJ cannot be observed.

�.� Introduction

�e atmospheric boundary layer is dynamic and undergoes continuous transitions
during thedaydue to changes in, for example, the surfaceheatfluxand thegeostrophic
wind.�e boundary layer is stably stratified in evenings due to cooling at the ground,
and the wind in the residual layer decouples from the surface friction. Consequently,
the balance between the Coriolis, frictional, and pressure forces is disturbed, and the
flow in the residual layer accelerates.�e acceleration produces a super-geostrophic
jet at the top of the nocturnal stable boundary layer (SBL) at heights between �� and
����meters [���].�is super-geostrophic wind is known as a low-level jet (LLJ), and
it generally forms due to the frictional decoupling combined with inertial oscilla-
tions [���, ���]. LLJs can also form due to large-scale baroclinicity or the pressure
gradient due to cooling over sloped terrains [���]. LLJs o�ten form in nocturnal condi-
tions when there is surface cooling [���]. Mahrt (����) [���] classified the nocturnal
boundary layer into three stability regimes: �) the weakly stable regime, characterized
by continuous turbulence and a small downward heat flux, which is limited by the
temperature fluctuations, �) transition stability regime, where the quantities change
rapidly with the increasing stability and the downward heat flux reaches a maximum,
and �) the very stable regimewhere the downward heat flux is small, limited by the tur-
bulent vertical fluctuations, which are suppressed by buoyancy. High shear and weak
to moderate stability characterize LLJs of practical importance [���, ���].�e shear in
the LLJ is strong enough to generate continuous turbulent flux, with maximum and
minimum turbulent flux near the surface and top of the SBL, respectively [���].

LLJs are frequently observed in many parts of the world, with occurrences in the
Western ghats of India [���], the Great Plains of the United States [���–���] and the
Baltic sea of Europe [�]. In the North Sea region LLJs at heights between ��–���me-
ters are observed with a frequency of �.��% in summer and �.��% during spring [���].
Wind resource relevant LLJs in the North Sea are generally observed under stably
stratified conditions [���].�erefore, the relevance of studying the impact of LLJs on
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wind farm applications has been emphasized by van Kuik et al. [���] in the long-term
European Research Agenda and a recent review by Porté-Agel (����) [���]. It is a
common practice in wind power assessment to use simple power-law velocity profiles.
However, this neglects the e�fects of LLJs on power production and the estimated
fatigue loads [���]. For example, LLJs have been found to increase the capacity factors
by over 60% under nocturnal conditions [���]. However, as modern wind turbines
are reaching heights above 200meter due to which interactions with LLJs become
unavoidable. Consequently, it is imperative to study the interaction between LLJs and
wind farms.

When a large number of wind turbines operate in a wind farm, the structure of
the boundary layer changes due to the momentum extraction by the turbines. Both
numerical simulations and wind tunnel experiments show the development of an
internal boundary layer (IBL) at the entrance of the wind farm [���, ���]. Further
downwind, in the fully developed regime, all the momentum is derived from vertical
entrainment [�, ���]. Due to the simplicity, most wind farm and atmospheric bound-
ary layer simulations in the past have focused on pressure-driven neutral boundary
layers.�e underlying assumption in such simulations is that thewind turbines reside
in the inner regions of the atmospheric boundary layer, where the outer layer e�fects,
such as the rotation of the Earth and thermal stratification, are negligible [�, ���].
However, the wake recovery and entrainment of fresh momentum from outside the
IBL strongly depend on the atmospheric stratification [���]. Furthermore, the wind
follows an Ekman spiral due to the Coriolis force, a�fecting the wind turbine wakes
as well as the wind farmwake. In essence, neglecting the stratification and Coriolis
forces is too simplistic when considering the performance of large wind farms.
Large eddy simulations (LES) have been used extensively to study turbulence

in the atmosphere [�, �], and the interaction between the atmospheric boundary
layer and wind farms [���, ���, ���]. LES has been successfully used to simulate both
convective and stable atmospheric boundary layers at both weak andmoderate strat-
ification [���–���]. Numerical simulations of weak and moderately stratified SBL
are easier because of the continuous turbulence and the absence of global intermit-
tency [���].�e simulations of highly stratified boundary layers are challenging due
to the mesoscale motions, gravity waves, the unsteady nature of the boundary layers,
and LLJs. Nocturnal LLJs under weak to moderate stratification can be studied with
LES [��, ���], while boundary layers at higher stratification, for which the turbulence
is intermittent and not continuous, is challenging to simulate with LES.We consider
moderately stratified boundary layers in this paper.
Recently, the impact of the ‘capping’ inversion on the power production of ‘in-

finitely’ wide wind farms in conventionally neutral boundary layers is reported in the
literature [���]. It has been found that the IBL pushes the capping inversion upwards,
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which generates pressure perturbations that travel upwind as gravity waves and slow
down the in front of the wind farm. Furthermore, recent studies of wind farms in a
neutral-to-stable boundary layer transition show that in a steady-state SBL the LLJ
impacts the power production [���]. Also, measurements and LES studies of wind
farms in a SBL [���–���] show that due to low turbulence intensity, wake recovery is
reduced compared to the unstable and neutrally stratified boundary layer. Besides,
the rotation of the Earth a�fects the power production through the Coriolis forces,
which deflects the wind farm wake [���]. For specific wind directions, it has been
found that even the horizontal component of the Earth’s rotation influences the tur-
bulent fluxes in a wind farm [��]. Furthermore, the vertical wind veer in the Ekman
spiral causes a skewed spatial structure of the turbinewake, which enhances the shear
production of turbulent kinetic energy leading to larger flow entrainment and faster
wake recovery [���]. It is a common practice in the wind energy community to use
periodic boundary conditions in the spanwise direction, which results in ‘infinitely’
wide wind farms [�, ��, ���, ���]. However, in the presence of Coriolis force, which
induces appreciable wind veer, this assumptionmight lead to under-prediction of
turbine power production, which directly interact with the LLJ.

Previously, wind turbine and LLJ interactions have been studied by Lu and Porté-
Agel (����) [���], who performed LES of the flow over a turbine in a doubly periodic
domain (an ‘infinite’ wind turbine array) with actuator line modeling, and they report
non-axisymmetric turbine wakes and LLJ elimination due to energy extraction by the
turbines. A similar study on the interaction between a single turbine and LLJ reports
slower wake recovery at higher stratification and LLJ elimination [���]. Furthermore,
the LLJ weakening due to wind turbine energy extraction is also reported in diurnal
cycle wind farm simulations [���, ���]. A similar phenomenon has been observed in
the mesoscale weather model simulations of an infinite wind farm [���]. Recently,
Na et al. [���] performed LES of a small wind farm with �� turbines arranged in three
columns and four rows with an LLJ above it in a spanwise periodic domain. �ey
report faster wake recovery due to the enhanced vertical kinetic energy flux created
by the LLJ.

�e studies mentioned above have not addressed the e�fect of changing LLJ height
on wind farm power production and do not provide a complete picture of the in-
teraction between LLJs and wind farms as they consider spanwise ‘infinite’ or very
small wind farms. However, it is necessary to understand the coupling between stable
stratification, flow-adjustment, and LLJ height onwind farmpower production better.
Figure �.� shows the essential flow physics of the stable boundary layer wind farm
interaction such as the IBL growth, turbine wake recovery, surface inversion, and the
entrainment of momentum from above by turbulence.
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Figure �.�: Sketch of the essential flow phenomena in wind farms in a SBL, including
wakes and their superposition, the entrainment of energy from above, and the devel-
opment of the IBL. On the le�t, the typical temperature and velocity profiles, which
reveal the LLJ and the top of the surface inversion, are sketched.

In this work, we study the power production of a finite wind farm under stable
stratification. �e objective of the study is two-fold, first to understand the e�fect
of LLJ height and stable stratification on the power production of a wind farm, and
second to study the e�fect of stable stratification on the flow adjustment in and around
a ‘finite’ wind farm. We study the wind farm - LLJ interaction by systematically
reducing the surface cooling rate which produces LLJs of di�ferent heights.

�.� Large eddy simulations of wind farms

In LES, the flow features larger than the filter size are fully resolved, while the sub-
filter size eddies are modeled. Our code based on the one developed by Albertsen
(����) [�, ���], which has been successfully updated with the dynamic, Lagrangian
averaged scale-dependentmodel [��], actuator diskmodel for turbinemodeling Calaf
et al. (����) [�], concurrent precursor method Stevens et al. (����) [���], and thermal
stratification [��].�is updated code has been validated for neutral and SBLs as well
as the flow through wind farms [��,��, ���].

�.�.� Governing equations

�e LES code we use integrates the filtered Navier-Stokes equations written for a
wall-bounded turbulent flow [�] and employs the Boussinesq approximation tomodel
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buoyancy.�e governing equations are:

@ieui = 0, (�.�)

@teui + @j (euieuj ) = �@i ep� @j ⌧ij + g�(e✓ � e✓0 )�i3 + fc(Ug � eu)�i2
� fc(Vg � ev)�i1 + efx�i1 + efy�i2,

(�.�)

@t
e✓ + euj@j e✓ = �@j qj , (�.�)

where the tilde represents spatial filtering, eui = (eu, ev, ew) and e✓ are the filtered ve-
locity and potential temperature, respectively, g is the acceleration due to gravity,
� = 1/✓0 is the buoyancy parameter with respect to the reference potential tem-
perature ✓0 , �ij is the Kronecker delta, fc is the Coriolis parameter.�e boundary
layer is driven by a mean pressure gradient, p1, represented by the geostrophic wind
with,Ug = � 1

⇢fc

@p1
@y

and Vg = 1
⇢fc

@p1
@x

as its components. ep = ep⇤/⇢+�kk/3, is the
modified pressure obtained by adding the trace of the sub-filter scale stress, �kk/3,
to the kinematic pressure or pressure perturbation, ep⇤/⇢, where ⇢ is the density of
the fluid. efi = ( efx, efy, 0) represents the turbine forces, which are modeled using
a filtered actuator disk approach [�, ���, ���]. �e molecular viscosity is neglected
as it is a high Reynolds number flow, which is a common practice in atmospheric
boundary layer simulations. ⌧ij = guiuj � euieuj is the traceless part of the sub-filter
scale stress tensor, and qj = guj ✓ � euj e✓ is the sub-filter scale heat flux tensor.�e
sub-filter stresses and heat fluxes are modeled as,

⌧ij = guiuj � euieuj = �2⌫T eSij = �2(Cs�)2|eS|eSij , (�.�)

qj =guj ✓ � euj e✓ = �⌫✓@je✓ = �(Ds�)2|eS|@je✓, (�.�)

where eSij =
1
2 (@jeui + @ieuj) is the filtered strain rate tensor, ⌫T is the eddy viscosity,

Cs is the Smagorinsky coe�ficient for the sub-filter stresses,� is the filter size, ⌫✓ is
the eddy heat di�fusivity,Ds is the Smagorinsky coe�ficient for the sub-filter scale

heat flux, and |eS| =
q

2eSij
eSij. We use a tuning-free, scale-dependent model based

on Lagrangian averaging of the coe�ficients [��,��,��] to calculate the Smagorinsky
coe�ficient dynamically.�e error in the calculation of the Smagorinsky coe�ficients
is minimized over fluid pathlines preserving the local fluctuations of the coe�ficients.
�e model uses a test-filter to calculate the coe�ficients dynamically and a second
test-filter is used to overcome the limitation of scale-invariance [��], which makes
the model particularly suitable for inhomogeneous flows, such as the flow through a
wind farm or over complex terrain.
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Actuator diskmodelling

We employ a well-validated actuator disk model approach as is common in the simu-
lation of large wind farms [�,��,��, ���, ���, ���, ���].�e streamwise and spanwise
compoments of the turbine force included in the momentum equation are given by
f̃x = Ft cos�, and f̃y = Ft sin�, where � is the angle the actuator disk makes with
the x-axis, and Ft is the turbine force modeled as,

Ft = �1

2
⇢CTU

2
1
⇡

4
D

2
, (�.�)

where CT is the thrust coe�ficient and U1 is the upstream undisturbed reference
velocity. Equation (�.�) is only applicable for isolated turbines [���, ���] since the
upstream velocityU1 cannot be readily specified in wind farm simulations. Conse-
quently, it is common practice [�, ���] to use actuator disk theory to relateU1 with
the rotor disk velocityUd,

U1 =
Ud

(1� a)
(�.�)

where a is the axial induction factor.�e total thrust force exerted by the turbines
obtained by substituting equation (�.�) in equation (�.�):

Ft = �1
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⌦
u
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↵2
d

⇡

4
D

2
, (�.�)

where subscript d represents the averaging over the turbine disk, superscript T
represents averaging of the disk averaged velocity over time. For typical thrust
coe�ficient values of a turbine CT = 0.75 and induction factor a = 1/4, we get
C

0
T

= CT /(1 � a)2 = 1.33. For a detailed description and validation of the em-
ployed actuator disk model, we refer to Refs. [�, ���, ���]. It is worth mentioning that
the actuator disk model cannot capture the vortex structures near the turbine due
to the absence of the turbine blades [���, ���, ���], which can be captured using an
actuator line model. However, it is well established that the actuator disk model can
accurately capture the wake dynamics, starting from � to � diameters downwind of
the turbine [���, ���].�erefore, the actuator disk model is commonly used to study
the large scale flow phenomena in wind farms.

Numericalmethod

Weuse a pseudo-spectralmethod to calculate the partial derivatives in the streamwise
and spanwise directions.�e vertical direction is treated with a second-order central
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di�ference method. �e solution is advanced in time by a second-order accurate
Adams-Bashforth scheme. �e aliasing errors resulting from the folding back of
high wavenumber energy to the resolved scales due to the calculation of non-linear
terms in physical space is prevented by using a 3/2 anti-aliasing method [��]. For
pointwise energy conservation, the convective term in the equation (�.�) is written in
the rotational form [���]. More information about the numericalmethod can be found
in [�].�e computational domain is discretized uniformly with nx, ny, and nz points
in the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively. �erefore, the
corresponding grid sizes are�x = Lx/nx,�y = Ly/ny, and�z = Lz/nz, where
Lx,Ly, andLz are the dimensions of the computational domain.�e computational
grid is staggered in the vertical direction with the first grid point for eu, ev, and e✓
located at a distance�z/2 above the ground.�e computational plane for the vertical
velocity, ew, is located at the ground. No-slip and free-slip boundary conditions with
zero vertical velocity, ew = 0, are used at the top and bottom boundaries, respectively.
In wall-modeled LES of atmospheric boundary layers, the first grid point generally
lies in the surface layer and the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory [�] can be used to
model the instantaneous shear stress ⌧i3|w and buoyancy flux q⇤ at the wall as follows:

⌧i3|w = �u
2
⇤
eui
eur

= �
 

eur
ln(z/zo)�  M

!2
eui
eur

, (�.�)

and

q⇤ =
u⇤(✓s � e✓)
ln(z/zo)�  H

, (�.��)

where eui and e✓ represents the filtered velocities and potential temperature at the first
grid point respectively, u⇤ is the frictional velocity, zo is the roughness length,  is
the von Kármán constant, eur =

p
eu2 + ev2 is filtered velocity magnitude at the first

grid level, and ✓s is the filtered potential temperature at the surface.  M and  H are
the stability corrections for momentum and heat flux, respectively. For SBLs, we use
the stability correction suggested by [��], i.e.  M = �4.8z/L and  H = �7.8z/L,
where L = �(u⇤3✓0)/(gq⇤) is the surface Obukhov length. �e wall-model is
implemented as explained in Bou-Zeid et al. [��], i.e. the wall-layer fluxes and stresses
are calculated using the filtered velocities at the first grid point above the ground.

�.�.� Boundary layer initialization

Simulating strongly stratified boundary layers with LES is complicated due to the
presence of globally intermittent turbulence [���]. In the present work, we consider a
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moderately stable boundary layer (zi/L ⇡ 2, where zi is the boundary layer height).
�e boundary layer represents a typical quasi-equilibriummoderately SBL with a pro-
nounced LLJ similar to those observed over polar regions and equilibrium night-time
conditions over land in mid-latitudes.�e case is well-documented under the global
energy and water cycle experiment atmospheric boundary layer study (GABLS��) ini-
tiative, and LES inter-comparison studies [��, ���].�e initial potential temperature
profile has amixed layer (with constant potential temperature ���K) up to ���mwith
an overlying free atmospheric stratification of strength 0.01 Km�1. �e reference
potential temperature and roughness length are set to 263.5 K and 0.1m, respec-
tively, and a constant surface cooling is applied.�e boundary layer is driven by the
geostrophic wind with the horizontal componentsG = (Ug, Vg) = (8.0, 0.0)ms�1.
�e Coriolis parameter is set to fc = 1.39 ⇥ 10�4 s�1 (corresponding to latitude
73°N).�e initial wind profile is set equal to the geostrophic wind. Uniformly dis-
tributed random perturbations with an amplitude of 3% of the geostrophic wind are
added to velocities below a height of ��m to spin up turbulence. Similarly, uniformly
distributed random perturbations with a magnitude of 0.1 K are added to the initial
temperature profile. Detailed information about the SBL can be found in Beare et al.
(����) [��].

�e boundary layer reaches a quasi-steady state at the end of �th hour.�e quasi-
steady-state is said to have been reached when the temperature profile changes at a
constant rate while the velocity and other turbulent quantities have reached a steady-
state [���]. Our code has been validated for theGABLS-� boundary layerwith a cooling
rate of 0.25 K hour�1. In agreement with the previous study by Stoll and Porté-Agel
(����) [��], we found that theLagrangianaveraged scale-dependent (LASD)model pro-
duces better results when compared with the Smagorinskymodel. We performed five
simulations with surface cooling ratesCr = [0.0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, 0.5] K hour�1.
Details about the di�ferent cases are documented in table �.�. It is also worth men-
tioning here that the potential temperature profile and the jet heights obtained with
our simulations are similar to the ones observed in the North Sea [���] and also the
Dutch o�fshore wind Atlas (DOWA) simulation campaign.
In addition to the stable cases, a reference case at truly neutral stratification,

similar to Stevens et al. (����) [���] is also performed. Coriolis forces and thermal
stratification are neglected for this case, and the boundary layer is driven by a mean
pressure gradient 1/⇢(rp) = �u

2
⇤, where u⇤ represents the friction velocity of near-

neutral stratification casewithCr = 0.0Khour�1, i.e. SBL–�.�is is the truly neutral
boundary layer (TNBL), which has a logarithmic velocity profile without LLJ.
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�.�.� Wind farm setup

We consider a large wind farmwith ��wind turbines.�e turbines are distributed
in an array of 4 columns and 10 rows. �e turbine diameter isD = 90m and the
hub height is zh = 90m.�e turbines are separated by a distance of sx = 7D and
sy = 5D in the streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively.�e computational
domain is11.52km⇥4.6km⇥3.84km.�edetails of the computational domainand
wind farm layout are given in figure �.�. According to the Monin-Obukhov similarity
theory, the first grid point above the ground should be in the inertial sublayer. For the
GABLS-� case, cautioning against using very high resolution near the ground, which
violates the similarity theory, Basu and Lacser (����) [���] suggest using z1 � 50zo,
where z1 the height of the first grid point above the ground. Accordingly, we fix the
vertical grid resolution to be 5m. We use a horizontal resolution of �m in the stream-
wise and spanwise direction to ensure that the important flow scales are properly
resolved. As a result, the domain is discretized by 1280⇥ 512⇥ 768 grid points in
the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively.�e computational
domain has approximately ���million grid points.
We use a large vertical extent and a Rayleigh damping layer [��] with a strength

of 0.016 s�1 in the top 25% of the domain to reduce the e�fects of gravity waves. We
find that this damps out most of the generated gravity waves. To ensure that the
streamwise fringe layer does not a�fect the turbulence statistics, we performed a
simulation in a bigger domain of size 17.28 km⇥ 4.6 km⇥ 3.84 kmwith a resolution
of 18m⇥ 18m⇥ 10m and compared it with the results of the smaller domain.�e
streamwise fringe layer in the bigger domain is 75D downwind of the wind farm.
We found that the streamwise domain size does not a�fect the turbulence statistics
relevant to the study, which confirms that the used domain size is su�ficient for the
purposes of this study.
To obtain realistic inflow conditions, we employ the concurrent precursor tech-

nique [���]. In this technique, simulations are run in two domains concurrently. We
perform the atmospheric boundary layer simulations without wind turbines to gener-
ate inflow conditions in a precursor domain.�en the quantities from the precursor
domain are used as the inlet conditions for the wind farm domain. �e forcing is
done in the wind farm domain by gradually blending the velocities in the fringe layer.
An Ekman spiral, which induces considerable spanwise flow, is formed due to the
action of the Coriolis forces.�erefore, we use fringe layers in both the streamwise
and spanwise direction to eliminate the e�fects of the periodic boundaries. We fix
the fringe layer length to be 10% of the computational domain in the streamwise and
spanwise directions, respectively.
�e equilibriumwind angle under geostrophic forcing depends on the stability
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Figure �.�: Schematic of the computational domain, showing the wind farm layout,
the extent of Rayleigh damping layer, and the fringe layers. Black circles indicate the
positions of the wind turbines.�e statistics are sampled from the shaded region of
size 70D ⇥ 20D ⇥D, which is centered around the wind farm.

conditions, which results in a di�ferent geometric pattern of the turbines and com-
plicates the analysis. To ensure the same farm layout in all simulations, we use a
proportional-integral (PI) controller [���], similar to the one used by [��], to rotate
the incoming flow such that the planar averaged wind angle at hub height is always
zero. Even then, local changes in the wind angle upwind of a turbine can result in
turbine yawmisalignment, which results in sub-optimal energy production. Each
turbine in the simulations has an individual yaw-angle controller, which reorients
the turbines perpendicular to the incoming wind direction measured 1D upwind of
each turbine, to prevent yawmisalignment.

�.� LES of a finite wind farm

All the simulations are carried out in two stages. In the initial or the spin-up stage,
only the SBL in the precursor domain is considered.�e SBL reaches a quasi-steady
state at the end of the 8th hour. In the second stage, the turbines are introduced in
the main domain, and the simulation in both domains is continued concurrently for
one more hour in which the transient e�fects of the turbine startup subside. Finally,
both simulations are run for one more hour, and the statistics are collected in the
last hour, i.e. the 10th hour. Flow statistics were collected as ten-minute samples to
quantify the uncertainty in themean values.�e standard deviation of the six samples
over the mean is within 5%. Basic boundary layer characteristics are presented in
subsection �.�.�, and the development of the IBL over the wind farm and the flow-
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Table �.�: Details of the LES.�e columns from le�t to right indicate the case name, the
surface cooling rateCr, the boundary layer height zi, the jet height zjet, the inversion
height zc, and ujet is the velocity at jet height. TI = �u/umag is the turbulence
intensity at hub height. All heights are normalized with the hub height.

Case Cr [K hour�1] zi/zh zjet/zh zc/zh u⇤/G ujet/G zi/L TIzh%

TNBL – – – – �.���� – – ��.��
SBL–� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���� �.��� �.��� �.��
SBL–� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���� �.��� �.��� �.��
SBL–� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���� �.��� �.��� �.��
SBL–� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���� �.��� �.��� �.��
SBL–� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.��� �.���� �.��� �.��� �.��

adjustment are discussed in subsection �.�.�.

�.�.� Boundary layer properties

An overview of the surface forcings and the basic boundary layer properties such as
the boundary layer height, friction velocity, jet velocity, and the stability parameter
zi/L in the precursor domain are presented in table �.�. We determine the boundary
layer height by the method used by Kosovic (����) [���] and Beare et al. (����) [��].
�e boundary layer height zi is defined as the height where the mean stress is 5%
of its surface value (z0.05) followed by a linear extrapolation, i.e. zi = z0.05/0.95. At
higher cooling rates, the friction velocity decreases, which indicates that there is
reduced turbulence in the boundary layer. Furthermore, the boundary layer becomes
shallower, i.e. zi reduces.
Figure �.�(a) presents the planar averaged horizontal wind magnitude umag =Dp
u
2 + v

2
E
, where hi represents planar averaging, the overbar represents time av-

eraging, and the tilde representing filtering is dropped in the remainder of the paper
for simplicity.�e strength of the jet, which is defined as the ratio of windmagnitude
of the jet to the geostrophic velocity, i.e.ujet/G, increases as the cooling rate increases
while the jet height zjet/zh decreases.�e jet plays an important role in sustaining
continuous turbulence in the boundary layer [���, ���]. For stronger stratification
cases SBL–� and SBL–� (see table �.�), the ratio of the jet height to the turbine hub
height is approximately 1.5, which means that the jet height is equal to the height
of the top of the turbine blades.�e logarithmic velocity profile from the reference
TNBL case is also presented in Fig. �.�(a). We use the friction velocity u⇤ = 0.316m/s
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Figure �.�: (a) Horizontal velocity magnitude, (b) potential temperature, (c) wind
angle, and (d) vertical momentum flux as a function of height for the di�ferent cases,
see table �.� for details. �e inset in panel (d) shows the variation of the gradient
Richardson number with height.

obtained from the SBL–� simulation with near-neutral stratification to ensure that
the surface fluxes of the SBL–� and TNBL case match. We note that a similar value
(�.���–�.���m/s) for the conventionally neutral boundary layers has been obtained by
Allaerts andMeyers (����) [���]. We find that close to the surface, i.e. z/zh < 0.5, the
velocity profiles of TNBL and SBL–� are nearly the same.�e figure shows that stable
cases have stronger shear than the TNBL case due to the jet’s presence.�e absolute
power production increases with atmospheric stratification, which is explained in
detail in section �.�.�.

Figure �.�(b) shows the planar averaged potential temperature profile.�e height
of the inversion zc is defined as the height where the temperature gradient is maxi-
mum. For zc/zh  1.8, we observe that the inversion height is approximately equal
to the SBL height, such that the direct interaction with the IBL developed by the
wind farm is possible. Figure �.�(c) presents the wind angle variation ↵ as a function
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of height for the di�ferent cases. For higher cooling rates, a wind veer as strong as
15°� 20° is observed.�is wind veer also a�fects power production, which is signifi-
cant in the presence of the jet, and the phenomenon is explained in detail in section
�.�.

Based on zi/L, Holtslag andNieuwstadt (����) [���] identified three SBLs regimes,
namely �) near-neutral regime (0 < zi/L  1) with weak stability characterized by
continuous turbulence, �) an intermediate regime (1 < zi/L  10) with moderate
stability where the boundary layer follows z-less scaling with continuous turbulence,
and �) a highly stable intermittency regime (zi/L > 10) where the turbulence is
weak and sporadic and therefore not continuous in time and space. In all the cases
considered in the present study, zi/L < 3, indicating weak to moderate stability
of the boundary layers. Under such conditions the boundary layer remains continu-
ously turbulent, and the similarity theory applies to the surface layer. Furthermore,
continuous turbulence is sustained by the high shear of the LLJs.

In addition to zi/L the e�fect of inversion, which takes into account the free atmo-
spheric stratification, can also be characterized by the gradient Richardson number
(Ri) calculated by the Brunt-Väisälä frequencyN andmechanical shear S:

Ri(z) =
N

2
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Figure �.�(d) shows the planar averaged vertical momentum flux in the precursor

domain. ⌧ =

⌧q
(u0w0)2 + (v0w0)2

�
is the planar averaged vertical momentum

flux, where u0w0 = (uw + ⌧xz) � u w, and v0w0 = (vw + ⌧yz) � v w. �e fluxes
are normalized with the surface flux of the SBL–� case to show the reduction in the
turbulent momentum flux at higher cooling rates. It is evident from figure �.�(d)
that the turbulence in the boundary layer reduces when the surface cooling rate is
increased.�e inset in figure �.�(d) shows that the Richardson number Ri increases
monotonically with height for all the cases. At the top 10 to 20% of the boundary layer,
the Ri increases above the critical Ric (based on the hydrodynamic instability theory
[���–���]). Zilitinkevich et al. [���] classify the boundary layer into three regimes:
�) weakly stable regime at Ri < 0.1, �) a transitional regime at 0.1  Ri  1 with
strong turbulence at Ri << 1; and �) weak turbulence regime at Ri > 1, capable of
transportingmomentum but not heat. At higher cooling rates (cases SBL–� and SBL–
�), the Ri number increases rapidly with height, limiting the turbulence to very low
heights, which a�fects the IBL dynamics in the presence of a wind farm.�is means,
above the LLJ there is negligible turbulence andwake recovery will be a�fected at lower
jet heights. It is worth mentioning here that the turbulence intensity is maximum for
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Figure �.�: (a) Instantaneous velocity contours umag/G for the SBL–� case. Top panel:
Side view of the wind farm in an x� z plane through the middle of the �rd turbine
column from the bottom. Middle panel: Velocity contours at hub height (x� y plane).
Bottom panel: Front view of the wind farm in an y� z plane passing through the fi�th
row. (b) Streamwise variation of the jet strength. Dashed vertical lines represent the
turbine positions.

the reference TNBL case.
To conclude, the initialization stage yields completely turbulent, quasi-steady

boundary layer which serves as an realistic inflow condition for the wind farm.

�.�.� Flow adjustment in and around thewind farm

Instantaneous flow structures of the horizontal velocity for the SBL–� case are shown
in figure �.�(a), and the streamwise variation of the jet velocity is presented in figure
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�.�(b).�e top panel of figure �.�(a) illustrates the velocity contours in an x� z plane
(through the third column, note that only the lowest z/D = 5 is shown). �ere is
a steady wake behind the first turbine row, which does not interact much with the
LLJ.�erefore, there is a negligible drop in the jet velocity behind the first turbine
row; see the blue dashed curve in figure �.�(b). Subsequently, the wake behind the
second turbine row shows transverse wake meandering along with entrainment and
the jet strength starts reducing. Wakemeandering further adds to the background
atmospheric turbulence [���–���] and plays a significant role in entraining the jet’s
high-velocity fluid.�e wakes interact with the LLJ in two ways: by wake meandering
and by turbulent entrainment, both reduce the jet strength.�is reduction in the jet
velocity a�fects the power production, which will be explained in the energy budget
analysis presented in section �.�.�.
�e middle panel of figure �.�(a) shows a horizontal snapshot of the flow at hub

height (x � y plane). We notice straight wakes behind the first turbine row and
significant wake meandering in the lateral direction a�ter the second turbine row.
�is shows that the onset of wake meandering is delayed when atmospheric stability
is increased, which negatively a�fects the power production of the second row.�e
bottom panel in figure �.�(a) shows a y � z plane at a distance (�D) behind the sixth
turbine row.�is figure is interesting as it shows a significant spanwise flow of the
fluid with the LLJ impinging on the turbine in the first column on the le�t.�is hap-
pens due to the wind veer induced by the Coriolis forces. As a result, the turbines in
the first column entrain the high-velocity jet, which increases the power production
of that column.�is e�fect is explained in more detail in section section �.�. Another
noteworthy point here is that the figure shows the importance of performing non-
periodic, fully-finite simulations using a fringe layer in the spanwise direction. In a
spanwise ‘infinite’ wind farm simulation, the turbine in the first column would be
operating in the wake of the wind farm, due to which the turbine power production
would be under-predicted.

�e turbines extract energy from the incoming flow and thereby create a momen-
tum deficit in the wake.�e wakes start interacting with the boundary layer both in
the lateral and vertical direction via turbulence, and themomentumdeficit spreads in
the boundary layer, which in turn entrains air towards the turbines.�e region of mo-
mentum deficit gives rise to the IBL, above which the boundary layer is undisturbed
by the dynamics near the surface. In contrast, inside the IBL, the flow structure
changes downwind due to momentum extraction by the turbines.�e growth of the
IBL shows how the wind farmmodifies the flow. Furthermore, the height of the IBL
is useful in the analytical modeling of wind farm power production [���].�ere is no
set rule for calculating the IBL height. For example, [���] define it as the height where
the time-averaged wake velocity is 99% of the mean flow velocity at that height, Al-
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Figure �.�: (a)�e development of the IBL height with streamwise distance. (b)�e
lines indicate the top of the surface inversion, and the lines with markers the IBL
height as in panel (a). Note that for SBL–�, and SBL–� the IBL grows above the surface
inversion.

laerts andMeyers (����) [���] define it as the height where the ratio of time-averaged
horizontal velocity magnitude and the inflow velocity at the same height, taken in a
plane � km upwind, reaches a threshold of 97%, and Stevens (����) [���] defines it as
the height where the vertical energy flux reaches the free stream value. We define the
IBL as the height where the time-averaged horizontal velocitymagnitude umag is 97%
of the planar averaged inflow velocity at the same height. Besides, we fix the turbine
top (zh +D/2) as the minimum height of the IBL as the IBL grows over the turbine
top. Figure �.�(a) shows that the IBL height decreases when the surface cooling rate
increases and grows with the downwind location in the wind farm.�is is analogous
to the growth of an IBL over a roughness change due to horizontal advection of air.
Here, the presence of a wind farm is felt by the upwind flow as a roughness change,
and due to the continuity constraint, the flow accelerates over the wind farm.

In an atmospheric boundary layer, inversion represents a region where the po-
tential temperature increases with height. In a SBL, the temperature increases with
height from the ground and it is called surface inversion.�e surface inversion top
represents the height where the temperature gradient is maximum, above which the
flow is non-turbulent. Due to the presence of the wind farm, the surface inversion top
gets pushed up by the growing wind farm IBL. In figure �.�(b), the top of the surface
inversion zc, defined as the height where the temperature gradient is maximum, is
plotted along with the IBL for di�ferent cases. It is evident from the figure that the
surface inversion top is pushed up due to the IBL. For the first two cases, the IBL stays
below the inversion top. �e displacement of the inversion top increases with the
increased cooling rate, and for SBL–� and SBL–� the IBL grows above the surface
inversion top.�e wind above the surface inversion is non-turbulent in these cases,
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and the Ri number of the flow is high at the top of the boundary layer. In these cases,
the surface inversion top acts as a lid, limiting the growth of the IBL. Due to the
continuity constraint, the wind goes around the wind farm.�e space between the
top of the turbines and the surface inversion top determines howmuch wind flows
around the wind farm.�e surface inversion top is at the height of zc/zh  2.114 for
cases SBL–�, SBL–�, SBL–�, which is approximately 0.5D or less above the tip of the
turbines. Consequently, the stabilizing e�fect of the surface inversion top restricts the
growth of IBL in the vertical direction.�erefore, we see an appreciable amount of
flow going around the wind farm. In essence, the so-called blockage due to the wind
farm is the highest for SBL–� and lowest for SBL–�.

Figures �.�(a,b) show the time-averaged streamlines at hub height for the cases
SBL–� and SBL–�. Figure �.�(a) shows the streamlines for SBL–�; we see that the
streamlines are nearly parallel and showmarginal divergence. Figure �.�(b) shows
the streamlines for the SBL–� case; we observe significant streamline divergence
proving that the flow goes around the wind farm. Rominger and Nepf (����) [���]
observe that when a flow encounters the leading edge of a canopy, a part of the flow
is diverted, and the remaining part advects through the porous canopy. As the tur-
bines start extracting energy, the shear in the IBL reduces, causing an increase in
the Ri number in the IBL.�e inset of figure �.�(d) shows that the increase in Ri with
height is maximum for SBL–�. As the shear in the flow decreases due to the energy
extraction by the turbines, the Ri increases. With the increase in local Ri, the flow
stability increases, and the fluid finds it challenging to go over the wind farm, and it
takes the path of least flow resistance, i.e. around the wind farm.�e e�fect is similar
to the flow going around a three-dimensional obstacle like a mountain under highly
stratified conditions [���, ���].
Figures �.�(c,d) show the pressure perturbation normalized by the inlet pressure at
the top of the surface inversion zc and at the hub height for the di�ferent cases. For
SBL–�, the pressure perturbation starts increasing in the entrance region of the wind
farmwhen the IBL is at the same height as the surface inversion top. As this poses
resistance to the developing IBL, the flow experiences an adverse pressure gradient;
this makes it di�ficult for the flow to go through or over the wind farm, forcing it to
go around.

�.� Energy budget analysis

In the boundary layer, the wind turbines extract energy from the flow and entrain
freshmomentum from the upper layers of the atmosphere. An energy budget analysis
is a convenient way to understand the diverse phenomena involved in the power
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Figure �.�: Streamlines at the hub height for the (a) SBL–� and (b) SBL–� cases. Note
that for SBL–� in which the IBL grows above the surface inversion, the streamlines
indicate that there is very significant flow around the farm. (c) Pressure perturbation
at the surface inversion top zc as a function of streamwise distance.�e flow experi-
ences maximum adverse pressure gradient for SBL–�. (d)�e variation of pressure
perturbation at hub height with the streamwise distance. In (c) and (d) p⇤inlet is the
pressure perturbation at the inlet.

production of a wind farm. We follow the budget analysis by Allaerts andMeyers [���]
onwind farms in conventionally neutral boundary layers. In subsection �.�.�, a budget
analysis of the total energy and its di�ferent components is presented, and the turbine
power production is discussed in subsection �.�.�.
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�.�.� Entrainment, streamwise flowwork

�e steady-state, filtered energy equation is obtained by operating the momentum
equation with eui and performing time averaging [��, ���].�e energy equation is,
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where, the overline represents time averaging, andu0
i
u
0
j
= uiuj�ui uj represents the

momentum flux to which the SGS components have been added. We are interested
in the total power production per wind turbine row and energy balance around each
turbine. To calculate the total energy, we numerically integrate the terms in equation
(�.��) in a control volume 8 surrounding each turbine row. Figure �.� schematically
represents the dimensions and the extent of the aforementioned control volume.
�e control volume covers all the turbines in a row and has a streamwise extent of
sxD, i.e. 7D, with 3.5D in front and 3.5D behind the turbines, in the streamwise
direction [���].�e control volume has a dimension of D in the vertical direction and
covers the volume between zh �D/2 and zh +D/2. In the spanwise direction, the
control volume covers the whole row with an additional 2.5D on the sides, essentially
20D. So the total control volume size for each row is, 7D ⇥ 20D ⇥D. It is worth
mentioning here that the ends of the computational domain in the spanwise direction
are not included in the control volume and are therefore not shown in figure �.�, i.e.
the fringe layers are not included in the energy budget analysis.
Integrating equation (�.��) and rearranging gives
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Figure �.�: Shaded area represents the control volume used in the budget analysis.
�e control volume for each column has a dimension of 7D⇥ 20D⇥D, and starts at
a height of zh �D/2.

In equation (�.��), Ek represents the divergence of the kinetic energy flux, which
includes both the resolved and the SGS kinetic energy, the turbulent transport term
Tt, which includes the entrainment of meanmomentum due to turbulence and the
entrainment of turbulent kinetic energy due to fluctuating velocities (third-order
terms), Tsgs represents the transport of momentum due to SGS fluxes. �e flow
work F represents the energy transfer due to the static pressure drop of the flow
across a turbine.�e termB represents the turbulence destruction due to buoyancy,
G represents the mean geostrophic forcing, and P represents the turbine power
production.
We are interested in the contribution of di�ferent budget components to power

production.�erefore all the terms are normalized by the magnitude of the power
produced by the first turbine row.�e SGS transportTsgs and the buoyancy fluxesB
are small, less than 10% of the first-column power and have been le�t out of the plots
for brevity.�e terms in equation (�.��), which include the gradients i.e.Ek,Tt,Tsgs,
and F, represent the net flux out of the control volume, for example,Ek = Eout �Ein.
Positive values of these termsEin > Eout indicate that more energy is added to the
control volume than removed. �is indicates that in the control volume energy is
extracted from the flow by the turbines or other means. Negative values of these
terms indicateEout > Ein, which means energy is being added to the flow.
For all the cases, the geostrophic forcing termG remains nearly constant for all

the rows of the wind farm, representing a constant driving force. BesidesG, there
are three primary energy sources, which determine the turbine power production,
namely (i) the kinetic energy flux Ek, (ii) the work done due to the static pressure
dropF, and (iii) the turbulent transportTt, which includes both entrainment ofmean
momentum into the wind farm by turbulent fluxes (shear production term) and the
entrainment due to turbulent fluxes (third-order turbulence terms). Major energy
sinks are the power extracted by the turbines P, the dissipationD, and the turbulence
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Figure �.�: Energy budget for cases (a) SBL–�, (b) SBL–�, (c) SBL–�, and (d) SBL–�.
All the terms are normalized by the power production of the first turbine row.�e
symbols in the legend are defined in equation (�.��) and information about the cases
can be found in table �.�.

destruction due to buoyancyB.
Figure �.�(a) shows di�ferent energy components for the SBL–� case. Energy sources
Ek, Tt, F,G are shown as positive and the energy sinks P and D are negative.�e
turbines continuously extract energy from the flow, and the kinetic energy flux de-
creases in the downwind direction. Furthermore,Ek is composed of two components,
a mean energy component and a turbulent component. �e mean component is
directly related to the mechanical shear of the LLJ, while the fluctuating component
is due to turbulence. For the last three rows, Ek < 0, which means more energy
leaves the control volume than enters it.�is happens because of the entrainment of
the kinetic energyTt from above the wind farm.�e turbulent transport termTt is
composed of fluxes like u u0w0 and v v0w0, which represent the vertical (downward)
flux of the meanmomentum created by turbulence, i.e. entrainment of mean energy
from above towards the turbines.�e entrainment flux increases in the downwind
direction due to the increased turbulence levels created by the wind turbine wakes.
In a wind farm operating under neutral stratification and no LLJ, this entrainment
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Figure �.�: Streamwise velocity contour for di�ferent cases. Note that the strength of
the LLJ is negligible towards the rear for the wind farm for SBL–�.

flux is of the same order of magnitude as the turbine power production. �is flux
acts as the major source of power for the downwind wind turbines and reaches a
constant value towards the end of the wind farm [�, ���]. A similar variation of energy
fluxes has been reported in the simulations of wind farms in conventionally neutral
boundary layers [���]. For SBL–�, the jet height (zjet/zh = 2.670) is well above the
wind farm.�e IBL grows above thewind farm and facilitates the interactionwith the
high-velocity jet. Consequently, the entrainment continuously increases downwind
and reaches its maximum towards the end of the wind farm. Figure �.� shows that
although the jet strength reduces for SBL–�, the jet more or less persists above the
entire wind farm. Figure �.�(a) shows that the pressure-velocity correlation due to the
static pressure drop, also known as the flow work F, is positive and increases along
the length of the wind farm.�is indicates that the turbines operate in a favorable
pressure gradient in the SBL–� case. F has a significant contribution towards the
power production near the end of the wind farm. �e turbine power production,
which is the major sink, is maximum at the entrance and reduces downwind due
to the e�fect of the upwind turbine wakes.�is variation is typical for a wind farm
with an aligned layout and has been observed in field measurements and numerical
studies [���, ���, ���].�e dissipationD acts as an additional energy sink and remains
roughly constant as a function of the downwind position in the wind farm.

Figure �.�(b) presents the energy budget for the SBL–� case.�e figure shows
that the entrainmentTt increases until the �th row when it saturates. A similar trend
is observed for the SBL–� case in figure �.�(c), but then the entrainment already
saturates a�ter the �th row. For SBL–� the jet height (zjet/zh = 1.836) is slightly above
the turbine tip height.�e increase and decrease in entrainment correspond to the
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Figure �.��: (a) Turbulence destruction due to buoyancy and dissipation,B+ D (b)
Flow work F represents the work done due to pressure drop.

positions when the wind farm IBL starts interacting with the LLJ. Figure �.� shows
that the jet strength for SBL–� is significantly reduced a�ter the �th row. For SBL–�,
the jet is utilized by a couple of rows at the entrance, and the remaining rows have
little or no jet le�t to entrain, thereforeTt remains nearly constant for this case a�ter
the initial increase.

Figure �.��(a) shows the variation ofD+ B for di�ferent cases. BothB andD act
as energy sinks in the budget, and the buoyancy fluxB is small, i.e. less than �% of
the first-row power for all the cases. �erefore B is combined with D to represent
the net energy sink. B + D is maximum when the turbines interact with the LLJ.
�is shows that the turbulence production due to mean shear is maximumwhen the
LLJ is at lower heights. In SBL–�, for which the stability is the highest (see figure
�.�(d)),Tt is nearly equal toD, which means there is no e�fect of entrainment fluxes
on the turbine power production and we see a continuous drop in the kinetic energy
flux as well as power production. Under stable stratification, increasing the stability
damps out the vertical velocity fluctuations, which results in a reduction of in the
downward transport of horizontal momentum towards the surface (see figure �.�(d)).
�is results in a reduction of shear production terms u0w0@u/@z and v0w0@v/@z in
Tt, which causes a reduction of the turbulent kinetic energy. As mentioned before,
the absolute value ofB is not significant. However, the turbulent fluctuations damped
out by the stratification, in turn, a�fect the momentum flux, which causes the weak
turbulence in the SBL [���]. With the jet utilized by thefirst few turbine rows in SBL–�,
the turbines downwind experience a reduction in shear production andmean shear.
Consequently, we see a continuous decrease in power production for the turbines
further downwind.
Monin and Yaglom (����) [��] describe the Obukhov length as the height below
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which buoyancy or the thermal e�fects do not play an important role. In a SBL, for
z << |L|, the e�fects of dynamic factors such as shear dominate. For z > |L| the
thermal e�fects dominate diminishing turbulence. �e Obukhov length for cases
SBL–� and SBL–� are ��.�m and ��.�m, respectively, which is less than the turbine
hub height. In these cases, the turbines operate mostly in a buoyancy dominated
region with high stability.�erefore, we see minimal shear production and turbulent
transportTt in these cases. Here,Tt is more or less balanced byB+ D (figure �.�(d)),
and the turbine power production depends completely on non-turbulent phenomena
such as the divergence of mean kinetic energy flux and the static pressure drop. With
the increased shear associated with LLJ, the turbines in a SBL produce more power
than the turbines operating in the absence of a LLJ. For cases with high stability i.e.
zh < |L|, Ek, F, and G are the only energy sources available, as Tt is balanced by
B + D. �erefore, the power production decreases with increasing stratification.
However, even in the presence of a LLJ the front turbine rowsmay performwell due
to the elevated shear in the LLJ.

Figure �.��(b) presents the variation of the flow work F for di�ferent cases. SBL–�,
SBL–�, and SBL–� show that the flow work is always positive, which shows that the
turbines operate under a favorable pressure gradient. SinceF > 0, it acts as an energy
source for the turbine power production for the cases SBL–�, SBL–�, and SBL–�. For
the case SBL–�, with the increase in streamwise distance, the resistance to the flow
created by the surface inversion top increases as the IBL grows. �is resistance to
the flow reaches a maximum at the third turbine column (approximately x/D ⇡ 45)
when the IBL height is the same as the height of the inversion top, and we see the
minimumofF at this point. Following this critical point, the flow starts going around
the wind farm, and consequently the pressure drop across the wind farm increases.

�.�.� Turbine power production

Figure �.��(a) presents the power production of di�ferent cases normalized by the
first-row power production of the TNBL case.�e figure shows that turbines in the
presence of a jet produce more power than in a TNBL. As mentioned previously, we
used a friction velocity of 0.316m/s obtained from the SBL–� case for the TNBL case.
�e figure also shows that the power production of the first turbine row increases
significantly when the surface cooling is increased.�e reason is that the average hub
height velocity is higher for the cases with stronger stratification, see figure �.�(a).
However, the figure shows that the turbine power production towards the end of the
wind farm is lower for cases SBL–� and SBL–� than for SBL–�.�e reason is that the
turbulent energy entrainment further downwind in the wind farm is limited for these
cases. It is also worth mentioning here that in the presence of an ‘infinitely’ wide
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turbine array, the induction region in front of the wind farm is more pronounced.
�erefore, a ‘finite’ wind farm produces more power than an ‘infinitely’ wide wind
farm.

To study the e�fect of wake recovery on the performance of downwind turbine rows
for the di�ferent cases, figure �.��(b) presents the row-averaged power normalized
by the first row power production. A�ter the second row, an increase in power pro-
duction indicates is a result of relatively fast wake recovery due to high turbulence,
and a continuous decrease in power indicates slower wake recovery. For SBL–� the
P/Prow=� increases downwind of the first turbine.�is increase in the relative power
production with the downwind direction indicates that more energy is entrained
from the jet, which is then extracted by the turbines. For SBL–� and SBL–� P/Prow=�
decreases asymptotically to a constant value indicating reduced relativewake recovery.
Furthermore, for the SBL–�, SBL–�, and SBL–� cases, the wake recovery up to the
fi�th row is better than for the TNBL case.�is is due to the lower-height of the LLJ. At
low LLJ heights, the turbines can directly interact with the LLJ by wake meandering,
leading to higher relative power for the first few rows. Further downwind, the wakes
in neutral condition show better recovery than the stable cases due to higher turbu-
lence intensity.�e TNBL has higher relative production further downwind because
the turbulence intensity, which is the dominating factor for wake recovery, is higher
in a neutral boundary layer than under stable stratification.

We find that the turbine power fluctuations decrease with increasing stability (not
shown here).�is is in agreement with the decrease of the atmospheric turbulence
intensity with increasing thermal stratification. Downwind of the first turbine row,
the fluctuations mainly depend on the wake generated turbulence. Tobin et al. [���]
report that thewakemotions increase the turbine power fluctuations. We also observe
an increase in the turbine power fluctuations of the downwind turbine rows due to
the upwind turbine wakes (not shown here).�is increase in the power fluctuations,
even at higher stability, is due to the wake motions and increases wake recovery.

Figure �.��(a) and (b) show the turbulent entrainment andwake recovery for di�fer-
ent stable cases. In the region behind the fi�th row, the SBL–� case shows maximum
entrainment. In this case the jet height is zjet/zh = 1.836, and due to the vertical
meandering of the turbine wakes high-velocity wind from the jet is entrained.�is
interaction reaches a maximum around the �rd turbine row, a�ter which the jet is
completely used up and the entrainment continuously decreases. Figure �.��(b) shows
that SBL–� has the fastest wake recovery of all the cases.�e inlet turbulence intensity
at hub height for this case is the highest at TIzh = 5.82%. Cases SBL–� and SBL–�
show significant wake recovery towards the end of the wind farm. For these cases the
inlet Obukhov length is ��� and ���meters, respectively, which is greater than the hub
height.�is means that the turbines are in a regime where there the shear generated
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Figure �.��: (a) Power production normalized with the first-row average power of
SBL–�. (b) Power production normalized with the power production of the first-row.

Figure �.��: (a)�e development of the turbulent transport term Tt, see equation
(�.��), as function of the downwind position. (b) Visualization of the streamwise
velocity development at the hub height normalized by the inlet velocity.
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Figure �.��: Power map for the case SBL–�. All the entries have been normalized by
the power of the first column. Due to the wind veer, the first column produces more
power compared to the other columns.

turbulence e�fects dominate. As a result of the turbulence generated towards the end
of the wind farm, these cases show significant wake recovery. Figure �.��(b) shows
a significant reduction in the upwind wind velocity in front of the first turbine row,
which indicates the e�fect of the adverse pressure gradient created by the wind farm
blockage.�is upwind reduction in wind speed increases with stratification and is
highest for SBL–� for which the adverse pressure gradient caused by the inversion
is maximum.�is flow blockage reduces the inlet wind velocity for the first row of
turbines, and the turbines produce lesser power than what they would if they were
free-standing. Similar upwind flow reduction has been observed in previous studies
of wind farm flow blockage [���, ���–���].

�.� E�fect of wind veer

In the presence of the Coriolis force, the wind follows an Ekman spiral, i.e. the wind
velocity vector changes its direction with height.�e changes in the wind angle are
caused by the imbalance between the pressure gradient and frictional forces. Under
stable stratification, the wind veer is very pronounced. In our simulations, we use a
PI controller to fix the wind angle at the hub height to zero [��].�is results in a flow
that has a positive spanwise velocity below the turbine hub and a negative spanwise
velocity above the turbine hub. �e flow is turned such that the natural wind veer
leads to these velocities in the frame of reference that we pick.
Figure �.�� presents the power map for the SBL–� case with all the entries nor-
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Figure �.��: (a) Normalized horizontal velocity magnitude umag/G and (b) the energy
flux u u0w0 in the y-z plane, passing through the �th turbine row. �e black line
represents the surface with zero spanwise velocity (v = 0). Above the line, the flow
goes to the right, and below the line, the flow is going to the le�t.

malized by the power produced by the turbines in the �st column of their respective
rows. It is evident from the figure that the turbines in the �st column produce more
power compared to the rest of the turbine columns. Furthermore, there is a gradual
reduction in power production towards the fourth column.�is variation in power
is because of the wind veer created by the Coriolis force. We find that this e�fect is
substantial for SBL–�, SBL–�, and SBL–�.�e e�fect is certainly present for SBL–�
and SBL–� but not significant.

Figure �.��(a) shows the horizontal velocity magnitude for the SBL–� case in the
y� z plane cut through themiddle of the sixth turbine row. In this case, the jet height
is zjet/zh = 1.836, which is slightly above the turbines. We observe that the turbines
completely utilize the jet above the wind farm due to entrainment and wakemean-
dering, whereas the jet to the le�t of the first turbine column provides a continuous
supply of fresh momentum due to the spanwise flow, which goes to the right.�e
turbines on the le�t in figure �.�� get a constant energy supply from the high-speed
jet, which is utilized by the turbines, while the remaining fluid goes to the turbines
on the right. As the first column has already utilized the jet, the power production
of the next column is reduced. Furthermore, the local variation in the wind velocity
created by the turbine wakes also causes the wind to deflect clockwise.�e deflection
of the turbine wakes clockwise in the Northern hemisphere is due to the imbalance
created by the entrainment fluxes induced by the wind farm [��, ���]. We observe a
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similar clockwise deflection of the turbine wakes due to which the turbines in the
inner columns operate in the wake of the outer columns.

Figure �.��(b) shows the streamwise downward energy flux u u0w0 for the SBL–�
case.�e wake structure is skewed due to the lateral shear created by the spanwise
flow. �e turbine in the first column entrains most energy from the jet, and the
subsequent columns entrain less energy from the jet due to the wind turbine wake.
�is skewed spatial structure of energy entrainment is an additional reason for the
observed power variation.

�.� Conclusions

We performed large eddy simulations of wind farms in stable boundary layers.�e
objective of the study was two-fold: �) to study the variation of wind farm power
production with the LLJ height and �) to study the e�fect of stable stratification on
the flow development in wind farms. �e study was carried out by systematically
increasing the cooling rate at the surface , which results in lower LLJ height and a
reduction of the atmospheric turbulence. At lower stratification, when the top of the
surface inversion is significantly above the IBL height. In this case, the wind farm
IBL is below the the top of the stable boundary layer and the flow accelerates over the
wind farm. With increasing stratification, the boundary-layer height reduces, the
fluid has less space to accelerate over the wind farm, and the flow goes around the
wind farm.�erefore, performing simulations with periodic boundary conditions in
the spanwise direction over-predicts the flow blockage as the flow cannot go around
the wind farm.
A wind farm interacts with a LLJ in two ways, firstly by wake meandering with

low-height LLJs and secondly turbulent entrainment with LLJs high above. We find
that power production of the first row increases when the LLJ height decreases. In
addition, we find that the first-row power production is higher in the presence of
a LLJ than for the reference case with neutral stratification without an LLJ, i.e. the
TNBL case. Compared to weakly stable cases (SBL–� & SBL–�), TNBL case shows
faster wake recovery due to high turbulence intensity. However, as long as energy
can be entrained from the jet, the wake recovery for the stable boundary layers can
be faster than for the TNBL case. We observe increased entrainment when the jet
is above the wind farm.�e entrainment is strongest when the wakes can directly
interact with the jet by the vertical meandering of the wakes. If the LLJs are at a height
zjet  zh +D/2, the turbines at the entrance which can directly extract energy from
the LLJ perform significantly better than the inner turbines. Under similar stability
conditions, a wind farm performs better if the LLJ is present above the wind farm
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than when an LLJ is absent.�e simulations show that the turbine rows at the en-
trance utilize the LLJ, and the entrainment decreases a�ter the jet strength is reduced.
�erefore, at sites where LLJs are prominent, wind farms with higher aspect ratios
(spanwise width-to-streamwise length ratio of the wind farm) are beneficial over long
wind farms with low aspect ratios.

Stable atmospheric boundary layers generally have low turbulence intensities, and
the surface Obukhov length can serve as an important length scale to predict the
impact of the stability. We find that for zh >> |L| the shear e�fects dominate, and the
entrainment is more than the dissipation and buoyancy destruction. When zh < |L|
the thermal e�fects dominate, and there is very little entrainment as buoyancy damps
out the vertical velocity fluctuations reducing both vertical kinetic energy and down-
ward turbulent fluxes.

In the presence of an LLJ, an appreciable spanwise flow is created by the wind veer.
Consequently, the turbines which can directly interact with the LLJ (e.g. turbines in
the le�t column in figure �.��) produce more power than the rest of the turbines.�e
rest of the turbines can only interact with the LLJ via turbulent entrainment. �is
e�fect is prominent when the jet height zjet ⇡ zh +D. Finally, the present study only
focuses on the cases where the jet is above the turbine top height, i.e. zjet � zh+D/2.
Consequently, the turbines only experience positive shear in the LLJ. Further studies
are required to analyze the e�fect of negative shear of the LLJ (when zjet < zh +D/2)
on the wind farm power production.
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6
Wind turbine wakes with low-level jets�

Low-level jets (LLJs) are winds with high-shear and large wind energy potential. Here, we per-
form large eddy simulations (LES) of turbines operating in the presence of LLJs. We find that
the turbine tip and root vortices breakdown quicklywhen the LLJ is above the turbine rotor area
such that the turbine operates in a highly turbulent atmosphere.�ewake recovery is slow, and
the vortices are stable when the LLJ is in the middle or even below the rotor swept area. A cru-
cial finding is that the external aerodynamic blade loading is highest when the blade directly
interacts with the LLJ.

�.� Introduction

Wind turbine blades form root and helical tip vortices in the near-wake of a tur-
bine [���]. When downstream turbines operate in the presence of stable tip vortices
generated by upstream turbines, they experience severe fatigue loading. In contrast,
the downstream turbines operating in the presence of turbulent wake experience
comparatively less fatigue loads [���].�erefore, in order to assess the influence of
upstream turbines on the performance of donwstream turbines, it is important to
study the development and breakdown of these vortices. Due to flow instabilities
and the atmospheric turbulence, tip vortices breakdown and become fully turbu-
lent [���]. For example, Ivanell [���] showed that the stable wake length of a wind

�Submitted: Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, Wind turbine wakes in the presence of
low-level jets, Wake conference ����, J. Phys. Conf. Series.

��
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turbine depends on the turbulence intensity in the incoming boundary layer flow.
Furthermore, Chamorro and Porté-Agel [���] showed that both shear and turbulence
in the boundary layer a�fect the vortex structures. Bartl et al. [���] report that in the
presence of shear, the tip-vortex turbulent kinetic energy is higher in the upper part
of the turbine wake compared to the lower part. Recently, Kleusberg et al. [���] report
that introducing shear a�fects the wake expansion above and below hub-height such
that an asymmetric wake develops. �e aforementioned studies indicate that the
shear in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) strongly influences the breakdown of
the wake vortices. Low level jets (LLJs) is one of the most extreme shear event in ABLs
in the lowest �� to ���mof the atmosphere [�, ���]. As modern wind turbines have
hub-heights well over ���m, the interaction with LLJs becomes inevitable.�erefore
it is important to study how the LLJ shear a�fects the development of wind turbine
wakes.

Some aspects of the interaction between wind turbines and LLJs have been stud-
ied before. For example, Lu and Porté-Agel [���] performed LES of a wind farm in
the presence of an LLJ and reported the formation of non-axisymmetric wakes and
the elimination of the LLJ due to the mixing induced by the turbines. Bhaganagar
and Debnath [���] studied cases in which the LLJ height is above or equal to the tur-
bine hub-height.�ey report that the vertical shear of the LLJ causes an interaction
between the root and lower tip vortices, which results in a root vortex instability
enhancing shear stress and turbulent kinetic energy. Na et al. [���] and Gadde and
Stevens [���] performed LES of wind farms and report higher vertical kinetic energy
entrainment rates when the LLJ is above the wind farm. A recent study by Gadde
and Stevens [���] reports that the interaction between the negative shear and velocity
deficit in the wind turbine wake can generate an upwardmomentum flux, which is
beneficial for the power production of downstream turbines when the LLJ is below
the turbine hub-height.

Some previous studies found that LLJs increase the mechanical loads and fatigue
experienced by the turbines [���, ���]. For example, the negative shear above the
jet has been found to a�fect the structural loading on the wind turbine blades sig-
nificantly [���]. However, the modification of vortex structures and corresponding
aerodynamic blade loading when turbines operate in the negative shear region of a
LLJ has not been studied before. In the present work, we use large eddy simulations
(LES) in combination with an actuator line model to study the external aerodynamic
blade loading and wake vortex structures for three scenarios in which:

�. the LLJ height is above hub-height (zjet < zh). In this case, the turbine operates
in a turbulent positive shear region.

�. the LLJ height is equal to turbine hub-height (zjet ⇡ zh) due towhich the turbine
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rotor experiences positive shear below the jet and negative shear above the jet.

�. theLLJheight is belowhub-height (zjet > zh), whichmeans the turbineoperates
in a non-turbulent negative shear region.

�.� Simulationmethodology

In LES, the large-scale flow structures are resolved, and the e�fect of small-scale
structures called sub-grid scale eddies is modeled. We use an updated version of
the code developed by Albertson & Parlange [�, �]. �e code has been successfully
used to simulated both neutral and stable boundary layers [��, ���]. Here we like to
mention that the anisotropic minimum dissipation (AMD) model [��] is used in this
simulation.

�.�.� Actuator linemodeling

�e turbines are modeled using the actuator line method.�e actuator line model
has become a prominent tool to model wind turbines in LES [���]. In the ALM, the
turbine blades are represented as distributed body forces on the quarter-chord lines
of the blades.�e absolute velocity is defined in a global coordinate system (x, y, z).
As seen from the rotor blade, the relative velocity is described in a local coordinate
system (r, ✓, x).�e body forces are calculated dynamically using the local velocity at
each actuator point. Li�t and drag coe�ficients are obtained from tabulated aerofoil
data.

Denoting u, v, w the interpolated velocity on the actuator line points,⌦ the rotor
rotational speed, r the blade radius, the local relative azimuthal velocity u✓ of the
blade is

u✓ = ⌦r � v cos ✓ + w sin ✓. (�.�)

�e angle of attack ↵ for each actuator line point is

↵ = �� �, with � = arctan

✓
u

u✓

◆
, (�.�)

where � is the local twist and pitch angle of the blade.�e li�t and drag forces per
unit span are obtained with

fL =
1

2
⇢u

2
relcCl, fD =

1

2
⇢u

2
relcCd, (�.�)
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where ⇢ is the density of fluid, urel =
q
u
2
✓
+ u2 is the local relative velocity to the

blade, c is the local chord length, andCl andCd are the tabulated local li�t and drag
coe�ficients, respectively.�en in global coordinates, the forces read

fx = �(fL cos�+ fD sin�), (�.�)
fy = �(fL sin�� fD cos�) cos ✓, (�.�)
fz = (fL sin�� fD cos�) sin ✓. (�.�)

To avoid numerical instabilities, the forces are smeared using a �DGaussian filter-
ing function,

⌘✏ =
1

✏3⇡3/2
e
�r

2
/✏

2
, (�.�)

with

r =
q

(xi,j,k � xN,m)2 + (yi,j,k � yN,m)2 + (zi,j,k � zN,m)2. (�.�)

Here, i, j, k are indices that refer to the grid points in the global coordinate system,
superscriptsN andm represent the blade and actuator line point indices, respectively,
and ✏ = 2� establishes the width of the kernel [���, ���], where� represents the
grid size in the streamwise direction.�e actuator line model in the code has been
extensively validated against wind tunnel experiments [���].

�.�.� Boundary layer initialization

We simulate continuously turbulent, moderately stable, boundary layers.�e rough-
ness lengths for momentum and heat fluxes are set to 0.002m and 0.0002m, re-
spectively. We consider two cooling rates, i.e. 0.25 K · hour�1 (SBL–1) and 0.50
K · hour�1 (SBL–2), which generate a LLJ at 195 m and 140 m, respectively. �e
geostrophic forcing is set toG = (9.0, 0.0)ms�1 and the Coriolis parameter is set
to fc = 1.159 ⇥ 10�4 s�1, which corresponds to a latitude of 52.8� that is repre-
sentative for the Dutch North Sea. �e velocity is initialized with the geostrophic
velocity and temperature is initialized with constant temperature of ��� K. Uniform
random perturbations are added to the initial profiles up to a height of ���m to
trigger turbulence.�e boundary layer reaches a quasi-steady state at the end of �th
hour.

In the simulations, we consider theNational Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL)
�megawatt (MW) turbine with a diameter ofD = 126m.�e computational domain
is 24D ⇥ 6D ⇥ 6D, which corresponds to 3.072 km⇥ 0.768 km⇥ 0.768 km in x-,
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Figure �.�: (a) Horizontal velocity magnitude, (b) the turbulent momentum flux, and
(c) temperature profiles.�e height is normalized with the turbine diameter D.

Table �.�: Cr is the surface cooling rate, zi is the boundary layer height, zjet is the jet
height, u⇤ is the friction velocity, ujet/G is the non-dimensionalized jet velocity, and
zi/L represents the stability parameter, whereL is the surface Obukhov length.

Case Cr [K · h�1] zi [m] zjet [m] u⇤ [ms�1] ujet/G zi/L

SBL-� �.�� ��� ��� �.��� �.�� �.��
SBL-� �.�� ��� ��� �.��� �.�� �.��

y-, and z-directions, respectively.�e turbine is located approximately 4D from the
entrance of the computation domain.�e domain is discretized by 1024⇥ 384⇥ 384
grid points, i.e. the resolution of 3m in x-direction and 2m in the y- and z- directions.
�is ensures that there are 32fluid points along each blade, which has been previously
found to fulfill the basic demands of actuator line model LES [���].

�e boundary layer characteristics are presented in Table �.�.�e boundary layer
height is defined as the height at which the shear stress reaches 5% of its surface value
[��].�e horizontal velocity profile umag =

Dp
u
2 + v

2
E
, where u and v are the time-

averaged streamwise and spanwise velocities, respectively, and hi represents planar
averaging, in Fig. �.�(a) show pronounced LLJ at heights of interest. Fig. �.�(b) shows

the horizontally averaged vertical momentum flux ⌧ =

⌧q
(u0w0)2 + (v0w0)2

�
,

where u0w0 = (uw + ⌧xz) � u w and v0w0 = (vw + ⌧yz) � v w, which reveals that
there is negligible turbulence above the jet.�is lack of turbulence above the jet will
have significant impact on the turbine wake evolution. A detailed discussion on the
boundary layer characteristics can be found in Gadde & Stevens (����b) [���].
We consider three turbine hub-height to jet height ratios (zjet/zh):

�. zh = 0.4zjet. �is simulation is performed in SBL-�. �e turbines operate
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completely in a turbulent region.

�. zh = 1.0zjet.�is simulation is performed in SBL-�.�e SBL is turbulent below
the jet (positive shear) and has negligible turbulence above (negative shear).

�. zh = 1.5zjet. �is simulation is performed in SBL-�. �e turbine operates
completely in a region of negligible atmospheric turbulencewith negative shear.

�.� Results and discussion

In this section, vorticity magnitude, axial velocity, bound circulation, aerodynamic
forces, turbulence intensity, and turbine power fluctuations are presented for the
cases mentioned above.

�.�.� Vorticitymagnitude

A visualization of the instantaneous vorticity magnitude for the three cases are
presented in Fig. �.�. We observe typical helical tips and root vortices behind the
turbines.�e most recognizable feature in the vorticity contours is that the stability
of the root and tip vortices increases as the jet height decreases. Troldborg et al. [���]
showed that due to atmospheric turbulence, the tip vortices breakdown immediately
downstream of the turbine. When zjet > zh, the turbine operates in a positive shear
region with high atmospheric turbulence, due to which the tip and root vortices are
weak and turbulent.�e figure shows that proximity to the ground also a�fects the
breakdown of the vortices. When zjet ⇡ zh, pronounced tip and root vortices are
formed,which start to becomeunstable approximately2D downstreamof the turbine.
In contrast, for zjet < zh the root and tip vortices are highly stable and only start
to breakdown about 5D downstream of the turbine.�e reason for this is that the
turbine is operating in the non-turbulent region above the jet.

�.�.� Axial velocity

Figure �.� shows the axial velocity in the rotor plane for the three cases under con-
sideration. Note that the axial velocity is normalized with the inlet velocity at the
hub-height, uhub. �e figure shows that the velocity in the rotor plane is reduced
compared to the incoming flow at hub-height. Due to the root vortices, the velocity
near the root is higher than in the rest of the rotor plane [���]. A comparison of the
axial velocity distribution in the rotor plane for the di�ferent scenarios clearly reveals
the e�fect of the LLJ height. When zjet > zh, the turbine operates in a positive shear
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Figure �.�: Visualization of vorticity magnitude.
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Figure �.�: Time-averaged axial velocity, uaxial at di�ferent azimuthal angles. �e
results are normalized with the inlet velocity at the hub-height, uhub.
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region with a higher velocity above the hub and lower velocity below. Consequently,
the axial velocity is weaker below the hub and stronger above. When zjet ⇡ zh there
is positive shear below the hub and negative shear above the hub, the axial velocity
distribution in the rotor plane is symmetric around hub-height. When the zjet < zh,
the axial velocity is weaker above the hub and stronger below the hub. In this case, the
turbine operates in the negative shear region with a lower velocity above and higher
velocity below the turbine hub.�is asymmetry in axial velocity distribution will have
an impact on the aerodynamic blade loads.

�.�.� External aerodynamic blade loading

Figure �.�: (a) Tangential force,F✓ and (b)Normal force,Fn.�e forces are normalized
using hub-height velocity of the inlet flow field, uhub and the rotor area, Arotor =
⇡D

2
/4.

Figures �.�(a) and (b) show the azimuthal variation of normalized tangential and
normal force, respectively.�e plots provide a measure of the external aerodynamic
blade loads and indicate the moments the turbine is subjected to. �e rotor hub
moments are large when there is an imbalance between the aerodynamic loads on
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the le�t and right or upper and lower parts of the rotor [���]. When zjet > zh the
rotor is subjected to large tangential and normal loads when the blade is at 90� due to
the interaction of the turbine blades with the LLJ. When zjet ⇡ zh, the blade loading
is highest at horizontal positions (0� and 180�) and lowest at vertical positions of
the blade (90� and 270�). In contrast, when zjet < zh, the blade loads are nearly
constant between 0� and 180� but increase as the blade interacts with the jet. Figure
�.� convincingly shows that the presence of a LLJ causes an imbalance in the external
aerodynamic blade loading andmoments.

�.�.� Wake turbulence

Figure �.�: Streamwise turbulence intensity at the hub-height plane. Turbulence
intensity is calculated as �u = u

0
/uhub, where uhub is the inlet velocity at hub-height.

Wake turbulence is an important quantity as it directly a�fects the performance of
downstream turbines. Figure �.� shows the streamwise turbulence intensity �u =
u
0
/uhub at hub-height, where u0 represents the fluctuating streamwise velocity. As is

evident from the figure, the turbulence intensity in thewake is highest when the LLJ is
above the turbine (zjet > zh). We observe that due to higher atmospheric turbulence
in this region, the tip and root vortices become unstable and breakdown, expanding
to the rest of the wake. For zjet ⇡ zh the turbulence intensity is lower and the non-
turbulent wake region extends up to approximately 2D behind the turbine.�is is
consistent with the observation of stable tip and root vortices up to that location Fig.
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�.�(b). However, when zjet < zh the turbulence in the wake is very low up to 4D to 5D
behind the turbine as the turbine operates in a thermally stratified flow region with
limited turbulence. Again this observation is consistent with the observed stability of
the tip and hub vortices in Fig. �.� up to 5D downstream of the turbine.

�.� Conclusions

We performed LES of a wind turbine in the presence of a LLJ using actuator line
modeling and studied the e�fect of the LLJ height on the turbinewake vortices, external
aerodynamic blade loading, and wake turbulence. We considered three di�ferent
scenarios, wherein the LLJ is above, in the middle, and below the turbine rotor area.
Flow visualizations reveal that the tip and root vortices are very stable when the
jet is below the turbine rotor area as the turbine is then operating in a thermally
stratified region with negligible atmospheric turbulence. When the LLJ is above
the turbines, the tip and root vortices quickly become unstable and break due to
atmospheric turbulence. We also found that the turbulence intensity in the near wake
is highestwhen the LLJ is above the turbine rotor area and lowestwhen the LLJ is below
the turbine. Most importantly, our results show that the LLJ increases the external
aerodynamic blade loading compared to typical load distribution in a uniform flow.
�is creates load imbalances causing increased rotor moments. �ough an LLJ is
beneficial in terms of wind energy potential, it is counter-productive with respect
to blade loading and fatigue.�is agrees with findings from field measurements of
Gutierrez et al. [���].
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E�fect of low-level jet height on wind farm

performance�

Low-level jets (LLJs) are the windmaxima in the lowest �� to ����mof atmospheric boundary
layers. Due to their significant influence on the power production of wind farms it is crucial
to understand the interaction between LLJs and wind farms. In the presence of a LLJ, there are
positive and negative shear regions in the velocity profile.�e positive shear regions of LLJs are
continuously turbulent, while the negative shear regions have limited turbulence. We present
large eddy simulations of wind farms in which the LLJ is above, below, or in the middle of the
turbine rotor swept area.Wefind that thewakes recover relatively fastwhen the LLJ is above the
turbines. �is is due to the high turbulence below the LLJ and the downward vertical entrain-
ment created by the momentum deficit due to the wind farm power production. �is harvests
the jet’s energy and aids wake recovery. However, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept
area, the wake recovery is very slow due to the low atmospheric turbulence above the LLJ.�e
energy budget analysis reveals that the entrainment fluxes aremaximumandminimumwhen
the LLJ is above and in themiddle of the turbine rotor swept area, respectively. Surprisingly, we
find that thenegative shear createsa significant entrainmentfluxupwardwhen theLLJ is below
the turbine rotor swept area.�is facilitates energy extraction from the jet, which is beneficial
for the performance of downwind turbines.
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farm performance, J. Renew. Sustain. Energy ��, ������ (����), doi: ��.����/�.�������. Featured article.
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�.� Introduction

A low-level jet (LLJ) is the maximum in the wind velocity profile in the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL). When the wind in the residual layer [��] is decoupled from the
surface friction and subjected to inertial oscillations, the flow in the residual layer
accelerates to super-geostrophic magnitudes and forms a LLJ [���]. �ese jets are
observed in the lowest �� to ����mof the ABL [���] and aremost pronounced in weak
tomoderately stable ABLs [���, ���]. Figure �.� shows a sketch of the velocity, potential
temperature, and turbulence flux profiles in a stable ABL. LLJs [�, ���, ���] have been
reported all over the world with frequent occurrences in India [���], China [���], the
Great Plains of the United States [���] and the North Sea region of Europe [���,���].
Field observations show that in the IJmuiden region of North Sea, LLJs are observed
with a frequency of �.��% in summer and �.��% in spring [���,���]. LLJs in the North
Sea are associated with shallow boundary-layer heights [���, ���], i.e. these jets can
influence thewind farmpower production. It has been reported that LLJs can increase
the capacity factors by ��% under nocturnal conditions [���], andmeasurements in
Western Oklahoma [���] indicate that LLJs increase the power production compared
to the case without jets. As a result, the importance, relevance, and urgency of re-
search into LLJ for wind farm applications have been outlined by van Kuik et al. [���]
in their long term European Research Agenda and a recent review by Porté-Agel et
al. [���].
It is well established in the wind energy community that LLJs a�fect the perfor-

mance of wind turbines [���]. Below the jet height (zjet) the velocity profile has a
positive shear, and above the jet height there is a negative shear. �e top panel of
Fig. �.� shows a turbine with hub-height (zh) lower than the jet height, i.e. zjet > zh,
operating in the positive shear region.�e bottom panel shows a turbine with the
hub-height higher than the jet height, i.e. zjet < zh, operating in the negative shear
region.�e potential temperature profile shows significant surface inversion with a
residual layer above. Above the surface inversion the boundary layer has negligible
turbulence and the region is associated with the negative shear, see Fig. �.�.
As noted above, LLJs generally form at the top of stable surface inversions [���],

above which the turbulence is negligible [���]. During an LLJ event, the turbulence
intensity and turbulence kinetic energy are lower than for unstable conditions [���].
�e e�fect of LLJs onwind turbine andwind farmperformance has been studied before.
Lu & Porté-Agel [���] performed large eddy simulations (LES) of an ‘infinite’ wind
farm in the stable boundary layer, and they report the formation of non-axisymmetric
wakes and a decrease in the LLJ strength due to the energy extraction by the turbines.
LLJ elimination due to wind turbine momentum extraction has also been reported in
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Figure �.�: Problem definition.�e top figure shows turbines operating in positive
shearwhen the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh).�e bottomfigure
shows turbines operating in negative shear when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor
swept area (zjet < zh). We study whether the negative shear increases the energy
extraction from the jet by creating an upward flux. �e figure also shows that the
turbulent momentum flux is negligible above the LLJ.�e potential temperature ✓
profile reveals that the boundary layer is stably stratified and shows a residual layer
with a constant temperature above the LLJ.

similar LES studies [���–���,���]. Also, mesoscale simulations in which wind farms
are modeled as localized roughness elements show that LLJs are eliminated by wind
farms [���]. Furthermore, due to the velocity maximum and strong shear, both the
power production and the fatigue loads on wind turbines are a�fected by the LLJ [���].

In a fully developed wind farm boundary layer, the power production depends
on the vertical entrainment fluxes from above, which is created by themomentum
deficit inside the wind farm. Wind turbines operating below the LLJ are subjected to
positive shear and continuous turbulence. In that case, the downward entrainment
fluxes are enhanced due to which the energy of the LLJ is harvested [��, ���, ���].
Recently, Doosttalab et al. (����) [���] conducted experiments in which they studied
the interaction between a wind farm and a synthetic jet, they report that entrainment
fluxes are enhanced due to the shear layer associatedwith the LLJ.However, situations
might arise when the turbines have to operate in the negative shear region with re-
duced turbulence. Aeroelastic simulations of the interaction between a LLJ and awind
turbine show that the loading on a wind turbine decreases when it operates in the
jet’s negative shear region. Based on these simulations, Gutierrez et al. [���] suggest
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installing turbines at heights where negative shear occurs. However, the regionwhere
negative shear occurs is also a region of reduced turbulence, which negatively a�fects
wake recovery and hence the power production of downwind turbines. [���, ���,���]

Previous studies have mostly focused on wind turbines and wind farms operating
in the jet’s positive shear region.�e presence of negative shear and negligible tur-
bulence above the LLJ leads to scenarios in which the wind farm and LLJ interaction
is not straightforward. As mentioned before, when the LLJ is above the turbines,
the momentum deficit creates a downward entrainment flux, which facilitates the
extraction of LLJ’s energy, see the top schematic in Fig. �.�. However, it is not yet
explored if the negative shear creates an upward entrainment flux when the LLJ is
below the turbine rotor swept area, see the bottom schematic in Fig. �.�.�erefore,
the objective of the study is to understand how changing the LLJ height relative to
the turbine hub-height a�fects wake recovery and power production of downstream
turbines.�is can be done in two ways: by keeping the jet height constant and chang-
ing the turbine height or simulating jets of di�ferent heights which involves multiple
spin-up simulations with di�ferent boundary layer properties. Changing jet height
is complicated and computationally expensive, therefore we follow the easiest and
the most straightforward way of changing the ratio zjet < zh by changing the turbine
height. In this work, we consider three di�ferent scenarios:

�. the LLJ above the turbine rotor swept area, i.e. zjet > zh.

�. the LLJ in the middle of the turbine rotor swept area, i.e. zjet ⇡ zh.

�. the LLJ below the turbine rotor swept area, i.e. zjet < zh.

In section �.�, the simulationmethodology, boundary layer characteristics, and
the wind farm configuration are described. In section �.� the main observations are
discussed and in section �.� the major conclusions are detailed.

�.� Boundary layer characteristics

Details of the governing equation and the numerical method can be found in section
�.�. In contrast to the uniform grid used in the vertical direction in Chapter �, we use
a uniform grid up to a certain height, above which a stretched grid is used.

We consider a continuously turbulent, moderately stable ABL with a capping in-
version at approximately ����m.�e temperature profile is slightly modified form of
the one used in the LES of secondGlobal Earth andWater Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)
ABL study (GABLS-�) single column intercomparison setup [���].�e boundary layer
is initialized with a constant temperature of ��� K below ����m, a capping inversion
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Table �.�:�e table gives the size of the computational domain and the used grid reso-
lution in the streamwise (nx), spanwise (ny), and vertical (nz) direction, respectively.
Cr is the surface cooling rate, zi is the boundary layer height, zjet is the jet height,
u⇤ is the friction velocity, ujet/G is the non-dimensionalized jet velocity, and zi/L
represents the stability parameter.

Domain size nx ⇥ ny ⇥ nz Cr [K · h�1] zi [m]
11.52 km⇥ 4.6 km⇥ 3.84 km 1280⇥ 512⇥ 384 �.�� ���.�

zjet [m] u⇤ [ms�1] ujet/G zi/L

��� �.��� �.�� �.��
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Figure �.�: (a) Horizontally averaged wind magnitude umag/G, (b) the vertical mo-
mentum flux, and (c) the temperature profiles plotted as a function of the height.
Height is normalized with the jet height.
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of strength � K between ���� m and ���� m, followed by a constant temperature
gradient of � K · km�1 above. �e initial temperature profile is shown by the blue
dashed lines in Fig. �.�(c).�e roughness height is, zo = 0.002m formomentum cor-
responding to o�fshore conditions [���] and zos = zo

10 = 0.0002m [��] for modelling
the heat flux.�e surface is cooled at a constant rate of �.�K ·hour�1.�e geostrophic
forcing is set toG = (Ug, Vg) = (8.0, 0.0)ms�1 and the Coriolis parameter is set to
fc = 1.159⇥ 10�4 s�1 corresponding to a latitude of 52.8�, which is representative
for the Dutch North Sea.�e velocity is initialized with the geostrophic velocity, and
uniform random perturbations are added to the initial velocities and temperature up
to a height of ���m to trigger turbulence. We note that the boundary layer reaches a
quasi-steady state at the end of �th hour.
�e boundary layer characteristics relevant to this study are given in table �.�.

�e jet height zjet is approximately 125m. �e boundary layer height, defined as
the height where the shear stress reaches �% of its surface value [��], is ���.�m.�e
ratio of boundary layer height to the surface Obukhov length is zi/L = 2.95. Scaling
regimes reported by Holtslag and Nieuwstadt (����) [���] show that for zi/L < 3,
stable boundary layers show negligible intermittency throughout the boundary layer.
�is confirms that the boundary layer ismoderately stable [���].�e jet velocity is �.��
m/s. It is worth mentioning here that LLJs with heights between �� and ���m and
jet velocities of 8 to 10m/s are frequently observed in theDutchNorth Sea region [���].

Figure �.�(a) shows thehorizontally averagedvelocitymagnitudeumag =
Dp

u
2 + v

2
E

variation with height and Fig. �.�(b) the corresponding horizontally averaged vertical

turbulentmomentumflux ⌧ =

⌧q
(u0w0)2 + (v0w0)2

�
, whereu0w0 = (uw + ⌧xz)�

u w and v0w0 = (vw + ⌧yz) � v w. �is figure reveals that there is negligible tur-
bulence above the jet. Figure �.�(c) presents the horizontally averaged potential
temperature with surface inversion top at approximately ���m.�e inversion height
is defined as the height at which the temperature gradient is highest.�e inversion
top acts as a lid separating the turbulent and non-turbulent regions of the boundary
layer.�e temperature profile shows a prominent residual layer above the LLJ.
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Figure �.�: Schematic to show the wind farm layout with the damping layer to prevent
gravity waves and the fringe layer used in the concurrent precursormethod.�e black
circles denote the wind turbine locations. All the flow statistics are sampled from the
shaded region with dimensions 70D⇥ 20D⇥D centered around the wind farm; see
also figure �.�.

�.�.� Computational domain andwind farm layout

�e computational domain is 11.52 km⇥ 4.6 km⇥ 3.84 km, which is discretized by
1280⇥ 512⇥ 384 grid points.�e grid points are uniformly distributed in horizontal
directions. �is leads to a uniform grid resolution of �m in both streamwise and
spanwise directions. In the vertical direction a grid spacing of �m is used up to ����
m, above which the grid is slowly stretched. Here we emphasize that our simulations
benefit from using an advanced Lagrangian dynamic SGS scale model, which has
been shown to capture the dynamics of stable boundary layers very well [��,��]. It is
worth mentioning here that in the LES intercomparison of the most widely studied
stable boundary layer, Beare et al. [��] report that a grid size of �.�� m produces
reasonably acceptable results compared to high-resolution LES of stable boundary
layers. To provide perspective, recently, Allaerts andMeyers [���] in the simulation of
wind farms in a stable boundary layer, used a horizontal resolution of ��.�mand a
vertical resolution of �m. Furthermore, Ali et al. [���] in their simulations of wind
farms in diurnal cycles, which also includes stable boundary layers, use a horizontal
resolution of ��.�m and a vertical resolution of �.�m. So the resolution employed
here is relatively high for simulations of such large wind farms.

We employ the concurrent precursor technique [���] to introduce the inflow con-
ditions sampled from the precursor simulation into the wind farm domain. LLJs
generally occur over small regions and have limited spanwise width.�erefore, we
use fringe layers in both streamwise and spanwise directions to remove the e�fect of
periodicity. A Rayleigh damping layer [��] with a damping constant of �.��� s�1 is
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used in the top ��% of the domain to damp out the gravity waves triggered by the
wind farm.

Weconsider awind farmwith �� turbines distributed in � columns and �� rows, see
Fig. �.�. We choose turbines of diameter,D = 80mand the turbines are separated by
a distance of 7D and 5D in the streamwise and spanwise directions, respectively.�e
objective of our study is to study the e�fect of zjet/zh on wake recovery and wind farm
power production. To achieve that, we vary the turbine hub height such that zjet > zh,
zjet⇡zh, and zjet < zh, corresponding hub-heights are zh = 0.5zjet, zjet, 1.5zjet.�e
three cases represent the scenarios when the LLJ is above, below, and in the middle of
the turbine rotor swept area, respectively. We perform two additional simulations
with zh/D = 0.75 and turbine diameters ���m and ���m to study the e�fect of
turbine diameter on wind farm performance. In these simulations, the turbines are
separated by 720m in the streamwise direction. In the spanwise direction, for the
cases with turbine diameter 160m and 240m, the turbines are separated by 480m
and 720m, respectively.
Calaf et al. [�] and Meyers and Meneveau [���] showed that a resolution of 25

m  �x  50 m in the streamwise direction and of 10 m  �y  25 m in the
spanwise direction is su�ficient when an actuator disk method is used to model the
turbines. Furthermore, Wu and Porté-Agel [��] showed that one needs 8 points along
the diameter in the vertical direction and 5 points along the diameter in the spanwise
direction. Clearly, our simulations satisfy these criteria as we use a 5m resolution in
the vertical and a 9m resolution in the horizontal directions.�is means the turbine
disk is discretized by 16 points in the vertical and 9 points in the spanwise direction,
respectively.

We use a proportional-integral (PI) controller [��] to ensure that the mean wind
direction at hub-height is from West to East. �e wind angle controller has been
successfully used in our previous study of wind farms in neutral and stable boundary
layers [��] and ensures that the wind farm geometry is the same for all considered
cases. Yawmisalignment due to the local changes in the wind angle is prevented by
rotating the actuator disks such that the disks are always perpendicular to the local
wind angle. Figure �.� shows thewind farm layout and the dimensions of the di�ferent
regions in the computational domain.

�.� Results & discussions

�e simulations were carried out in two stages. In the first stage, only the boundary
layer in the precursor domain is simulated. A�ter the quasi-steady conditions are
reached, the turbines are introduced at the end of the �th hour. In this second stage,
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the simulations are continued for two more hours, and the statistics are collected
in the last hour. Each simulation costs about �.� million CPU hours. In section
�.�.� the flow structures are analyzed, followed by a discussion on power production,
momentumflux, andwake recovery in section �.�.�. In section �.�.�, an energy budget
analysis is presented in which we discuss the diverse processes a�fecting the wind
farm performance in the presence of a LLJ.

�.�.� Flow structures

A visualization of the instantaneous velocity at hub-height is presented in Figs. �.�(a),
(b), and (c). Figures �.�(d), (e), and (f) show the time-averaged turbulence intensity
for all three cases. �e turbulence intensity is calculated as �u =

p
2k/3, where

k = 0.5(u02 + v02 + w02) is the resolved turbulent kinetic energy and uhub =p
u
2 + v

2 + w
2 is the velocity at the hub-height at the inlet. When the LLJ is above

the turbines, small scale structures are visible in the entrance region in front of the
wind farm, see Fig. �.�(a). In this case, the turbines operate in a completely turbu-
lent region, and the wakes show significant turbulence towards the end of the wind
farm, see Fig. �.�(d).�e wakes recover relatively fast due to the high atmospheric
turbulence and the additional wake generated turbulence. In contrast, Figs. �.�(b)
and �.�(e) show less turbulence in the entrance region of the wind farm and behind
the first turbine row for the zh ⇡ zjet case. However, towards the rear of the wind
farm, we observe significant turbulence. �is e�fect is prominent when the LLJ is
below the turbines (zjet < zh), and we observe only marginal wake turbulence behind
the first turbine row, see Fig. �.�(c) and �.�(f).�is will a�fect the wake recovery and
consequently the power production of the second turbine row. �e limited turbu-
lence at hub-height at the farm entrance is due to the strong thermal stratification
associated with the surface inversion top. However, a�ter the first couple of rows,
we observe significant turbulence created by the wakes. It is widely accepted that
the turbine wakemeandering and corresponding wake turbulence is related to the
atmospheric turbulence [���, ���], and in the absence of atmospheric turbulence,
the wake turbulence is also limited. In essence, the wake recovery is a�fected when
turbines operate in the negative shear region above the LLJ.

Figure �.�(g) shows the side view of the wind farm in an x-z plane passing through
the second turbine column.�e top panel in Fig. �.�(g) shows the turbines operating
in a turbulent region. It is worth noting that the turbine wakes show significant wake
turbulence, which aids the extraction of momentum from the LLJ. When zjet ⇡ zh,
the turbines in the first row extract the energy in the jet, and turbines operate in a
well-mixed region a�ter the second turbine row. Moreover, the LLJ reduces in strength
a�ter the first turbine row, and therefore rows that are further downstream cannot
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Figure �.�: Normalized instantaneous velocity umag/G at hub-height for the three
cases, i.e. (a) zjet > zh, (b) zjet ⇡ zh, and (c) zjet < zh. Figs. (d), (e), and (f) present
the corresponding time-averaged turbulence intensity, �u/uhub where �u =

p
2k/3

and k is the turbulent kinetic energy. (g) Side view of the instantaneous streamwise
velocity in an x-z plane through the second turbine column for the di�ferent cases.

benefit from the jet anymore. However, when the LLJ is below the turbines (zjet < zh),
the first couple of turbine rows are in a non-turbulent region, and therefore the tur-
bulence a�ter the first turbine row is limited. Furthermore, we observe no transverse
wake meandering behind the first turbine row due to low atmospheric turbulence in
the thermally stratified region above the jet.�e jet’s strength is reduced due to energy
extraction towards the rear of the wind farm because of the positive entrainment flux
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first row. Results from the additional simulations withD = 160m andD = 240m
are also included. (b) Planar averaged streamwise vertical momentum flux versus
height. (c) Spanwise averaged streamwise velocity normalized with the upstream ve-
locity at hub-height as a function of the streamwise location. (d) Streamwise variation
of the turbulence intensity at hub-height for the three di�ferent cases.

created from below due to the energy extraction by turbines.�is will be discussed in
detail in the next section.

�.�.� Power production andwake recovery

�e row-averaged power normalized by the first row’s power production is presented
in Fig. �.�(a).�e turbine power is averaged in the 10th hour of the simulation. Re-
sults from the additional simulations with the diameters 160m and 240m are also
included in the figure. When the LLJ is above the turbines (zjet > zh), we observe that
the relative power production is higher, which means that velocity recovers faster
than in the other cases, see the plot of wake recovery in Fig. �(c). When zh ⇡ zjet, the
power production continuously reduces towards the rear of the wind farm, see Fig.
�.�(a).�e corresponding wake recovery shows that the velocity continuously drops
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in the downstream direction, which indicates that the wake recovery is negligible;
see the dashed line in Fig. �.�(c). Interestingly, when the jet is below the turbines
(zjet < zh), the power production of the second row is severely a�fected due to the
absence of turbulence in thewake of the first turbine row. However, the power produc-
tion increases further downstreamdue towake generated turbulence, and it shows an
upward trend towards the back of the wind farm. For this case, the wake turbulence
becomes significant for x/D > 30 behind the second turbine row, and subsequently,
the turbines entrain highmomentumwind from the LLJ, and thewake recovers signif-
icantly. For the additional cases with turbines with bigger diameter of ���m and ���
m, we find that the overall trends in the normalized power production as a function
of the downstream position remains the same even though the streamwise turbine
spacing is small.�is confirms that the results presented in this study capture the
relevant physics of the di�ferent scenarios, i.e. when the LLJ is below, in the middle,
or above the turbine rotor swept area.

To understand the wake recovery and the associated power production of down-
stream turbines, the planar averaged vertical turbulent fluxof streamwisemomentum⌦
u0w0

↵
and normalized by the

⌦
u0w0

↵
at the wall are plotted in Fig. �.�(b). When the

LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh), there is a significant negative
(downward) momentum flux, which extracts the jet’s momentum and eliminates
it towards the rear of the wind farm. However, when the LLJ is below the turbines
(zjet < zh), the turbines operate in the negative shear region, and a significant posi-
tive entrainment flux is created. As a result, the jet’s energy is entrained towards the
turbines, and the power production shows an upward trend towards the end of the
wind farm, see Fig. �.�(a). In essence, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept
area, the momentum deficit by the turbines creates a significant positive turbulent
flux from below due to the negative shear.�is enhances the wake recovery further
downstreamwhich is further elucidated below.

For continuous production of turbulence u0w0 @u
@z
should be negative.�erefore, in

the presence of positive shear (@u
@z
is positive) u0w0 should be negative to produce tur-

bulence. However, when the shear is negative (@u
@z
is negative) u0w0 should be positive

to sustain turbulence.�e tendency of the velocity deficit in the turbine wakes is to
create a positive entrainment flux below the hub-height and a negative entrainment
flux above hub-height.�is leads to the following two scenarios:

�. When the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh), LLJ energy
is pulled towards the turbines due to the momentum deficit created by the
turbines. We have a significant downward entrainment flux, which is utilized
by the turbines for power production. Due to which the LLJ strength is reduced.
In this case, u0w0 is negative, and the horizontally averaged @u

@z
is positive, and
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there is a net negative vertical flux towards the turbines.

�. When the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area (zjet < zh), the highmomen-
tum LLJ with the positive entrainment flux from below aid power production.
�e turbines extract the LLJ energy transported by the positive entrainment
fluxes. In this case, u0w0 is positive and the horizontally averaged @u

@z
is nega-

tive.�e negative shear created by the wind turbine wakes contributes to the
negative shear already present above the LLJ, and this aids power production of
downstream turbines.

To quantify the turbulence produced by the wakes, the streamwise variation of the
horizontally averaged turbulence intensity at the hub-height is plotted in Fig. �.�(d).
When the LLJ is above the turbine rotor (zjet > zh), the turbulence intensity upstream
of the farm is �.��%, while it is �.�% and �.��% for zjet ⇡ zh and zjet < zh, respectively.
We observe negligible wake turbulence behind the first turbine row in Fig. �.�(d) when
the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area (zh > zjet). However, a�ter turbulence is
created by the wakes, the turbulence intensity increases to about approximately 4.4%
further downstream. It is clear from the above data that there is limited upstream
turbulence when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area. Consequently, there
is negligible wake recovery until there is a wake generated turbulence. In essence,
the negative shear above the jet creates a positive entrainment flux, which increases
the turbulence intensity when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area. �is
accelerates the wake recovery and allows the turbines to extract energy from the jet.
�e turbulence intensity for the zjet ⇡ zh case develops in a very similar way as for the
zjet < zh case as in both cases it is mostly determined by the wake added turbulence.
However, when the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area, the turbulence intensity
inside the wind farm is higher as the atmospheric turbulence interacts with the wind
turbine wakes.

�.�.� Energy budget analysis

To further understand the di�ferent processes involved in the power production of a
wind farm in the presence of a LLJ we perform an energy budget analysis.�e analysis
is similar to the budget analysis performedbyAllaerts andMeyers [���] forwind farms
in conventionally neutral boundary layers.�e steady-state, time-averaged energy
equation is obtained by multiplying equation (�.�) with eui [��, ���] and performing
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time-averaging, which results in:
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where the time-averaging is represented by the overline, and u0
i
u
0
j
= (uiuj)� ui uj

indicates the momentum fluxes. To obtain the total power produced by each row we
numerically integrate each term in equation (�.�) around a control volume surround-
ing each row.�e control volume is chosen such that it encloses a row of wind farm,
see Fig. �.�. We note here that the fringe layers are not included in the control volume.
Performing integration and rearranging equation (�.�) gives,
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where P is the power produced by a turbine row,Ek is the kinetic energy flux contain-
ing resolved kinetic energy,Tt is the turbulent transport, which involves the transport
of mean flow energy by turbulence [���] and higher-order turbulence terms,Tsgs is
the mean energy transport by SGS stresses, F is the flow work, which is the pressure
drop across the turbines,B is the turbulence destruction caused by buoyancy under
stable stratification,G represents the geostrophic forcing driving the flow, andD is
the SGS dissipation.
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7D20D
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Figure �.�:�e shaded region shows the control volume used in the energy budget
analysis.�e control volumearound each turbine rowhasdimensions of7D⇥20D⇥D
in the streamwise, spanwise, and vertical directions, respectively. In the vertical
direction the control volume starts at a height of zh �D/2.

Figure �.�(a), (b), and (c) present the energy budget analysis for cases when the LLJ
is above (zjet > zh), in the middle (zjet ⇡ zh), or below (zjet < zh) the turbine rotor
swept area, respectively. All the terms are normalized by the absolute value of the
power produced by the first turbine row.�is normalization provides insight into
the e�fect of wake recovery on power production.�e SGS transport termTsgs and
the buoyancy termsB are negligible and le�t out of the plots for brevity. In both plots,
the energy sources are positive, and sinks are negative. Both turbine power and dissi-
pation act as energy sinks in the boundary layer. Fig. �.�(a) shows that when the LLJ
is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh), the kinetic energyEk continuously
decreases in the downstream direction.�is reduction in the mean kinetic energy
is compensated by the turbulent transport termTt.�e turbulent transport slightly
reduces a�ter the sixth turbine row due to the reduction in the strength of the LLJ.
In this case, the downward entrainment of the fluxes compensates for the decrease
in mean kinetic energy. In a fully developed wind farm boundary layer, the power
production is completely balanced by the turbulent entrainment from above [�, ���].
When the turbines operate in the positive shear region, the entrainment from above
replenishes the energy extracted by the turbines. In addition to entrainment, the
geostrophic forcingG and pressure drop F act as an additional energy source. In con-
trast, turbulence destruction by buoyancyB and dissipationD remove energy from
the control volume. When the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh),
there is positive shear in the boundary layer, due to which there is significant entrain-
ment and wake recovery.
When the LLJ is in the middle of the turbine rotor swept area (zjet ⇡ zh), while the
kinetic energyEk continuously decreases the entrainmentTt is reduced as the energy
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Figure �.�: Energy budget for (a) zjet > zh (b) zjet ⇡ zh and (c) zjet < zh. (d) Integrated
entrainment flux over top and bottom planes of the control volume. Dashed lines
with filled symbols and solid lines with open symbols represent Tt on the top and
bottom plane, respectively. (e) Normalized net entrainment for di�ferent cases.

in the LLJ is extracted by the upwind turbines reducing the entrainment for the rest
of the turbines. Furthermore, turbulent entrainmentTt is nearly equal to the turbu-
lence dissipationD, this limits the contribution of turbulence to power production.
When the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area (zjet < zh), the kinetic energyEk

contribution decreases continuously with downstream position in the wind farm and
the turbulent transportTt is less than for the case when the LLJ is above the turbines
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(Fig. �.�(c)).�e turbulent transportTt is created entirely by the wake turbulence and
themomentumdeficit created by the turbines.�e power production ismainly due to
themean flow energy extractionEk and the entrainment due to positive entrainment
flux. In essence, the wake recovery and the entrainment due to turbulent transport
are a�fected when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area.

To further elucidate the e�fect of entrainment on power production, we plot the in-
tegrated vertical entrainment flux on the top and bottom planes of the control volume
in Fig. �.�(d). Open symbols represent the integrated flux on the bottom plane, and
filled symbols represent the integrated flux on the top plane of the control volume.
When the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area (zjet > zh), the negative flux from
the top is dominant. However, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area
(zjet < zh), there is significant positive flux in the bottom plane indicating positive
entrainment from below.�is clearly shows that there is significant positive entrain-
ment flux towards the turbine rotors when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept
area.�is is beneficial for the power production of turbines further downstream.
Figure �.�(e) provides a comparison of the net entrainment |Tt| for all the three

cases.�e figure shows that entrainment is strongest when the LLJ is above the tur-
bine rotor swept area (zjet > zh) and least when zjet ⇡ zh. When the LLJ is in the
middle of the turbine rotor swept area (zjet ⇡ zh) the entrainment is a�fected as the
LLJ energy is mostly extracted by the turbines in the first couple of rows. When the
LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area (zjet < zh), there is increased entrainment
due to the positive entrainment flux.�is creates a stronger turbulent transportTt

than for the zjet ⇡ zh case, but not as much as for the case when the LLJ is above the
turbine rotor swept area.

�.� Conclusions

We performed LES of wind farms to study the e�fect of the LLJ height compared to
the turbine-height on the interaction between LLJs and large wind farms, see Fig. �.�.
We considered three scenarios, wherein the LLJ is above, below, and in the middle
of the turbine rotor swept area. We find that the relative power production of the
turbines further downstream in the wind farm depends on the jet height relative to
the hub-height.�e power production relative to the first-row power is maximum
when the LLJ is above the turbine rotor swept area due to higher turbulence intensity
below the LLJ, wherein the atmospheric turbulence adds to the turbine wake gener-
ated turbulence and leads to a faster wake recovery. However, when the LLJ is below
the turbine rotor swept area, the turbines operate in the negative shear region of the
LLJ in which the atmospheric turbulence is limited, and the thermal stability is strong.
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In the absence of atmospheric turbulence, the wakes are very stable [���,���], and
wake recovery is slow. However, a�ter the first two turbine rows, the wakes generate
su�ficient turbulence to promote the wake recovery further downstream.
�e energy budget analysis reveals that the vertical entrainment dominates the

power production when the LLJs are above the turbine rotor swept area. In contrast,
when the LLJ is in the middle of the turbine rotor swept area, the jet’s energy is ex-
tracted by the first turbine row, and the rest of the rows do not directly benefit from
the jet. Interestingly, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area, the mean
negative shear and the shear created by the wakes create a positive entrainment flux
from below, which helps turbines further downstream to harvest the jet’s energy. Al-
though the negative shear above the LLJ creates a positive turbulent entrainment flux,
the turbulence production it creates is limited due to the high thermal stratification
above the jet, i.e. the flux that is created is smaller than the flux that is created when
the LLJ is above the turbines.

Gutierrez et al. [���] report the reduction in the turbine loads due to the negative
shear in the LLJ and therefore suggest installing turbines such that they are in this
region. Our results show that wake recovery is a�fected when the turbines operate
in the negative shear region, and therefore, it might not be beneficial in terms of
wake recovery. Here, we emphasize again that we used a generalized LLJ to study the
physical phenomena that result from the interaction of a LLJ with a large wind farm.
However, further work will be required to investigate the e�fect of higher thermal
stratification, complex terrain, the strength of the geostrophic wind and its direction,
the transition from land to sea on the LLJ characteristics, and how this a�fects the
performance of wind farms.
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E�fect of Coriolis force on a wind farmwake�

�e e�fect of theCoriolis force on thewake of awind farm ina conventionallyneutral anda stable
boundary layer is investigated using large eddy simulations. We find that the average flow
angle varies with the downstreamposition in thewind farm. In the entrance region of thewind
farm, the flow blockage and wind veer create a positive gradient of the vertical flux

⌦
u0w0

↵
at

hub-height,which causes a counter-clockwiseflowdeflection in theNorthernhemisphere,when
observed fromabove. Further downstream, the vertical entrainment of air from theupper layers
of the boundary layer generates a negative gradient of the vertical flux

⌦
u0w0

↵
at hub-height,

which results in a clockwise flow deflection in the Northern hemisphere.�e deflection is more
pronounced for the stable boundary layer than for the conventionally neutral boundary layer.
In addition, we find that the wake deflection has a significant impact on the power production
of turbines further downstream in the wind farm.

�.� Introduction

�e ever increasing demand for clean energy has led to a growing focus on the de-
velopment of wind farms. Large wind farms are generally a�fected by meso-scale
e�fects such as Earth’s rotation, and therefore by the Coriolis force.�e Coriolis force
rotates the wind if there is an imbalance between pressure gradient and frictional
forces. As a consequence of the imbalance, the wind direction changes with height

�Published as: Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, E�fect of Coriolis force on a wind farm
wake, J. Phys. Conf. Ser. ����, ������ (����), doi:��.����/����-����/����/�/������

���

http://doi.org/10.1088/1742-6596/1256/1/012026
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and follows an Ekman spiral [���]. In the Northern hemisphere, when observed from
above, windmoving from land towards sea is deflected clockwise by the Coriolis force.
�is deflection is due to the reduction of the e�fective roughness length from land to
sea. In contrast, when windmoves from sea to land, the increase in e�fective ground
roughness length reduces the wind speed and turns the wind counter-clockwise [���].
In addition to the local variation of roughness length, the wind direction depends on
the topography and entrainment of fluid from the upper layers of the ABL.
Large wind farms induce appreciable entrainment and consequently the e�fec-

tive wind angle in the wake is di�ferent compared to the incoming flow [���]. If an
additional wind farm is built in the wake of the first, the power production of the
downstreamwind farm gets a�fected due to the deflection of the wind by the Coriolis
force. In recent years, various studies have considered the e�fect of the Coriolis force
on wind turbine and large wind farm wakes using large eddy simulations (LES) or
Reynolds averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) simulations [���]. For example, Abkar and
Porté-Agel [���] performed LES of a wind turbine in a stable boundary layer (SBL) and
found that the wind turbine wakes at hub-height are deflected in clockwise direction
and are skewed due to the strong wind veer. Allaerts andMeyers [���] showed using
LES that the wakes deflect counter-clockwise in conventionally neutral boundary
layers (CNBL). Similarly, Dörenkämper et al. [���] in their study of the EnBWBaltic �
wind farm in stably stratified conditions observed a counter-clockwise wake deflec-
tion. Recently, van der Laan and Sørensen [���] performed RANS simulations of: (�) a
wind farm represented by �� actuator disks and (�) a wind farmmodelled by increased
ground roughness. �ey found that the wind farm, when modelled as roughness,
slows down the wind and turns it counter-clockwise. Interestingly, when the wind
farm is modelled with actuator disks, the flow turns clockwise.�ey reasoned that
the Coriolis force turns the wind farmwake clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere
due to the entrainment of fresh momentum from upper layers of the boundary layer.
With the present study, by performing LES of finite-size wind farms in both CNBL
and SBLs, we intend to gain a better understanding of the e�fect of Coriolis force on
wind farmwakes.

�.� Computational setup

Governing equations, turbine modelling, and numerical methods used in the study
are detailed in section �.�.In our simulations, wind turbines with a rotor diameter D
of ���m and a hub-height zh of ���m are modelled as actuator disks.�e wind farm
consists of 5⇥ 6 turbines separated by a distance of �D in the streamwise and �D in
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the spanwise direction. Details of the computational domain and wind farm layout
are given in Fig. �.�.�e inflow conditions are generated by performing a precursor
simulation [���] in a 10 km⇥ 5 km⇥ 4 km domain. Similar to Stevens et al. [���], the
inflow conditions are forced in the wind farm domain by using a fringe layer. Due to
the Coriolis force, the wind follows the Ekman spiral. Consequently, for a finite size
wind farm, the fringe layer has to be considered both in streamwise and spanwise
directions as indicated in Fig. �.�.
We consider the SBL studied in the Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment
(GEWEX) ABL study (GABLS��) [��]. �erefore, the Coriolis parameter is set to
f = 1.39⇥ 10�4 rad/s (corresponding to latitude 73oN), and the geostrophic wind is
set to 8m/s.�e surface potential temperature and roughness length are ��� K and
0.1m, respectively.�e boundary layer is capped by an inversion layer of strength
�.�� K/m and is forced by the geostrophic wind with a specified surface cooling rate.
For the CNBL the surface cooling rate is set to zero and for the SBL the surface is
cooled at the rate of �.��K/hour. A Rayleigh damping layer with a damping coe�ficient
of �.��� s�1 is considered at the top � km of the computational domain to limit the
reflection of gravity waves [��].�e simulations are run for �� hours and the statistics
are collected over the last hour of the simulations.

Figure �.�: Details of the computational domains. black shaded portion of the precur-
sor domain is copied to the wind farm domain at each time step to act as the inflow
condition. Turbine positions are represented by orange circles. Results from the
simulations are sampled from the area shaded in green. Turbine rows are numbered
from �-�. At hub-height the wind direction is fromWest to East, which we define as
the 0o direction.

We carried out extensive grid independence study of the GABLS�1 SBL in a domain
of dimension 400 m ⇥400 m ⇥400 m. In addition, we simulated the SBL in the
precursor domain and compared the results with the LES results by Beare et al. [��].
In LES, scale-dependent dynamic SGSmodels provide better predictions of the SBL
properties compared to LES using just the Smagorinskymodel [��,���,���]. Based on
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Figure �.�: Le�t: Horizontally averaged wind velocity magnitude, Vmag =
p
u2 + v2,

where u and v represent the velocities in streamwise and spanwise directions, respec-
tively. Right: Wind angle, � = tan�1

⇣
hvi
hui

⌘
, variation with height. Solid and dashed

lines represent the SBL and CNBL, respectively.�e horizontal orange lines indicate
the bottom, top, and hub-height of the actuator disks.

grid resolution tests we find that the LASDmodel, which we use in this study, gives
reasonably accurate predictions when a grid with a horizontal resolution of ��.��m
and a vertical resolution of ��.��m is used. It is worth mentioning here that this
grid resolution we use is similar to the resolution used by Allaerts andMeyers [���]
who used a resolution of 30m and 15m in the streamwise and spanwise directions,
respectively, andWu and Porté-Agel [���], who used a resolution of 40m and 16m
in the streamwise and the spanwise directions respectively, in their LES studies of
CNBL.�e boundary layers considered in this study are conventionally neutral and
moderately stable with reasonably big turbulent eddies unlike a highly SBL. Con-
sequently, the LASD model sustains the turbulence and faithfully predicts all the
essential boundary layer features including the surface similarity profiles even at
coarse grid resolutions, provided the domain is large enough. Based on the studies,
we discretized both the precursor and the wind farm domains with 512⇥ 256⇥ 385
grid points, which gives a resolution of 19.53m in the horizontal directions and 10.42
m in the vertical direction, respectively. Figure �.� gives the velocity profile and wind
angle of the ABLs simulated in the precursor domain. We note that the wind veer
over the turbine diameter for the CNBL is 6.4o and for the SBL it is 15.2o. It is worth
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noting here that in a truly neutral boundary layer without a surface inversion the
wind veer is less pronounced.

�.� Results and discussion

Figure � shows contour plots of the wind velocity magnitude, Vmag, at the hub-height,
for the CNBL (Fig. �.�: le�t) and the SBL (Fig. �.�: right) simulations. It is clear from
the figures that the wind farm wake turns clockwise in the Northern hemisphere.
Owing to the changes in local wind angle and veer, the turbines rotate with the wind
and deflect the wake. As the wind veer is stronger in the SBL case the wake deflects
more in the SBL case than for the CNBL case. A careful observation of the velocity
contour plots reveals that the velocity deficit behind the second and subsequent rows
is significantly larger than the wake deficit behind the first row. Similar wake varia-
tion has been observed byWitha et al. [���] in their study of the EnBWBaltic-�wind
farm for di�ferent atmospheric stratifications.

Figure �.�: Velocity magnitude at hub-height. Le�t: CNBL. Right: SBL

Visual inspection of the contour plot of the SBL shows that the deflection of the wake
behind the last turbine in the first row (Fig. �.�, right: enclosed in a dashed rectangle)
is more pronounced than for the rest of turbines. It is also clear that the length of
the wind farmwake increases from row � to �, see the sketch in Fig. �.� for the row
numbering.�e increase in the length of the wakes is due to the cumulative e�fect of
the veering of the wind by the neighboring turbines rows to their right. As the top
row (row �, Fig. �.�) has no neighboring turbine row deflecting the wind clockwise,
the e�fect of wind veer on the wake of this row is weak and consequently the length of
the wake is short.

To further assess the impact of the wake turning, we analyze the power produced
by the turbines. Figure �.� shows the power production for the individual turbines
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normalized with the power produced by the turbines of the sixth row, P6, of their
respective columns. In the absence of wind veer, for a streamwise flow of � = 0o

everywhere, all the entries have to be close to �, as the e�fect of the neighboring rows
of turbines on the power production is limited. For both the CNBL and the SBL, we
find that the wind veer causes a reduction in the power production of the turbines in
columns � to �.�e e�fect is largest on the last turbine of the first row P(�, �) (turbine
with the lowest relative power production). �e e�fect is more pronounced for the
SBL than for the CNBL, due to the increasing strength of stratification and the re-
sulting wind veer.�ere is a possibility that the wind farm blockage a�fect the power
production of the outer wind turbine rows (row � and �). When there is a wind farm
blockage the result would be symmetric around rows � and �which is clearly not the
case. Although we cannot rule out the wind farm blockage e�fect, it is clear from Fig.
�.� that the main e�fect of the power degradation is due to the turning of the wakes.
For column � there is a pronounced downward trend in the power production, this
trend would not be influenced by the wind farm blockage e�fect, which would be an
interesting topic of study in itself, but outside the scope of the present study.

Figure �.�: Turbine power production normalized with the power produced by the
turbines of sixth row of the respective columns, which is indicated byP6.�e produc-
tion of the downstream turbines in row � is lowest due to the cumulative e�fect of the
wakes of the neighboring rows.

Figure �.�a shows the variation of spanwise averaged wind angle sampled from
the shaded green region (Fig. �.�) at hub-height. To check the uncertainty in the
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calculation of the average wind angle we calculated the average in ��minute intervals,
binned the data into six bins and and determined the standard deviation in the wind
angle from this. In Fig. �.�a this standard deviation is used to indicate the uncertainty
of the results.�e wake of the wind farm turns clockwise and eventually reaches a
constant value.�e deflection is more pronounced in the SBL than in the CNBL. At
the entrance of the wind farm the flow turns counter-clockwise, reaches a maximum,
following this, the change in the wind angle betweenmaximum andminimumwind
angle (Fig. �.�a) is approximately 3o in SBL, and 1.5o in CNBL. Interestingly, the
variation of the wind angle is strongly related to the variation of turbulence-induced
vertical flux

⌦
u0w0

↵
, here the over-bar represents time averaging and hi represents the

horizontal averaging over the sampling region, where u0 = u� u andw0 = w � w

represents the velocity fluctuations in the streamwise and vertical directions, respec-
tively.�e fluxes are calculated by adding the resolved scale flux hfuwi, and the SGS
flux h⌧xzi. Similarly, the vertical flux of spanwise velocity,

⌦
v0w0

↵
, is calculated by the

summation of the resolved scale flux hvwi and the SGS flux h⌧yzi, where, v0 = v � v,
is the fluctuation in the spanwise velocity. When the vertical gradient of

⌦
u0w0

↵
is

positive, the flow turns counter-clockwise and negative gradients turn the flow clock-
wise.

At the entrance and immediate downwind of the first turbine row, the flow is
decelerated due to the momentum extraction by the wind turbines, this causes an
upwardmomentum flux causing the growth of an internal boundary layer.�e flow
blockage due to wind farm results in the upward shi�t of the lowmomentum fluid
causing a positive gradient of

⌦
u0w0

↵
at the entrance and immediate downwind of

the first turbine row the flow turns counter-clockwise.�e upward displacement of
the streamlines and the consequent variation of the flow has been reported byWu
and Porté-Agel [���] in their studies of wind farms in a CNBL. Figure �.�b shows
the variation of the momentum flux with height in the entrance region (x < 1 km,
sampled from green shaded region of Fig. �.� and averaged in the spanwise direction)
and the rest of the sampling region. In the entrance region of the wind farm, the
vertical gradient of

⌦
u0w0

↵
is positive at the hub-height (Fig. �.�b, blue circular mark-

ers), and this turns the flow counter-clockwise. Further downstream, the vertical
gradient of

⌦
u0w0

↵
is negative (Fig. �.�b, blue square markers), which deflects the

flow clockwise.�e combined e�fect of the vertical gradients of
⌦
u0w0

↵
and

⌦
v0w0

↵
is

the primary reason behind the turning of the wind farmwake.

�e mechanism of the wake turning can be better understood by simplifying the
Reynolds averaged streamwise and spanwise momentum equations for a neutral
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Figure �.�: (a): Le�t axis and black curves represent the wind angle in degrees. Varia-
tion of wind angle with streamwise distance. Right axis and blue curves represent the
vertical entrainment flux,

⌦
u0w0

↵
, sampled from the shaded green region depicted in

Fig. �.�. Shaded region represents the uncertainty in the � hour average calculated by
the standard deviation of the six ��minute averages. (b) Spanwise averaged fluxes at
the entrance x < 1 km (circular markers) and rest of the sampling region x > 1 km
(square markers) for the SBL case. Blue and red curves represent

⌦
u0w0

↵
and

⌦
v0w0

↵
,

respectively.

Ekman boundary layer,

Dtu = (fv � fvg)�
⇥
@x(u0u0) + @y(u0v0) + @z(u0w0)

⇤
� f̄x (�.�)

Dtv = �(fu� fug)�
⇥
@x(v0u0) + @y(v0v0) + @z(v0w0)

⇤
� f̄y (�.�)

where ug and vg are the components of the geostrophic wind acting as the pressure
forcing which drives the flow, and f̄x and f̄y represent the time averaged thrust forces
of the turbines. In the above equations we assume very high Reynolds number and
viscous terms are therefore neglected. To further simplify the analysis, assume a
statistically steady state such thatDtu andDtv are negligible.�e above equations
can be further simplified by performing a horizontal average in the streamwise and
spanwise directions. If we also assume horizontal statistical homogeneity, we get,
hwi = 0, @ hui /@x = 0, and @ hvi /@y = 0. Similar analysis of the vertical entrain-
ment flux associated with turbulence for a pressure driven ABL can be found in Calaf
et al. [���]. Due to the aforementioned assumptions, the horizontal gradients of the
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streamwise and spanwise velocity fluctuations can also be neglected.
Using the this, we obtain the following simplified equations,

hui = ug �
1

f

@
⌦
v0w0

↵

@z
� f̄y

f
(�.�)

hvi = vg +
1

f

@
⌦
u0w0

↵

@z
+

f̄x

f
(�.�)

�e above equations give an insight into the deflection of the flow. For a boundary
layer without a wind farm, f̄x = f̄y = 0, the flow direction at any height depends on
the vertical gradients of

⌦
u0w0

↵
and

⌦
v0w0

↵
. Far away from the ground, pressure forces

(ug, vg) are balanced by the local velocity, this is the geostrophic equilibrium, knownas
theTaylor-Proudman theorem [���,���]. Close to the ground,wind stresses reduce the
streamwise velocity and increase the spanwise velocity. Consequently, the flow rotates
counter-clockwise as it approaches the ground giving rise to the Ekman spiral.�e
presence of a wind farm in an Ekman boundary layer introduces additional turbulent
fluxes, the gradients of which decide the wind deflection. At the entrance of the wind

farm, flow blockage makes @hu
0w0i
@z

positive, this increases the spanwise velocity (Eqn.

�.�) and rotates thewind counter-clockwise. Further downstream, @hu
0w0i
@z

is negative
at the hub-height which reduces the spanwise velocity, this reduction deflects the
flow clockwise. In addition, the reduced velocity in the wakes induces changes in the
local Coriolis forces, this e�fect turns the flow counter-clockwise. However, van der
Laan and Sørensen [���] have shown that this e�fect is smaller than the e�fect caused
by the wake induced turbulence.

�.� Conclusions

We performed LES of a wind farmwith �� turbines, which are represented using an
actuator disk model, in CNBL and SBL.We find that the average wind angle varies
with downstream position in the wind farm. For the boundary layers in our study,
the flow at hub-height deflects counter-clockwise at the entrance of the wind farm
and clockwise further downstream. �e wind deflection depends on the gradient
of the turbulence induced vertical fluxes,

⌦
u0w0

↵
. Flow blockage and wind veer cre-

ate a positive gradient flux at hub-height in the entrance region of the wind farm,
which results in a counter-clockwise flow deflection. Further downstream, vertical
entrainment results in a negative gradient flux and a clockwise flow deflection.�e
variation of turbulent momentum fluxes in the wind farm wake suggests that the
imbalance caused by the entrainment of fluid from above the wind farm results in an
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appreciable clockwise flow deflection at hub-height. An analysis of the power produc-
tion in the wind farm shows that the wake deflection has a significant influence on
the performance of downstream turbines, which is in agreement with the result of
RANS simulations by van der Laan et al. [���].
Clearly, the present analysis is simplified. For example, the e�fects of gravity waves
induced by the flow blockage are not taken into account. Allaerts andMeyers [���]
report that the pressure perturbations created by the gravity waves also induce local
changes in the wind angle. To further assess the interplay of the e�fect of the Coriolis
force and gravity waves on flow deflection in extended wind farms, more detailed
studies are required that consider various CNBL and SBL configurations.
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Modeling dynamic wind direction changes
in large eddy simulations of wind farms�

�e wind direction in atmospheric boundary layers changes continuously due to meso-scale
weather phenomena. Developing accurate simulations of these changes is essential for under-
standing their e�fect on the performance of large wind farms. Our study introduces a new tech-
nique to model dynamic wind direction changes obtained frommeso-scale simulations or field
measurements in micro-scale large eddy simulations. We propose a method in which the sim-
ulation domain is treated as a non-inertial rotating reference frame. �e primary benefit of
our approach is that it is straightforward to implement and reproduces desired wind direction
changes excellently. We verified our approach in neutral atmospheric boundary layers and
show that the observed boundary-layer characteristics for dynamic wind directions agree very
well with those observed for constantmeanwind directions when thewind direction is changed
slowly such that theflow is quasi-stationary. Further,we show that atmosphericmeasurements
of the wind direction can be reproduced by our method. To underline the importance of the
method, we conclude with a representative scenario, which shows that dynamic wind direction
changes can a�fect the performance of large wind farms.

�Published as: Anja Stieren, Srinidhi N. Gadde, and Richard J. A. M. Stevens, Modeling dynamic
wind direction changes in large eddy simulations of wind farms, Renew. Energy ���, ����–���� (����), doi:
��.����/j.renene.����.��.���

���
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�.� Introduction

With the increasing size of wind farms, there is a growing need to understand how
wind farm performance is a�fected by changes in atmospheric conditions.�e e�fect
of atmospheric phenomena with scales that are much larger than the typical size of
wind farms is still terra incognita [���,���] andneeds further exploration. In particular,
changing wind directions can strongly influence the performance of wind farms as
the wakes from upwind turbines can greatly a�fect the power production of down-
stream turbines, and this e�fect depends strongly on the wind direction [���–���].
While the e�fect of di�ferent mean wind directions on wind farm performance is well
explored, the e�fect of dynamic wind direction changes, which originate frommeso-
scale weather phenomena, on wind farm performance is not well-understood and
needs further investigation [���, ���,���,���].

Meso-scale simulations in which dynamic large-scale wind direction changes are
accounted for, are usually restricted to horizontal resolutions larger than the turbine
diameter [���–���]. Di�ferent parameterizations have been developed to represent
wind farms in these meso-scale models. Commonly usedmodels include the use of
increased surface roughness to parametrize the e�fect of a wind farm [�,���,���], or
a more detailed approach in which momentum is extracted, and turbulent kinetic
energy is added at rotor height as proposed by Fitch et al. (����) [���]. However, the
horizontal resolution in thesemodels is extremely coarse, due towhich the interaction
between the individual turbines cannot be investigated [���,���].

�ese interactions are commonly studied in micro-scale large eddy simulations
(LES) of wind farms [�, ���, ���, ���]. However, a vast majority of these studies focus
on small scale turbulence and consider cases in which the flow is forced to approach
steady-state conditions [�,��,���]. Although these simulations provide great insights
into the steady-state interactionofwind farmsandatmospheric boundary layers (ABLs),
they ignore the influence of large-scale e�fects such as the influence of dynamic wind
direction changes on wind farm performance.
To simulate more realistic inflow conditions meso-scale forcings have to be in-

cluded in the LES [���, ���–���]. �is can be achieved by nesting the LES within
a meso-scale simulation domain, e.g. by coupling LES to meso-scale models like
theWeather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) [���,���–���]. As meso-scale
simulations do not resolve the turbulent structures up to the same scale as LES, this
a�fects the LES modeling itself [���–���]. An alternative approach [���, ���] is to
represent the e�fect of meso-scale e�fects in the micro-scale simulation so that the
LES modeling itself is not a�fected. �e benefit of this approach is that it allows a
direct comparison with LES results in whichmeso-scale e�fects are not included.�is
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allows one to study the influence of these large-scale e�fects, such as dynamic changes
in the wind direction, independently.

To model the e�fect of dynamic wind direction changes obtained from field mea-
surements or meso-scale simulations in LES, Munters et al. [���] proposed to use
a concurrent precursor method [���] in which they rotate the horizontally periodic
precursor domain. Chatterjie et al. (����) [���] modified the method of Munters et al.
(����) [���] and proposed to rotate the inflow velocity vector instead of the precursor
domain.�ey used data from LIDAR scans to model the e�fect of dynamic wind direc-
tion changes on the operation of the Alpha Ventus wind farm. Both studies revealed
that dynamic-wind directions can significantly impact wind farm performance.
However, rotating the precursor simulation requires a sequence of geometrical

interpolations and significantMPI communication. Here,wepropose amore straight-
forward method to simulate dynamic wind direction changes in LES. Our approach
is inspired by the use of a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, which
is used in wind farm simulations to keep the wind angle constant at a particular
height [��, ���,���]. We therefore treat the simulation domain as a non-inertial rotat-
ing reference frame, which is an attractive approach as it only requires small changes
to the governing equations and is straightforward to implement. A major advantage
of our approach is that it avoids the geometrical interpolations and associated com-
putational overhead that is required in the previously considered methods [���,���].
Besides, themethods discussed above [���,���] require a concurrent precursor inflow
technique, i.e. an additional concurrent simulation fromwhich the inflow data for
the wind farm simulation is sampled.�is condition makes it impossible to perform
simulations with periodic boundary conditions. Such simulations are, for example,
used to perform simulations of infinite wind turbine arrays that are considered in
the development of analytical wind farmmodels [�,���]. In contrast, we will demon-
strate that ourmethod can be applied with and without a precursormethod, allowing
simulations of both finite and infinite wind farms.
�e remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: a description of the gov-

erning equations used to model dynamic wind direction changes in LES is outlined
in section �.�. A validation of the approach for neutral ABLs is presented in section
�.�, and the method is applied to a representative scenario in section �.� in which
dynamic wind direction changes a�fect the wind farm performance.�e conclusions
will be presented in section �.�.
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�.� Rotation of themeanwind direction in LES

�e simulations are performed using an updated version of the LES code developed
by Albertson (����) [�, ���]. �e updated code has been successfully used to study
neutral, stable, and unstable ABLs [��, ���], as well as the flow dynamics in extended
wind farms [��,��, ���, ���].�e governing equations are the filtered incompressible
continuity andmomentum equations.�e aim is to include dynamic wind direction
changes ✓(t), which can be obtained bymeso-scale simulations or fieldmeasurement
data, in the LES. For this purpose, the reference frame is rotated with an angular
velocity ! = 0.5@t✓(t) and corresponding non-inertial forces are added to equation
(�.�). Here, the factor 0.5 can be explained as follows: half of the Coriolis acceleration
arises due to the relative velocity and half due to the turning of the frame of reference
[���]. As a consequence, the wind direction relative to a fixed axis is changed by an
angle ✓(t) in the timewhere the frame of reference rotates by an angle equal to 0.5✓(t)
(see, e.g., Persson (����) [���]).�e resulting equations are:

@iũi = 0, (�.�)

@tũi + @j (ũiũj) = �@ip̃⇤ � @j⌧ij + fi +
@ip1
⇢

· [cos (✓) �i1 + sin (✓) �i2]� 2!ũj✏ij3.

(�.�)

Here, the tilde represents spatial filtering with a spectral cut-o�f filter at the LES grid
scale� and ũi represents the filtered velocity field components. ⌧ij = guiuj � ũiũj is
the trace-less part of the sub-grid scale (SGS) stress tensor and it is modeled with a
standard Smagorinsky model [��] using a constant Smagorinsky coe�ficientCs =
0.16 [�]. �e trace of the SGS stress tensor is absorbed into the filtered modified
pressure p̃+ = p̃/⇢ � p1/⇢ � ⌧kk/3, note that p̃⇤ is defined below. �e force fi
is added for modeling the e�fects of the wind turbines, which are parameterized
using an actuator disk approach [�, ���]. Since the simulations are performed at very
high Reynolds numbers we neglect viscous stresses [�], which is a common practice
in LES of ABLs. �e wall shear stress at the ground is modeled using the Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory [�, ��]. We use a surface roughness of z0 = 0.1m. �e
boundary conditions at the top of the domain are zero vertical velocity and zero
shear stress.�emean-pressure gradient @ip1/⇢ defines a reference friction velocity
u⇤ = �

p
Hp1/⇢. Length and time scales are non-dimensionalizedwith the domain

heightH andH/u⇤, respectively. To present the results in dimensional form, we
assume that the incomingwind velocity at z = 150m is 10m/s, which is representative
for the typical value observed in o�fshore conditions, see the Dutch O�fshoreWind
Atlas [���]. From this we obtain that u⇤ ⇡ 0.5m/s [���], which means that each
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non-dimensional time unit corresponds to tdim = H/u⇤ = 2000 s (⇡ 0.56 h).
While the continuity equation (�.�) is rotational invariant, the momentum equa-

tion (�.�) is modified by adding the Coriolis force 2!ũj✏ij3. Besides, the direction
of the mean-pressure gradient, which is driving the flow, is aligned with the de-
sired wind direction ✓(t). In a non-inertial, rotating reference frame, in addition
to the Coriolis force, the centrifugal force �!2

xi(�i1 + �i2) and the Euler force
✏ij3xjd!/dt are introduced [���]. �e centrifugal force can be rewritten as a con-
servative force�!2

xi(�i1 + �i2) = �0.5(@i!2
x
2
i
)(�i1 + �i2). Once rewritten as a

conservative force, the centrifugal force is combined with the pressure term: p⇤ =
p̃
+ � 0.5!2

x
2
i
(�i1 + �i2).�e Euler force is neglected here, as a periodic domain is

considered and thedistance to the axis of rotation,which is required for its calculation,
is unknown.

Time integration is performed using a second-order accurate Adams-Bashforth
scheme. Derivatives in the vertical direction are calculated using a second-order
central finite di�ference scheme. In streamwise and spanwise directions a pseudo-
spectralmethod is applied.�us, doubly periodic boundary conditions are considered
in the horizontal directions, which implies that an infinitewind farm is considered [�].
Tomodel finite sizewind farmswe employ a concurrent precursor inflowmethod [���].
In this approach we sample flow data from a periodic turbulent ABL simulation
performed in a precursor domain.�e sampled data is introduced as inflow velocity
into a fringe regionof thewind farmsimulationdomain. Toensure a smooth transition
between the velocity in the wind farm domain ui,WF and the inflow velocity sampled
from the precursor simulation ui,P re a symmetric weighing functionw(x) is applied
in the fringe region:

ui,F ringe(x, y, z, t) = w(x) ui,P re(x, y, z, t)+(1�w(x)) ui,WF (x = Lstart, y, z, t)
(�.�)

where:

w(x) =

8
>><

>>:

1
2

⇣
1� cos

⇣
⇡

x�Ls
�Fringe

⌘⌘
, if x < Ls +�Fringe

1, ifLs +�Fringe  x  Ls + 2�Fringe

1
2

⇣
1� cos

⇣
⇡
x�Ls�2�Fringe

�Fringe

⌘⌘
+ 1

2 , if x > Ls + 2�Fringe

(�.�)

�e parameterLs sets the starting point of the fringe region. Here, we selectLs =
Lx � 0.2Lx such that the length of the fringe region is�Fringe = 0.2Lx, whereLx

is the domain length in streamwise direction. Figure �.� shows the corresponding
weighing function andfigure �.� shows the fringe regions in thewind farm simulation
domain. However, before we employ our method to a simulation of a representative
wind farm, we first test its performance in a neutral ABL in section �.�.
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�.� Dynamicwind direction changes in LES of neutral ABL

In section �.�.�we validate the proposedmethod to model dynamic wind direction
changes in LES for flows that are quasi-stationary. In section �.�.�we show that our
method can be used to reproduce the dynamic wind direction changes obtained from
atmospheric field measurement data.

�.�.� Validation of the approach

We perform LES of a neutral ABL to validate the described method to incorporate
dynamic wind direction changes.�e selected size isLx = Ly = 10 km andLz =
1 km, Ly, and Lz are the domain length in the spanwise, and vertical direction,
respectively.�e simulations are performed on a grid with 256⇥ 256⇥ 48 nodes. We
perform three simulations in which the wind direction is changed linearly with time,
i.e. ✓(t) = ✓0t and consider di�ferent rotation speeds ✓0 = [9�/h, 27�/h, 54�/h]. In
addition, the following combination of sines and cosines:

✓(t) =� 1�t+ [15� � 3�sin(0.7�t/5�)sin(2�t/5�)� 11�cos(t)sin(t/10�)
� 15�sin(2�t/15�) + cos(1.5�t/5�) + sin(t/2�)� 3�cos(t/4.5�)],

(�.�)

is considered to assess the performance for more or less random wind direction
changes.�ese simulations are comparedwith a reference simulationwith a constant
wind direction.
Figure �.� confirms that the horizontal wind direction at hub-height
h✓i(t) = tan�1 (hvi(t)/hui(t)) follows this imposed wind direction excellently. It is
worth noting that this excellent overlap would not be achieved by only varying the

Figure �.�:�e weighting functionw(x), defined by equation �.� as function of x/Lx.
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Figure �.�: Imposed andmeasured wind direction for the randomwind direction case,
see equation �.�.

driving pressure gradient, because a large phase-lag (up to several hours [���]) is visi-
ble between the pressure gradient and the mean wind direction when the additional
Coriolis force is neglected [���]. A visualization of the horizontal velocity magnitude
uh =

p
u2 + v2 at mid box-height (z = Lz/2) is shown in figure �.�. In the top row,

the horizontal wind direction is rotated from ✓ = 0� to ✓ = 20� within 2.2 h.�e
visualizations reveal streamwise-elongated coherent structures typically observed in
neutral ABL simulations [���]. For the 0� wind direction (le�t panel in figure �.�), these
structures are oriented parallel to the x-axis. When themeanwind direction is rotated
the large-scale flow structures orient themselves with the mean flow direction, and
we do not observe any unusual stretching of the flow structures due to the rotation.

We also compare the time and horizontally averaged turbulent statistics obtained
from the reference simulation to the simulation results in which the mean wind
direction is dynamically rotated to validate the proposed method.�e mean velocity
uh for the di�ferent rotation rates is depicted in figure �.�(a). For all cases, the velocity
profiles agree well with the reference result. We observe only small di�ferences in the
velocity at the top of the domain.�is di�ference could be caused by slight variations in
the large-scale structures when the flow is rotated. When the wind direction changes,
the domain length in the flow direction continuously changes, see figure �.�, and
the high and low-velocity streaks tend to adjust themselves to this. In addition to
this inevitable domain e�fect, the neglected Euler force might also cause these small
di�ferences when comparing the statistics with the constant mean wind direction
case.
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Figure �.�: �e horizontal wind speed uh =
p
u2 + v2 at mid-height z = Lz/2.

Each column represents a di�ferent time instant. Each row corresponds to a di�ferent
rotation rate: a) ✓(t) = 9�/h · t, b) ✓(t) = 27�/h · t, c) ✓(t) = 54�/h · t.
Arrows indicate the horizontally averaged wind direction.

Figure �.�(b) shows that the time and horizontally averaged variance of the hori-
zontal velocity for the di�ferent rotation rates agrees well with the reference case. All
the cases show the same trend, exhibiting a maximum close to the ground.�e maxi-
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Figure �.�: a)Horizontally averagedvelocityuh =
p
u2 + v2 for a constantmeanwind

direction (✓ = 0�), linearly rotatingwinddirection (✓(t) = 9�/h·t, 27�/h·t, 54�/h·t)
and a randomly varying wind direction (see figure �.�). b) Profiles of the variance, c)
skewness and d) flatness of the horizontal velocity magnitude as function of z/H.

mum indicates the height up to which the influence of the surface friction dominates.
At this height, the skewness of the horizontal velocity, displayed in figure �.�(c), turns
from positive, super-Gaussian to sub-Gaussian at higher positions. While there are
small quantitative di�ferences for higher rotation rates, the qualitative trend is con-
sistent.�is consistency is also present for the flatness presented in figure �.�(d).�e
flatness increases with height above the surface layer, corresponding to an increase in
rare but extreme deviations from themean velocity.�is qualitative trend is the same
for all rotation rates. It is worth mentioning here that the higher-order statistics,
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Figure �.�: a) Profiles of variance, b) skewness and c) flatness of the vertical velocity
magnitude as function of z/H.

such as skewness and flatness, provide a stricter validation of the proposedmethod
than lower-order statistics.�e vertical velocity is zero at the bottom and top of the
domain and shows a maximum at z/H ⇡ 0.2, see figure �.�(a). �e figure shows
that the variance obtained from the simulation with changing wind direction agree
very well with the reference case. Furthermore, the higher-order statistics such as
skewness and flatness (figures �.�(b)-(c)) only vary slightly with increasing rotation
rate.

Overall, the quantitative and qualitative results agree for all rotation rates, which
indicates that the flow characteristics remain the same when the wind direction is
rotated slowly.�is validates that the non-inertial rotating reference framemethod
has been implemented correctly.

�.�.� Comparisonwith fieldmeasurement data

To assess the ability of ourmethod to represent dynamic wind direction changes from
meso-scale weather phenomena into micro-scale LES, we compare the simulation
results to field measurement data. In figure �.�(a) we reproduce the wind direction
measurements taken from a wind vane at a height of 87mon the M�meteorological
mast at National Wind Technology Center [���], of National Renewable Energy Labo-
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Figure �.�: a) Wind direction time series frommeasurements and LES.�e low-pass
filtered measurements serve as input data to the LES.�e figure shows that the
horizontally averaged wind direction from LES follows the imposed wind direction
perfectly. b) Normalized power spectra of the wind direction determined frommea-
surements and LES.�e spectrum for a simulationwith constantmeanwinddirection
is also included, here as an example, we consider 0�.

ratory (NREL), for a 7 h period on the �st of February, ���� from � am to � pm. Figure
�.�(b) shows the corresponding power spectrum of the wind direction changes.

We performed LES of a neutral ABL in a domain ofLx = Ly = 5 km, andLz = 1
km using a 128 ⇥ 128 ⇥ 48 and a 256 ⇥ 256 ⇥ 96 grid. Figure �.� shows that LES
with a constant mean wind direction captures the high-frequency wind direction
changes fairly accurately, especially considering that we perform neutral ABL simula-
tions, instead of matching the atmospheric conditions of the observational data.�e
figure shows that the higher resolution simulation captures the high-frequency wind
direction changes better. However, the low-frequency wind direction changes are not
represented in the LES that considers a constant wind direction.
�e low-frequency wind direction changes can be included in the LES using the

low-pass filtered field measurement data as input to the LES. Here, the low-pass
filter’s cuto�f frequency is chosen as 0.0008 Hz. In agreement with the results in
section �.�.�, we find in figure �.�(a) that themeanwind direction of the LES perfectly
follows the desired wind direction. More importantly, figure �.�(b) shows that the
spectrum of wind direction changes obtained from LES now accurately represents
the entire frequency range. As intended, our approach models the low-frequency
wind direction changes obtained from field observations, or a meso-scale simulation,
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while it does not a�fect the high-frequency range, which we assume to be represented
accurately by our micro-scale LES. In the next section, we will apply our method to
a representative scenario to demonstrate that these low-frequency wind direction
changes can significantly a�fect the performance of extended wind farms.

�.� E�fect of dynamic wind direction changes on wind farm
performance

�.�.� CaseDescription

We perform LES of a symmetric wind farm with 6 ⇥ 6 turbines in a neutral ABL
with the same surface roughness considered previously. Both the wind farm and
the precursor domains have a size of Lx = Ly = 7.5 km and Lz = 1 km.�e last
1.5 km of each horizontal direction is used as a fringe region.�e wind farm layout
is presented in figure �.�. �e simulations are performed on a uniform grid with
384 ⇥ 384 ⇥ 64 nodes and are used to demonstrate that dynamic wind direction
changes can significantly a�fect wind farm performance.

To demonstrate this we consider the following representative scenario with sinu-
soidal wind direction changes: ✓(t) = 20�sin(2⇡t/T✓)with T✓ = 0.6 h and T✓ = 2.2
h and �� additional reference simulations in which a constant mean wind direction is
considered, see figure �.�. At each time step of the simulation, the wind turbines are
rotated perpendicular to the local incoming wind direction to ensure that there is no
yawmisalignment. We note that this instantaneous rotation of the disks is idealistic
as wind turbines adjust their orientation with respect to the incoming wind direction
with a time delay [���].�is can lead to additional yaw e�fects, which are not included
in our representative scenario.�e turbines have a thrust coe�ficient ofCT = 3/4, a
diameter ofD = 150m, a hub-height of zhub = 150m, and the distance to neighbor-
ing turbines is four turbine diameters in both horizontal directions. In the following,
the total power production of the wind farmPtot is normalized by taking into account
the velocity at hub-height and the power obtained for the reference case (Pref ) with
constant mean wind direction of ✓ = 0�.

�.�.� Hysteresis e�fects inwind farmpower production

Figures �.�(a) and (b) present the time-variation of the imposed and the measured
wind direction at hub-height for the two cases under consideration. Circular mark-
ers indicate when the wind direction is ✓ = 0�. Figures �.�(c)-(d) depict the time-
variation of the total power production of the wind farm.�e circularmarkers denote
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Figure �.�: Wind farm simulation domain.�e locations of the turbines are indicated
with black markers.�e shaded regions indicate the fringe layers.�e colored arrows
depict the di�ferent constant mean wind direction cases (black: 0�, violet: ±3�, blue:
±6�, green:±9�, yellow:±12�, orange:±15�, red:±20�).

the power at the time instant when ✓ = 0�. Furthermore, the power production of
two constant mean wind direction cases ✓ = 0� and ✓ = 15� are given as a reference.
For time-varying wind directions, we observe that the power is mostly higher than
for the case with a constant mean wind direction of 0� at both slow and fast rotation
rates, see figures �.�(c)-(d). �is is due to the strong wake-e�fects for the ✓ = 0�

wind direction. Surprisingly, for fast wind direction changes (case T✓ = 0.6 h, see
figure �.�(d)), the minimum power is not reached for ✓ = 0�. Instead, the power
minima are reached a�ter the wind direction passed ✓ = 0�. A comparison with the
constant mean wind direction ✓ = 15� reference case reveals that the wind farm
power production can be a bit higher due to the e�fect of the dynamic wind direction
changes.

Figure �.�(a)-(b) display the wind farm power production as function of the wind
direction ✓.�ese results are obtained by binning the time-varying power production
based on the instantaneous wind direction. A solid black line displays results that
are binned over the entire simulation. Additionally, results are divided up into time
periods during which d✓/dt > 0 (red, dash-dotted line) and d✓/dt < 0 (blue, dashed
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Figure �.�: a) & b) Imposed andmeasured wind directions at hub-height with T✓ =
2.2 h and T✓ = 0.6 h, respectively. Circular markers represent the reference wind
direction ✓ = 0�. c) & d) Corresponding normalized wind farm power production for
T✓ = 2.2 h and T✓ = 0.6 h, respectively.

line), respectively. Each circle represents simulation results obtained with constant
mean wind directions. Figure �.�(a) shows that the wind farm power production
agrees well with the results obtained from the constant mean wind direction cases
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Figure �.�: Wind farmpower production as a function of the horizontalwinddirection
for time-varying wind directions (lines), as well as a set of simulations with constant
mean wind directions (circles). a) T✓ = 2.2 h, b) T✓ = 0.6 h.

when the wind direction changes slowly (T✓ = 2.2 h). Due to the symmetric layout
of the wind farm, the power production is symmetric around ✓ = 0�. �e power
production is lowest for ✓ = 0� when the wind is aligned with the farm layout.�e
maximum inter-turbine spacing and thus maximum power production is reached at
✓ ⇡ 15�.�e wind farm power production is nearly independent of the sign of the
wind direction change d✓/dt.

However, figure �.�(b) shows that the wind farm power production depends on
the sign of the wind direction change d✓/dt for faster rotation rates. For d✓/dt > 0
the power production agrees well with the values obtained for constant mean wind
directions with negative ✓. In contrast, the power production is lower than for the
constantmeanwinddirection cases for positive ✓ and theminimumpowerproduction
is observed for ✓ ⇡ 3�. An exception is found between ✓ = 12� and ✓ = 20�, where
the power production is higher than for the constant mean wind direction cases.
Due to the symmetric farm layout, a similar pattern is found for d✓/dt < 0 with
the symmetry axis positioned at ✓ = 0�.�ese hysteresis e�fects can be explained
by examining the development of the wake between the turbine rows, as displayed
in figure �.�� and the correspondingmovie (see the supplementary materials).�e
figure shows flow snapshots of the horizontal velocity magnitude normalized by
the inflow-velocity for di�ferent wind directions. Each column represents one wind
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direction between ✓ = �9� and ✓ = 9�. �e top row displays snapshots of the
horizontal velocity magnitude from simulations performed with a constant mean
wind direction. In the lower rows, instantaneous flow fields for the same range of
wind directions are shown for the simulation in which the wind direction varies with
a period of T✓ = 0.6 h.�e di�ference between the middle and bottom rows is the
direction in which the wind direction changes, i.e. from d✓/dt > 0 in the middle row
and d✓/dt < 0 in the bottom row.

For d✓/dt > 0 the minimum power production is lower than for the 0� reference
case and observed at ✓ ⇡ 3�. When d✓/dt < 0 the minimum is positioned at
✓ ⇡ �3�. We note that also Munters et al. [���] found that the flow angle for which
the minimum power production is observed can change when the wind direction
changes dynamically.�e observed e�fects for d✓/dt > 0 can be explained by the low-
velocity zones between the turbine rows, which originate from earlier time steps (see
figure �.��, middle row). Due to the fast rotation rate, the low-velocity zones between
the turbine rows at x > 3 km did not mix with the incoming high-velocity inflow
yet.�erefore, turbines at x > 3 km cannot entrain energy from the sides, which is
possible for the constant mean ✓ = 0� wind direction case for which high-velocity
wind-speed channels are formed between the turbines, see figure �.��. Besides, we
speculate that the dynamic wind direction changes may influence the vertical kinetic
energy flux that brings down high-velocity wind from above the wind farm to the
hub-height plane. In previous work it was namely observed that wakes recover faster
when their inter turbine distance is smaller, which leads to a relatively strong wake
recovery for the aligned configuration [���]. Unfortunately, as the vertical kinetic
energy flux cannot be conditionally sampled on the wind direction, we cannot verify
this hypothesis at the moment.

In the range ofwind directions selected in this study (✓ = [�20�, 20�]), we observe
that for d✓/dt > 0 the power production at ✓ = 15� is higher than for the corre-
sponding mean wind direction case.�e movie shows that the turbines at x > 3 km
and y > 1.5 km benefit from the high-velocity wind speed zones between the tur-
bines (see the supplementary movie). However, when d✓/dt < 0 or when the mean
wind direction is static at ✓ = 15�, the turbines in this region of the wind farm are
continuously in the wakes created by upstream turbines.

�e representative scenario considered above is presented to show that dynamic
wind direction changes can significantly a�fect the performance of large wind farm.
As we have shown, this can lead to the hysteresis e�fect in the power production. We
emphasize that these e�fects will be wind farm-specific and will depend onwind farm
design parameters and atmospheric flow conditions. For example, we would expect
that the hysteresis e�fect will be more pronounced when the turbine thrust coe�ficient
is higher. Besides, we expect hysteresis e�fects to increases with wind farm size in
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Figure �.��: Visualization of the horizontal velocity magnitude at hub-height uh =p
u2 + v2 normalized by the horizontally-averaged velocity in front of the farm. Each

column represents a di�ferent wind angle. Top row: Simulations with constant mean
wind directions. Middle and bottom row: Simulations in which the mean win direc-
tion is varied ✓(t) = 20�sin(2⇡t/0.6h)
for d✓/dt > 0�/s (Middle row) and d✓/dt < 0�/s (Bottom row). Note that time
increases from right to le�t in the bottom row.

which longer length and time scales corresponding to the dynamic wind direction
changes are more important than in smaller farms. Further studies are required to
assess such e�fects in more detail.
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�.� Conclusions

We have presented a new technique to incorporate dynamic wind direction changes
in LES of ABLs.�e time evolution of the wind direction can be obtained frommeso-
scale simulations or field measurements. Our method is advantageous compared to
previously consideredmethods [���,���] as our approach only requires small changes
to the governing equations and is easy to implement. Besides, our approach can be
applied to simulations of infinite wind farms, which is not possible with previously
considered methods [���,���].

We performed neutral ABL simulations in which we varied the rotation rate of the
wind direction to validate our approach. We find an excellent agreement between the
imposed and simulated wind direction. We showed that the mean and higher-order
flow statistics in the simulations with varying wind direction agrees very well with
results obtained from a simulation with a constant mean wind direction when the
flow direction is rotated slowly. Comparisons to measurement data demonstrate that
our method produces a similar power spectrum of wind directions.�is confirms
that the non-inertial rotating reference frame is a good technique to model dynamic
wind direction changes in LES.

Subsequently, we applied our method to a representative scenario to demonstrate
some potential e�fects of dynamic wind direction changes on wind farm performance.
We performed simulations for variouswind directions and cases inwhich a sinusoidal
wind direction variation (✓ = 20�sin(2⇡t/T✓)with a time periods of T✓ = 0.6 h and
T✓ = 2.2 h) is enforced. In agreement with previous studies [���,���], we show that
dynamic wind direction changes can significantly a�fect the performance of wind
farms.�e presented demonstration case shows that dynamicwinddirection changes
can positively and negatively a�fect the wind farm power production.
However, we emphasize that further studies are required to better understand

these e�fects.�e observed hysteresis e�fect can, for example, depend on the wind
farmdesign, atmospheric conditions, yawmisalignmentwith respect to the incoming
flow direction, and the turbine thrust coe�ficient. In this work, we considered a
neutral boundary layer situation, but we emphasize that there are no restrictions in
extending the presented approach to stable and unstable boundary layer simulations.
�e present work focuses onmodeling wind direction changes, but we note that other
meso-scale phenomena like wind shear and temperature variations require further
studies.
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Conclusions and Outlook

Wind farm performance is largely a�fected by atmospheric thermal stability. For
proper wind energy forecasts, it is necessary to understand the coupling between
the atmospheric stability and related factors. In this thesis, we used large eddys
simulations (LES) to perform controlled numerical experiments to understand the
e�fect of atmospheric thermal stability on wind farm performance. In part I of the
thesis, we focused on developing an LES code capable of simulating thermally strati-
fied atmospheric boundary layers (ABLs). Furthermore, we carried out fundamental
research into conventionally neutral boundary layers (CNBLs). In part II of the thesis
we studied the interaction between stably stratified ABLs and large wind farms in
detail.

��.� Part I: Large eddy simulations of stratified ABLs

Chapter � focused on validation of the LES code under di�ferent stratification, im-
plementation and analysis of di�ferent sub-grid scale models. Specifically, the per-
formance of the Smagorinsky, the anisotropic minimum dissipation (AMD) [��–��],
and the Lagrangian-averaged scale dependent (LASD) model [��,��,��] under neu-
tral, stable, and unstable conditions were compared. It is worth mentioning that
the Smagorinsky model is simple and scale-independent, while the LASD and the
AMD model are advanced and scale-dependent and account for anisotropy in the
flow. Results show that the turbulent quantities such as the horizontal and vertical

���
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velocity variances, temperature variances, non-dimensional shear, and temperature
gradients, obtained with the LASD and the AMDmodels are nearly the same, while
the Smagorinsky model model results are significantly di�ferent. �e results also
suggest that the AMDmodel is nearly as good as the LASDmodel in simulations of
ABLs and provides similar dissipation characteristics as the LASDmodel. In addition,
the AMDmodel has minimum computational overhead andmemory footprint and it
is therefore a good choice in simulations of stratified ABLs.

In chapter �, the AMDmodel and the newly implemented thermal module were
used to study the e�fect of the free-atmospheric stratification and latitude on the
integral measures of CNBLs for an extended range of latitudes and free atmospheric
stratification.�e ABL is known as a CNBL when the surface heat flux is negligibly
small.�e LES results were used to arrive at parameterization of the geostrophic drag
law coe�ficients which are beneficial in deriving analytical models for wind profiles in
CNBLs.
Based on the insights obtained in chapter � and the parameterizations of the

geostrophic drag law, a universal velocity profile for CNBL is derived in chapter �
using a local similarity hypothesis combined with ideas from the classical Monin-
Obukhov similarity theory [��] and the perturbationmethod. A stability correction
function  is proposed to account for the deviation of the velocity profile from the
logarithmic law due to stability. Most theoretical models till now have focused on
understanding wind speed in the so-called inner layer, which extends up to about
���-���meters. However, the dynamics in the outer layer is more di�ficult to model.
�is novel method allows us to predict the velocity profiles of CNBL even in the outer-
layer.�e proposed analytical equation predicts the wind velocity profile in the typical
range of values observed in CNBLs at mid to high latitudes.�is will also be useful
in developing better turbulence models for use in RANS solvers to simulate strati-
fied ABLs and also in the development of analytical wind farmmodels such as the
coupled-wake boundary layer model [���].

��.� Part II: Interaction betweenwind farms and SBLs

Chapter � focused on the e�fect of stable stratification on the flow development in
wind farms.�e study is carried out by systematically increasing the cooling rate at
the surface, which results in lower boundary layer and LLJ height and a reduction in
atmospheric turbulence. At lower stratification, when the top of the surface inversion
is significantly above thewind farm internal boundary layer (IBL), the flow accelerates
over thewind farm. With increasing stratification, the boundary-layer height reduces,
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the wind has less space to accelerate over the wind farmwith the boundary layer top
acting as a lid restricting the movement of the wind and the wind goes around the
wind farm.

SBLs generally have low turbulence intensities, and the surface Obukhov length
can serve as an important length scale to predict the relative contribution of shear and
buoyancy to turbulence production. For zh >> |L| the shear e�fects dominate, and
the entrainment is more than the dissipation and buoyancy destruction, where zh is
the turbine hub-height andL is the surface Obukhov length. In this case, the wake
recovery is not a�fected due to the thermal e�fects and wind farm power production is
also not severely a�fected. When zh < |L| the thermal e�fects dominate, and there
is very little entrainment as buoyancy damps out the vertical velocity fluctuations
reducing both vertical kinetic energy and downward turbulent fluxes. Wake recovery
is adversely a�fected in this case and consequently, the turbine power production
decreases in the downstream direction.

We found that a wind farm interacts with an LLJ in twoways, firstly by wakemean-
deringwith low-height LLJs and secondly turbulent entrainment with LLJs high above.
Wefind that power production of thefirst row increaseswhen the LLJ height decreases.
In addition, we find that the first-row power production is higher in the presence of
an LLJ than for the reference case with neutral stratification without an LLJ, i.e. the
truly neutral boundary (TNBL) layer case. Compared to weakly stable cases, TNBL
case shows faster wake recovery due to high turbulence intensity. However, as long as
energy can be entrained from the jet, the wake recovery for the stable boundary layers
can be faster than for the TNBL case. We observe increased entrainment when the jet
is above the wind farm.�e entrainment is strongest when the wakes can directly
interact with the jet by the vertical meandering of the wakes. If the LLJs are at a height
zjet  zh +D/2, the turbines at the entrance which can directly extract energy from
the LLJ perform significantly better than the inner turbines. Under similar stability
conditions, a wind farm performs better if the LLJ is present above the wind farm
than when an LLJ is absent.

It was observed in chapter � that the wake recovery is a�fected when jet height is
such that it directly interacts with the turbine rotor swept area. To study this interac-
tion in detail and to understand howwake vortices are modified because of an LLJ,
an actuator line modelling study is presented in chapter �. Specifically, the e�fect of
the LLJ height on the turbine wake vortices, external aerodynamic blade loading, and
wake turbulence are presented.�ree di�ferent scenarios were considered, wherein
the LLJ is above, in the middle, and below the turbine rotor area. Flow visualizations
reveal that the tip and root vortices are very stable when the jet is below the turbine
rotor area as the turbine is then operating in a thermally stratified region with negli-
gible atmospheric turbulence. When the LLJ is above the turbines, the tip and root
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Figure ��.�: Major conclusions of chapter �.

vortices quickly become unstable and breakdown due to atmospheric turbulence. We
also found that the turbulence intensity in the near wake is highest when the LLJ
is above the turbine rotor area and lowest when the LLJ is below the turbine. Most
importantly, our results show that the LLJ increases the external aerodynamic blade
loading compared to typical load distribution in a uniform flow. �is creates load
imbalances causing increased rotor moments.�ough LLJs are beneficial in terms of
wind energy potential, they are counter-productive with respect to blade loading and
fatigue.�is agrees with findings from field measurements of Gutierrez et al. [���].

To further understand how the jet height would a�fect the wind farm power
production, a large wind farm study is presented in chapter � in which, the LLJ is
above, in the middle, or below the turbine rotor swept area. Figure ��.� presents the
major conclusions of chapter �.�e energy budget analysis reveals that the vertical
entrainment dominates the power production when the LLJs are above the turbine
rotor swept area (top panel in Fig. ��.�). In contrast, when the LLJ is in the middle of
the turbine rotor swept area (middle panel in Fig. ��.�), the jet’s energy is extracted
by the first turbine row, and the rest of the rows do not directly benefit from the
jet. Interestingly, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept area (bottom panel
in Fig. ��.�), the mean negative shear and the shear created by the wakes create a
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positive entrainment flux from below, which helps turbines further downstream to
harvest the jet’s energy. Although the negative shear above the LLJ creates a positive
turbulent entrainment flux, the turbulence production it creates is limited due to the
high thermal stratification above the jet, i.e. the flux that is created is smaller than
the flux that is created when the LLJ is above the turbines.

It was also found that the relative power production of the turbines further down-
stream in the wind farm depends on the jet height relative to the hub-height.�e
power production relative to the first-row power is maximumwhen the LLJ is above
the turbine rotor swept area due to higher turbulence intensity below the LLJ, here
the atmospheric turbulence adds to the turbine wake generated turbulence and leads
to a faster wake recovery. However, when the LLJ is below the turbine rotor swept
area, the turbines operate in the negative shear region of the LLJ in which the atmo-
spheric turbulence is limited, and the thermal stability is strong. In the absence of
atmospheric turbulence, the wakes are very stable [���,���], andwake recovery is slow.
However, a�ter the first two turbine rows, the wakes generate su�ficient turbulence to
enhance the wake recovery further downstream. Building on the insights the e�fect of
Coriolis force on the wind farmwake is studied in chapter �. �e boundary layer
in chapters �–� is driven by a forcing with constant wind direction, however the wind
direction in real situations is seldom constant. Forcing in realistic situations is driven
by time-dependent pressure gradients.�erefore, in order to include more realistic
cases inwhich themeanwind direction changeswith time, a novelmethod to incorpo-
rate dynamic wind direction changes in LES of ABLs is proposed in chapter �. If the
time evolution of the wind direction can be obtained frommeso-scale simulations or
fieldmeasurements, it can be assimilated in the LES using ourmethod.�e proposed
method is advantageous compared to previously consideredmethods [���,���] as
this approach only requires small changes to the governing equations and is easy to
implement. Besides, this approach can be applied to simulations of infinite wind
farms, which is not possible with previously considered methods [���,���].

We applied themethod to a representative scenario to demonstrate some potential
e�fects of dynamic wind direction changes on wind farm performance. Simulations
were performed in which, for various wind directions and cases in which a sinusoidal
wind direction variation (✓ = 20�sin(2⇡t/T✓)with a time periods of T✓ = 0.6 h and
T✓ = 2.2 h) is enforced. In agreement with previous studies [���,���], the chapter
shows that dynamic wind direction changes can significantly a�fect the performance
of wind farms.
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��.� Outlook

While there have been single column parameterizations for the convective and stable
boundary layers [���,���], till now there have been no such parameterizations for the
CNBLs that would completely describe the velocity profile in the outer-layer. With the
universal profile proposed in chapter � of this thesis, in future, single columnmodels
can be updated to faithfully reproduce the CNBLs for better wind energy forecasts or
for designing better Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) models for simulating
thermally stratified ABLs.

�e stable boundary layer (SBL) considered for studying the wind farm - boundary
layer interaction in chapter � is idealized. However, in more realistic situations the
ABL contains meso-scale advection tendencies and baroclinicity [���] due to complex
terrain or land-to-sea transitions. While there have been preliminary studies on
the e�fect of baroclinicity on wind farm performance [���], the combined e�fect of
baroclinicity and thermal stability is largely unexplored. For e.g. LLJs are enhanced by
the baroclinicity, and di�ferential heating [���], this e�fect on wind farm performance
remains to be examined.

Studies of wind turbine wake vortices and the blade loading presented in chapter
� only gives the external aerodynamic loading on the turbine blades.�ere have been
very few studies on the structural impact of LLJs on the turbine blade loads [���, ���],
however these studies are mostly based onmodelled LLJ velocity profiles in which a
complete fluid-structural coupling is not available. Further studies are required to
understand the coupling between the fluid stresses and the structural loading on the
turbine blades.
In thesis, we focused on wind farms situated in a horizontally homogeneous

terrain. However, it has been recently observed that waves generated by mountains
in a stably stratified atmosphere can travel long distances and cause turbine power
fluctuations [���–���]. Future studies should focus on the coupling between complex
terrains and thermal stability on wind farm performance. Furthermore, while there
have beenmany studies focusing on the wind farm performance, there are very few
studies available on the e�fect of thermal stability on wind turbine and wind farm
noise [���]. A detailed studies of the e�fect of atmospheric stability on wind turbine
noise will be interesting.
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Summary

To reduce carbon emissions there is a growing focus on wind energy as a sustainable
energy source due to its wide-spread acceptability. However, it has been reported
that the wind energy in the European Union is not growing fast enough to achieve the
target of ��% reduction in emissions by ���� �. For future innovations in wind energy,
it is necessary to understand the atmospheric turbulence and the factors a�fecting
the wind farm performance.�e atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is the lowest layer
of the atmosphere with turbulent flow in the region closest to the ground where most
human activity occurs. In this thesis, we used large-eddy simulations (LES) to study
ABLs and also performed controlled numerical experiments to understand the e�fect
of atmospheric thermal stability on wind farm performance.
In part I of the thesis, we used LES to study most commonly observed conven-

tionally neutral boundary layers (CNBLs). �e ABL is known as a CNBL when the
surface heat flux is negligibly small. CNBLs are generally observed o�f-shore and are
important for meteorological and wind energy applications. Most theoretical models
till now have focused on understanding wind speed in the so-called inner layer, which
extends up to about ���-���meters. However, the dynamics in the outer layer beyond
this height are more di�ficult to model. In part I of the thesis, we propose a novel
approach for predicting the wind speeds in the outer region of a CNBL by combin-
ing ABL theory with classical perturbation method. We derived model constants for
predicting the CNBL velocity profiles.�is will be useful in developing turbulence
models for engineering flow solvers and developing analytical wind turbine wake
models for better wind energy forecasts.

In part II of this thesis, we analyzed the flow physics and the e�fect of stable bound-
ary layer (SBL) on wind farm power production by systematically increasing the
cooling rate at the ground. An SBL is formed when the ABL is cooled, and when
cooling rate increases, the SBL height decreases. Monin & Yaglom [��] suggest that,
in a SBL the shear e�fects dominate below a heightL (surface Obukhov length) and
the thermal e�fects dominate above the height L. By analyzing the energy budget
from our LES results, we found that when the turbulent entrainment is more than the

�windeurope.org/newsroom/press-releases/wind-is-not-growing-fast-enough-
for-eu-economy-to-go-climate-neutral
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dissipation and buoyancy destruction then the wake recovery is high. Accordingly,
we theorize that when turbine hub-height is smaller thanL, the turbines operate in
a turbulent region where the temperature e�fects are minimal and therefore wake
recovery is not a�fected. However, when the turbine hub-height is greater than the
Obukhov length, the thermal e�fects dominate, and there is very little entrainment as
buoyancy damps out the vertical velocity fluctuations reducing both vertical kinetic
energy and downward turbulent fluxes.�is suggests that, with increasing cooling
rate and decreasing boundary layer height, the turbulent entrainment of momentum
which is the major source of energy for downstream turbines is adversely a�fected,
thereby increasing wake losses causing reduced power production. We also found
that, at stronger stability with low boundary layer heights, the wind flows around the
wind farm instead of going above the wind farm due to ‘flow blockage’.

We also studied cases in which an interesting lower atmospheric phenomena
called low-level jets (LLJs) is observed. LLJs are the low-level maximum in the wind
velocity profile and have been found to be highly energetic. Specifically, we studied
three scenarios when the LLJ is above, in the middle, or below the turbine rotor swept
area. We found that the turbine wakes are significantly altered based on the position
of the LLJs. When the LLJs are above the turbine, the wakes are mostly turbulent with
weak tip and root vortices. However, with decreasing LLJ height, the strength and
stability of the root and tip vortices increases and can cause higher fatigue on the
downstream turbines.�e aerodynamic blade loading also suggests that when the
blades interact with the LLJs they experience higher loading compared to normal
scenarios.

Wind farm studies of the above three scenarios shows that the wake recovery and
the power production of the downstream turbines are reduced due to the higher
thermal stability associated with the LLJs. However, an interesting phenomena is
observedwhen the hub-height of the turbines are greater than the LLJ height. Instead
of the downward entrainment flux which is normally observed in a boundary layer,
we observed an upward entrainment flux, which facilitates wake recovery.�erefore,
in terms of wake recovery it is advisable to install turbines with heights slightly above
the the LLJ height. Otherwise, the wake recovery of the downstream turbines are
severely a�fected increasing the so-called ‘wake losses’.
In this thesis we focusedmainly on cases in which the turbines the turbines are

situated in simple setup such as horizontally homogeneous terrain. Complex ter-
rains such as mountains, large scale atmospheric phenomena, and baroclinicity can
also cause significant variations in wind farm power production. Future studies
should focus on the interaction between atmospheric stability, complex terrain etc
for designing next generation wind farms.



Summary (Dutch)

Omde CO�-uitstoot te verminderen, is er een groeiende focus op windenergie als du-
urzame energiebron vanwege de algemene toepasbaarheid van deze technologie. De
ontwikkeling vanwindenergie in de EuropeseUnie gaat echter niet snel genoeg omde
doelstelling van ��% emissiereductie in ���� te halen �. Voor toekomstige innovaties
op het gebied van windenergie is het noodzakelijk om de atmosferische turbulentie
en de factoren die de prestaties van windparken beïnvloeden goed te begrijpen. De at-
mosferische grenslaag is de onderste laag van de dampkring en het gebied waarin de
meestemenselijke activiteiten plaatsvinden. In dit proefschri�t hebbenwe large-eddy
simulaties (LES) gebruikt om de turbulente stroming in atmosferische grenslagen te
bestuderen en hebben we gecontroleerde numerieke experimenten uitgevoerd om
het e�fect van atmosferische stabiliteit op de prestaties van windparken te begrijpen.

IndeelI vandit proefschri�t hebbenweLESgebruikt omdemeest veelvoorkomende
neutrale grenslagen, die bekend staan als conventionally neutral atmospheric bound-
ary layers, te bestuderen. EenCNBLwordt gevormd als dewarmtestroombij de grond
verwaarloosbaar klein is en wordt over het algemeen voor de kust waargenomen. Een
goed begrip van deze grenslagen is belangrijk voor verschillende meteorologische
toepassingen zoals windenergie. De meeste theoretische modellen tot nu toe zijn
gericht op het begrijpen van windsnelheid in de zogenaamde binnenste grenslaag,
ook wel de ‘inner layer’ genoemd. Deze ‘inner layer’ is de regio van de grond tot een
hoogte tot ongeveer ��� tot ���meter. De stroming hierboven, in de zogenaamde
‘outer layer’, is veel moeilijker te modelleren. In deel I van dit proefschri�t hebben we
een nieuwmodel ontwikkeld om de windsnelheden in de outer layer van een CNBL te
voorspellen. In dit model combineren we theorie voor atmosferische grenslagen met
de klassieke perturbatietheorie. Vervolgens hebben we de modelconstanten bepaald
om het snelheidsprofiel in deze neutrale grenslagen goed te voorspellen. Dit inzicht
zal nuttig zijn bij het verder ontwikkelen van analytische en zogenaamde engineering
modellen om er zo voor te zorgen dat de stroming in het windturbine zog en wind-
parken beter gemodelleerd kan worden.

In deel II van dit proefschri�t hebben we de stromingsfysica en het e�fect van een
�windeurope.org/newsroom/press-releases/wind-is-not-growing-fast-enough-
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stabiele grenslaag (SBL) op de energieproductie van windparken geanalyseerd door
systematisch de afkoelsnelheid aan de grond te versterken. Een stabiele grenslaag
wordt gevormd wanneer de lucht dicht bij de grond wordt afgekoeld. De hoogte
van een stabiele grenslaag neemt af als de grond sneller wordt afgekoeld. Monin&
Yaglom [��] suggereren dat in een stabiele grenslaag zogenaamde ‘shear’ e�fecten
dominant zijn voor hoogtes onder de Obukhov-lengteL en dat thermische e�fecten
de stroming daarboven domineren. Door het energiebudget te analyseren op ba-
sis van onze LES-resultaten hebben we ontdekt dat een windturbine zog snel kan
herstellen als de turbulente menging hoger is dan de ‘dissipatie’ en ‘buoyancy destruc-
tion’. Op basis daarvan concluderen we dat de zog ontwikkeling achter turbines die
opereren in een turbulente atmosfeer waarin het e�fect van temperatuurverschillen
minimaal is, nauwelijkswordt beïnvloedwanneer ashoogte van de turbine lager is dan
L. Wanneer de ashoogte van de turbine hoger is dan de Obukhov-lengte dan wordt
het e�fect van temperatuurverschillen dominant. In dat geval is turbulente menging
beperkt en zorgt thermische stratificatie ervoor dat verandering in de verticale snel-
heden en turbulente menging wordt onderdrukt. Dit suggereert dat de turbulente
menging, die belangrijk is voor het herstel van het windturbine zog, verminderd
als de grenslaag hoogte afneemt. Hierdoor wordt de productie van windturbines
verder stroomafwaards nadelig beïnvloed als de thermische stratificatie sterker is.
Daarnaast hebben we ontdekt dat de wind om het windpark heen stroomt in plaats
van eroverheen als de thermische stabiliteit sterker is en de hoogte van de stabiele
grenslaag kleiner is. Dit fenomeen is het resultaat van een soort ‘flow blockage’.

Wehebbenookgevallenbestudeerdwaarineen interessant atmosferisch fenomeen
dat bekend staat als low-level jet (LLJ) wordt waargenomen. LLJ’s zijn laaggelegen
windmaxima en hebben veel stromingsenergie. We hebben ons gefocust op drie sce-
nario’s, waarbij de LLJ zich boven, onder, of rond de ashoogte van de turbine bevindt.
We ontdekten dat turbine zog aanzienlijk wordt beïnvloed door de hoogte van de LLJ.
Wanneer de LLJ zich boven de turbine bevindt dan is het zog zeer turbulent enworden
zogenaamde ‘tip’ en ‘root’ wervels gevormd. Als de atmosferische stabiliteit sterker
is en de LLJ hoogte lager is dan zijn deze wervels sterker en stabieler en hebben ze
een grotere impact op de belasting van de turbines daarachter. De aerodynamische
krachten op de turbine bladen zijn hoger als de windturbine in een LLJ opereert dan
in een normale situatie.

Simulaties voor wind parken voor de bovenstaande drie scenario’s laten zien dat
een sterkere thermische stabiliteit die geassocieerd is met LLJ’s het herstel van de
windturbine zoggen negatief beïnvloedt. Hierdoor wordt de energieproductie van de
windturbines stroomafwaarts lager als de atmosferische stabiliteit sterker is. Als de
ashoogte van de turbines hoger is dan de hoogte van de LLJ dan nemen we een zeer
interessant fenomeen waar. In dit geval zorgt turbulente menging voor een transport
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vanenergienaarbovenwaardoorhetherstel vanhetwindturbine zogwordtbevorderd,
terwijl in normale gevallen de energie naar beneden wordt getransporteerd. Daarom
is het in termen van zogherstel aan te raden om turbines iets hoger te maken dan
de hoogte van de LLJ. Als de windturbine op de hoogte de LLJ wordt geinstalleerd
dan wordt het zogherstel ernstig aangetast, waardoor de zogenaamde ‘zogverliezen’
toenemen.

Indit proefschri�t hebbenweons voornamelijk gericht op eenvoudige situaties, dat
wil zeggen op windparken die zich bevinden in vlak terrein. Atmosferische e�fecten
veroorzaakt door heuvels of bergen, barocliniciteit, grootschalige atmosferische ver-
schijnselen, kunnen ook een grote invloed hebben op de productie van windparken.
Toekomstige studies zouden zich moeten concentreren op de wisselwerking tussen
de atmosferische stabiliteit en atmosferische e�fecten in heuvelachtig terrein om het
ontwerp van toekomstige windparken te verbeteren.
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